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ABSTRACT 

Theoretical considerations for the use of chalcopyrite ternary 1-

III-VI 2 compounds in heterojunction photovo1taic conversion devices are 

presented, followed by an in-depth study of the structural, optical, and 

electrical characteristics of multi-source evaporated CuGaSe2 thin films 

as determined by processing. Film composition was identified as the 

primary variable for affecting the microstructure and optical-electrical 

behavior of the films. Film composition was in turn dependent upon 

elemental flux rates and substrate related effects. 

Films deposited on glass and bare alumina substrates were richer in 

selenium than films deposited on molybdenum coated substrates. Cu-poor, 

near stoichiometric, and Cu-rich compositions were obtained by varying 

the Cu/Ga flux ratio. Cu-poor films deposited on bare ceramic 

substrates were characterized by secondary impurity phase content and a 

tendency for cubic CuGaSe2 formation. The cubic nature of optically thin 

films deposited on glass was substantiated by a lack of crystal field 

splitting of the valence band as observed by optical absorption 

measurements. Cubic-tetragonal phase behavior was monitored on 

optically opaque samples by observation of intensity-independent 

(112)/(111) x-ray diffraction peak shifts. Cu-poor films on glass were 

also characterized by surface pitting at substrate temperatures in 

excess of 450 0 C which may be related to the high surface energy of 

gallium. Cu-poor films deposited on molybdenum coated alumina 

substrates exhibited less impurity phase formation and were largely 

single-phase tetragonal CuGaSe2. Cu-rich films on all substrates 

contained CuxSe impurities and tetragonal CuGaSe2. 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

A. Solar Technology 

The development of alternative energy schemes is a necessity driven 

field of endeavor in tOday's industrial system. In many countries, the 

dependence upon conventional and nonrenewable energy sources of gas, 

coal, and petroleum will have dire consequences in the near future. 

Although estimates vary, we will begin to run out of natural gas and 

petroleum within the next two decades. These energy inputs supplied 

nearly 60% of the total energy input for the Uni ted States in 1978 

[1]. Shifting the burden for energy responsi bi li ty to coal has the 

immediate disadvantage of increased air and ground pollution and will 

only prolong our energy crisis. Recent regulatory and safety issue 

problems with our nuclear based industry, compounded by the ever 

increasing focus on radioactive waste disposal, has drastically 

increased opposition to this form of energy. Nuclear fusion, although 

pollution free and providing a relatively unlimited source of energy, is 

still very much in it's infancy and will require many more years of 

dedicated research before it becomes a viable technology. Consequently, 

the development of safer, cleaner, and most importantly, renewable 

energy sources, combined with steps towards increased efficiency and 

conservation, should be viewed as a necessity, rather than just an 

alternative. 

Photovoltaic devices offer one solution and have immediate 

applications in space and terresterial uses in rural locations as a 



dependable source of energy. A variety of different material systems 

lead the current thrust of photovoltaics and include crystalline and 

amorphous silicon, GaAs, CdTe, and recently, ternary chalcopyrite 

compounds most notably, CulnSe2. All of these are equal competitors in 

establishing a photovoltaic system capable of economically competing 

with current sources of energy. Device structures based on these 

materials include the homojunction, heteroface junction, heterojunction 

and Schottky barrier configuration, each with it's own unique problems 

associated with attaining maximum energy efficiency. 

The heterojunction structure is typified by the use of two 

dissimilar materials, one a p-type semiconductor, the other of opposite 

n-type. One of these materials is designated as the active component in 

which the majority of photon collection and charge (electron-hole pair) 

generation occurs. Typically, this responsibility is assigned to the p

type semiconductor. Heterojunctions come in two varieties, a front wall 

design where the absorbing layer 1S the top layer such that light 

absorption occurs irrmediately upon striking the device, and the back 

wall design in which light must first pass through the non-active 

material before absorption occurs in the active layer. The latter 

structure has the advantage of eliminating surface recombination and if 

the absorption coefficient is very high, charge generation near the 

heterojunction interface will minimize the requirements placed on charge 

diffusion and lifetime such that charge collection efficiency is 

enhanced. From a practical viewpoint, the benefits of such a system can 

only be realized if the two materials comprising the junction are 

14 



properly matched as to electron affinity, bandgap, and lattice constant 

[2,3]. 

Heterojunction devices are by nature easily produced in thin film 

form by sequential deposition of various layers onto a supporting 

substrate. These layers can either be single crystal, polycrystalline, 

or amorphous in nature, although from a manufacturing cost viewpoint, 

the latter two are more desirable. Amorphous silicon can easily be 

deposi ted onto a variety of substrates by a simple glow discharge 

process involving the decomposition of silane and appropriate dopant and 

carrier gases. Folycrystalline films can be deposited by several 

processes, from expensive but highly controlled sputtering and 

evaporation techniques, to the less expensive but cruder techniques of 

spray pyrolysis, electrodeposition, and silkscreening. Recent 

advancements in polycrystalline CulnSe2 alloy based devices have 

included conversion efficiencies in excess of 12% when deposited by 

multi-source evaporation and combination sputtering and selenization 

processes [4]. These values exceed recently established U.S. Department 

of Energy milestones for establishing the viability of this material 

system [5]. A related material, CuGaSe2 should exhibit similar 

success, both alone and in conjunction with CulnSe2' but has yet to 

exceed efficiencies greater than 6% [6,7,8]. This is unusual in that 

CuGaSe2 has a bandgap of approximately 1.68 eV and is therefore ideally 

matched to the solar spectrum for maximum conversion efficiency as will 

be shown in the next section. The purpose of this study is, therefore, 

to better understand the process dependent variables for this material 
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in order to establish what problems may exist when considering 

subsequent photovoltaic device fabrication. 

B. Heterojunction Device Behavior 

In order to describe the behavior of a heterojunction consisting of 

dissimilar materials, the use of Anderson's model [9,10] is needed, 

which bases the interface behavior on the premise that the electron 

affinity for both materials, i.e., the energy between the conduction 

band minimum and vacuum (Evac-X) is always maintained. This abrupt 

junction model is represented in Fig. (1) where the structure common to 

a photovoltaic cell (Eg2 < Eg1 , material 2 is p-type) is used and X is 

the electron affinity, $ is the work function, Ec ' Ef , and Ev are the 

effective conduction, fermi level, and valence band edges, and sub-

scripts denote the particular material. 

Ee1 

Fig. 1 Heterojunction Model of Anderson 
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An immediate observation is that discontinuities in both the 

valence band and conduction band, ~Ev and ~Ec' arise due to differences 

in electron affinity. As we will show later, this behavior has the 

effect of impeding carrier transport across the junction. With analogy 

to homojunction behavior [11,12] and using the notation of energy 

increasing positive downward (I choose this direction for calculation 

ease as well as setting the contact potential Vo = ~2 - ~1 positive), we 

can write for the majority carrier concentrations away from the junc

tion: 

(1a) 

(1b) 

where Nc1 ' Nv2 are the effective electron and hole density of states and 

the subscript 0 denotes thermal equilibrium. Solving for the difference 

between fermi and band edge energies, 

(2a) 

(2b) 

Subtracting (2a) from (2b), we obtain: 
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where from Fig. (1), we can see that 

and 

qV 
o 

(4a) 

-Eg2 - (X2- Xl) 

(4b) 

such that we have for the equilibrium contact potential, 

18 

where nOl = Ndl and P02 = Na2 • Equation (5) reduces to the expected 

homojunction relationship: 

qV = E - kT~n[(N N )/(NdN )] o g v c a 
(6) 

For the non-degenerate case, Nc1 Nv2 > Nd1Na2 so 

(7) 

where the equality is for degeneracy. The open circuit potential for 

the device, or Vf denoting the forward bias voltage, cannot exceed the 

contact potential given by Eq. (7) such that an electron affinity mis-

match can actually aid the voltage characteristic of the device. 

However, as shown in Fig. (1), the same mismatch also decides the band 

discontinuity: 

--------- -- -------------- ---



lIE 
c 

liE 
v 
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(8) 

(9) 

such that the current characteristics will suffer for large mismatch. 

The nature of this energy discontinuity can be arrived at by considering 

a Poisson analysis at the interface. The contact potential can be 

represented as the sum of two individual potential drops, one acrOss the 

p-side and one across the n-side, as shown in Fig. (2). 

E."ac ~ , EIec1rostatlC ~ 
I V02 potential ~ 

---L.1-
. .. 

, I 

I I 
I I 
I 

, 
I I I 

I I I 
N I I , Charge 

+0'+++ I densrty 

+ ++ 
, 

I 
I 
I ·N I I I a2 

lJSJ EIec1rlC 

~ 'Ield I I I 

I I , 
.x,., X~O ><po 

Fig. 2 Heterojunction Interface Characteristics 
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If we assume free carrier charge depletion at the interface, we can 

write for the potential gradients at the interface: 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

where by integrating with the appropriate boundary conditions, 

E01 0 

f dE =5LN f dx <=> E -::5LN x 
E1 d1 01 El d1 nO 0 -x 

nO 

( 11a) 

0 x po 
f dE = -5LN J dx <=> E02 = 5L N x 

E02 
E2 a2 

0 
e: 2 a2 pO 

(lIb) 

where by the condition of space charge neutrality between -xnO and xpo: 

qAx N 2 po a 
(l2 ) 

it is clear that the dielectric displacement must be continuous at the 

interface: 

(l3 ) 

Since in general El * E2 it is clear, as is also shown in Fig. (2), 

that a discontinuity in E and consequently in the band energies results 

at the interface. We can further solve for the geometry of the 

interface as shown in Fig. (2) by writing: 

_. _ .. _._------------ --_ ... _-- -------------



Vo 
1 qNd1 2 1 qNa2 2 (14a) = --- X +--- xpO 2 £ 1 no 2 £2 

2 2 
W

2 
(q£2Nd1 Na2 + q£l Na2Nd1) 

= ( 14b) 2 
2£1£2(Na2 + Nd1 ) 

where the depletion layer width, W = xnO + xpO' Solving for W, 

W (15 ) 

where from Eq. (12) we have 

WNa2 
xnO = (N

a2 
+ N

d1
) (16a) 

WNd1 
xpO = (N

a2 
+ Nd1 ) (16b) 

such that 
2£1£2N 2V 1 

xnO 
[ a 0 ]~ 

qNd1 (£2Na2 + £lNd1) 
(17a) 

xpO = 
[ 2£1£2Nd1 VO ]i 

qNa2 (£lNd1 + £2Na2) 
(17b) 

Therefore, as in the case of a homojunction, we can extend the 

charge collection efficiency of the p-side material by increasing xpO 

through controlled doping Nd1 > Na2 • 

Possible combinations of the interface band structure as based on 

the Anderson model as expressed above for the case Eg2 < Eg1 are shown 

in Fig. (3). The most common structures for useful photovo1taic app1i-

cations are the first three cases, while the latter two would be unde-
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sirable since forward bias accentuates the barrier to a photogenerated 

current. Photovoltaics operate in quadrant IV of the I-V curve where we 

are concerned with photogenerated current, which in the negative sense 

considers electron flow from the p-side to the n-side, and vice versa 

hole current from the n-side to the p-side. The second and third cases 

of Fig. (3), therefore, provide an interesting observation: even though 

band discontinuities are found in the band energies as given by Eqs. (8) 

and (9), these discontinuities do not effectively impede the 

photogenerated current, i.e., they do not serve as diffusion behaviors 

to the diffusion-limi ted minori ty carrier transport of the photogen

erated current. In a typical electronic application as a diode, the 

same discontinuities would be detrimental from a drift viewpoint, but 

that is not the concern when considering quadrant IV photovoltaic opera-

tion. 

Heterojunction devices based on CuGaSe2 can be expected to display 

behavior characteristic of the third case shown in Fig. (3). Two such 

structures based on n-type windows of CdS and ZnO are shown in Fig. (4). 

Value for the bandgaps and X were obtained from Refs. [10,11,13] 

while <I> was arbitrarly set by the fermi levels shown in the figure. 

Also shown in the figure, to help clarify the above statements, is the 

flow of minority carriers across the junction as typified by quadrant IV 

operation where it is clear that the band discontinuities, although 

impeding the forward current characteristics, will not hinder the photo

generated current which is our main concern. Not shown in this diagram 

is the effect of recombination sites at the interface, mainly due to 
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lattice mismatching, which can reduce the magnitude of our photogener-

ated current and consequently its efficiency. Thi s effect is usually 

modelled by the incorporation of a recombination current directed 

opposi te to the photogenerated current but wi 11 be neglected in the 

model presented here. 

Important differences of the structures shown in Fig. (4) are that 

the use of the wider bandgap ZnO window results in an immediate gain of 

the maximum forward voltage possible, which from Eq. (7) is shown to 

increase from -1.0 volt to 1.45 volts. The other gain expected is an 

increase in the current output, al though not as apparent, due to the 



wider transparency of the ZnD bandgap to the solar flux. This latter 

fact is incorporated into the device efficiency by consideration of the 

device as a photon collection device as follows. 

For an ideal diode under illumination, we have the following 

relationship: 

I = I (eqV/ kT - 1) - I (18) 
o L 

where IL is the photogenerated current. If we assume low level injec-

tion, we can write the saturation current term, 10 as composed of two 

diffusion currents from both materials: 

N N D -E ,/kT N N D -E l/kT 
10 = qA[( ~ v T

n )2 e gl + ( ~ v ~)l e g ] (19) 
and p 

where Dn,Tn and Dp,Tp are the minority carrier characteristics in both 

materials. Since the bandgap of the window material is much larger than 

the absorbing material, we can further neglect the second term above and 

write for Eq. (19): 

I = I (E )(eqV / kT - 1) - I 
o g2 L 

(20) 

where 10 is a function only of the absorping p-type material character-

istics. Solving for the open and short-circuit conditions, 

v oc 
kT ~n( IL + 1) 
q I 

o 
(2la) 
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I 
BC 

-I 
L 

(Ub) 

To obtain a power product, we multiply Eq. (20) by V and differen-

tiate to obtain the maximum current value at maximum power, Pmax : 

P = IV = I V (eqV!kT - 1) - I V 
o L 

oP I OV + V g 
oV = oV oV 

where B 

and at Pmax ' 

BV oP 
oV = 0 = I + BV (I e m) 

m m 0 

BV 
I = -BV (I e m) 

m m 0 

From Eq. (20), we have 

I = I e m 0 

BV m 

where combining Eq. (20) with (23b), 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(24) 
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I (1 + BV ) = -BV (I + I L) m m m 0 

I m 

where since IL -Isc 

Similarly, solving for the voltage at Pmax ' Vm: 

BV 
-(I /1 ) = V B e m 

mom 

I e 
_( 0 

BV 
m _ I - I ) 

o L 
I 

o 
= V Be m 

BV m 

where from the Equation for Voc (21a), 

which is transcedental in Vmo 
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(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 

(26) 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

(28 ) 

Both Vm and 1m' as expected, are dependent upon the incident flux 

since the photogenerated current can be given as: 



qnt p (29) 

where n is the device quantum efficiency (external quantum efficiency 

for practical calculations), and ip is the illumination (solar) flux in 

units of photons per second. In general, calculations where the assump-

tion is made that all solar photons with energy greater than the bandgap 

are effectively transformed into a photocurrent (n=l.O), 

i = An 
P 

). = 1.24/E (eV) 
c g 

J L ()., 5800) 6), 
p 

o 
(30) 

where Lp is the solar photance given in units of photons/cm2-sr, and An 

is fixed by the detector geometry and equals for a lcm2 detector: 

(Areal of Sun) (Areal of Detector = 10-4m2) 

(1.5 x 101lm)2 
(31) 

The integral of Eq. (30) can be approximated by a blackbody at 

5800 0 K, which can be found in tabulated form. Substitution of Eq. (30) 

and (31) into (29) then gives for an ideal device Eg + 00, 

I = 6.364 x 10 17 photons/sec 
p 

IL = .102 amps 

for a lcm2 device. 

" "-"------"-------

(32 ) 

(33) 
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For actual heterojunction devices, however, the quantum efficiency 

exhibi ts a bandpass characteristic typified by cutoffs at the edge of 

both the absorber and window materials as shown in Fig. (5) for a 

cds/CuInSe2 device. 
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Fig. 5 External Quantum Efficiency for a CdS/CuInSe2 Device ref. (14) 

In this case, we model the actual photogenerated current by the 

following where we approximate the quantum efficiency independent of 

wavelength: 

L (X,5800) 6X 
p 

(34) 

where Xl and X2 are the bandgaps of the wider and smaller bandgaps, 

respectively, given by X = 1.24/Eg • 

29 
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With IL now determined as a function of the solar flux, we can now 

rewrite our equations for Vm and 1m as: 

[1 R.n 
llqE A A 

1 V = ( ed)+l)] - - R.n(l + BV ) m B I hc B m 
0 

(35 ) 

nqE AdA BV 
I = (I + e ) 

(1 
m ) 

m 0 hc + BV m 
(36) 

where the conversion from photon units (photance) to energy units 

(radiance) is made by the following: 

llqf 
P 

where Ee is the spectral irradiance (watts/cm2 ) and Ad is the detector 

area in cm2• The product of Eqs. (35) and (36) will yield the maximum 

power Pm in negative units since we are in the IV quadrant, i.e., power 

is delivered to the load. We will consider Pmax as a positive quantity 

from this point on. To obtain the maximum power output for a device 

illuminated with a distribution of wavelength, we must, therefore, 

integrate the products of Eqs. (35) and (36) over the wavelength range 

of interest A2 - AI. Using the relationship Len = Ee' the product is 

given as: 

P max 

L (A ,5800». 
(1 + BV) dA] 

m 

L (A,5800».BV 
e m 

(1 + BV ) 
m 



where a = q/kT = 38.46 volts- l 

and 

where T 

n = external quantum efficiency 

qAO/hc = for 1 cm2 device, .005426 (mks) 

10 = reverse saturation current = f(Eg2 ) 

Xl 1.24/Egl 

X2 = 1.24/Eg2 

Le(X,T) = solar radiance 

h 6.626 x 10-34 W-sec2 

c = 3 x 1010 cm/sec 

k = 1.38 x 10-23 W-sec/oK 

X = wavelength in microns 

in watts/cm2-um-sr 
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This integration was carried out numerically using Simpson's 

Approximation with an integration element of flX = 1 nm. A listing of 

this BASIC program is included in the Appendix. Basically, the program 

consists of: 

1. Input values of n, Eg1 , Eg2 , and 10• 

2. Solve each integration element using Le determined at midpoint of 

element and the transcendental equation for Vm (35) solved inter

actively. 

3. Solve for 1m using Eq. (36). 
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4. Multiply Vm and 1m and sum for each element in variable PTOT. 

5. Continue over entire wavelength range. 

After the integration, the final value of PTOT is compared with the 

total incident power which could be calculated by integrating Eq. (38) 

from A = 0 to m and equals -.1352 W/cm2• The ratio of these two is then 

output by the program as the external efficiency of the heterojunction 

device. 

In order to obtain reasonable values for 10 as given by Eq. (19), 

tabulated data for p-GaAs, p-Si, p-CuInSe2' p-Ge, and p-CdTe were 

obtained [10,11,15,16] and plotted such that a linear relationship 

between log 10 and absorber bandgap, Eg , could be reached as shown in 

Fig. (6). Where diffusion data was not available, approximations for 

the diffusion 

relationship, 

or 

D III n n 

coefficient 

kT/q 

were made using either Einstein's 

(40) 

(41) 

A least squares fit of the data shown in Fig. (6) produced the following 

relationship used in the calculations: 

log I 
o 

5.136 - (0.1507)E (eV) 
g 

(42) 
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Results of this calculation are shown in Fig. (7) for both a CdS 

(Eg = 2.45 eV), Sn02 (Eg = 3.70 eV), and hypothetical very wide bandgap 

15 eV window. The latter inclusion is an attempt to simulate the ideal 

case of no window absorption which approximates the behavior of a homo-

junction made entirely of the p-type absorber, i.e., ~1 + O. 

A notable result of Fig. (7) is the large increase in efficiency to 

be realized by using a larger bandgap window like Sn02' In this sense 

however, it is important that this increase in Eg is not accompanied by 

a corresponding decrease in sheet resistance (which is the case of 

ZnS). Materials like Sn02 and ZnO (Eg = 3.2 eV) can be easily 
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Fig. 7 Theoretical Heterojunction Efficiency 
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fabricated by a variety of techniques and also exhibit the ability of 

easy n-doping, in these example, extrinsic doping by In and AI, 

respectively. Another observation of Fig. (7) is the diminishing 

returns of increasing Eg of the window much beyond that of Sn02' 

Finally, we have an optimum value for Eg of the absorber, slightly 

dependent upon the bandgap of the window. Using a CdS window, the 

optimal choice for Eg of the absorber is about 1.4 eV. At a window 

bandgap of 3.7 eV, this value has increased slightly to about 1.6 eV. 

As a conclusion to this chapter, I would like to mention various 

references useful for understanding heterojunction photovoltaic device 

------- -.'---~-
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operation and efficiency calculations. For heterojunction and device 

theory in general, the books by Streetman [11J, Dereniak and Crowe [17], 

and Milnes and Feucht [18J are highly recommended. The book by Dereniak 

approaches devices from a more optical sense and provides an excellent 

compliment to the others. Additional reading, with more of a photovol

taics flair, can be found in books by Backus [19J, Chopra and Das [15J, 

Coutts, Kazmerski, and Wagner [16J, and Fahrenbruch and Bube [lJ. 

Finally, notable papers regarding efficiency calculations include those 

of Wolf [20J, Loferski [21J, and Wysocki and Rapport [22J. Detailed 

calculations in these papers are oriented more towards homojunction 

behavior and do not consider the losses imposed by a window layer as 

does the model presented here. 

~~~-~---~--- ------ ~----~--~------------
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CHAPTER II - THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF CHALCOPYRITE COMPOUNDS 

A. Structural Characteristics 

The ABC2 groups of I-III-VI 2 and II-IV-V2 tetragonal chalcopyrite 

ternary compounds are extensions of the group IV class of tetrahedrally 

bonded semiconductors as derived from the Grimn-Sommerfeld rules in 

which these are an average of 4 valence electrons per atoms site [23]. 

The II-IV-V2 compound ZnGeAs2 can be arrived at by this cross-

substitution method by performing a single proton exchange on two Ge 

atoms forming GaAs followed by a subsequent splitting of Ga to Zn and 

Ge. Similarly, the I-III-VI 2 compound CuGaSe2 can be formed by an 

initial exchange of 2 protons on two Ge atoms forming ZnSe followed by a 

single proton exchange of Zn forming Cu and Ga. In this fashion, is is 

clear that the III-V compounds are the binary analogs of the II-IV-V2 

chalcopyrite compounds while the II-VI compounds are the binary analogs 

of I-III-VI2 compounds. These materials fall within the general 

classification of adamantine structures as derived from either the 

tetrahedrally bonded face-centered cubic (FCC) or hexagonal close packed 

(HCP) modifications of the four group IV elements C, Si, Ge, and Sn 

[24]. In following such a scheme, the symmetry of the structure is 

decreased. 

7 Fd3m-Oh 

The group IV symmetry of either the FCC modification 

6 4 or the rarer lonsdaleite structure P3/ mmc- D6 is reduced to 

the binary analog symmetry of either the cubic sphalerite (zinc-blende) 

structure F T
2 

43m - d or the hexagonal wurtzite structure 
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In the final chalcopyrite transition, the symmetry is 

further reduced to that of body-centered cubic, 12 I42d - D2d in which 

the unit cell is doubled, twice that of the sphalerite structure. 

The chalcopyrite compound can be most easily envisioned as 

consisting of two interpenetrating FCC lattices, in analogy to zinc-

b1ende, separated by a translation vector of (~,~,~); one lattice 

consisting of the anion and the other comprised of an ordered array of 

two different cations. Besides the doubling of the cubic unit cell due 

to the cation ordering, there are two additional non-cubic effects: 1) 

an external distortion along the c-axis such that cIa deviates from the 

ideal value of 2.0 (for the II-IV-V2 compounds this effect is always 

compressive such that cIa s 2.0 while for the I-III-VI2 compounds the 

effect is again compressive with the exception of a slight dilation in 

the case of CuInS2' CuInSe2' and CuInTe2); and 2) an internal 

displacement of the anion away from the ideal position ~ = .25 such that 

the anion sub1attice is slightly distorted. The significance of these 

structural irregularities will be discussed later. 

In addition to the normal adamantine structures discussed above, 

there are the defect adamantine structures in which vacancies are 

introduced into the cation lattice [25,26]. In the sense that these 

vacancies contribute zero valence electrons and are restricted to tetra-

hedra1 lattice sites, the tetrahedral bonding requirement of 4e- per 

atom site is still maintained. At large vacancy concentrations, 

ordering of these vacancies result in other ternary adamantine struc-

tures including the defect chalcopyrite structure, thioga11ate, which is 

~~ -~----- ----
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identical to chalcopyrite with ~ of one of the cations removed. This 

structure is by convention represented as II-III20VI4 where 0 denotes a 

vacancy of zero and maintains a body centered symmetry of 14 based on 

the I42d symmetry of chalcopyrite. Another common ordered tetrahedral 

vacancy compound is the defect stannite structure I2I10V114 of space 

group 142m which is derived from the quaternary stannite structure, 

i.e., CuFeSnS4' with all Sn atoms removed. Notice that in all cases, 

both the adamantine and defect adamantines, a simple calculation will 

show that the Grimn-Sommerfeld requirement of 4 electrons per site is 

maintained. 

A formalized approach to generalizing all possible adamantine 

structures based on the tetrahedral bonding requirement is presented by 

Parthe [27] and Pamplin [25]. In this approach, an ideal anion 

sublattice is the necessary requirement for structural stability in 

which an ideal cation sublattice results in the normal adamantine 

structure while a deficiency of cations, and consequently vacancy 

formation, results in the defect adamantine structure. Consequently, in 

the case of a binary adamantine, the structure is represented as either 

CmAn or Cm-xO xAn where C, A, and 0 are the total cation, anion, and 

vacancy constituents, respectively. With this formulation, we can then 

define two bonding relationships: 

me + ne 
VECA 

c a 
n (43) 

and 
me + ne 

VEC = c a 
m + n (44) 

-----------------------------------
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where ec and ea are the valence electrons per cation and anion, 

respectively. The first relationship, VECA' is then seen as being the 

partial valence electron concentration with respect to the anion while 

the second equation relates the total number of valence electrons per 

atom. A necessary requirement for all adamantines is that VECA = 8 

while VEC = 4 for a normal structure and increases >4 for a defect 

structure. For the latter case where VEC > 4, we have an excess of 

electrons/atoms above that required by the Grimn-Sommerfeld rule which 

can be referred to as non-bonding electrons. Consequent ly, we can 

establish that the number of non-bonding orbitals per atom (INBO/atoms) 

is given by VEC-4. If we then realize that each vacancy in tetrahedral 

coordination requires 4 non-bonding orbitals, we can establish that: 

(VEC - 4)(m + n) 4X (45) 

which can be reduced to, 

(46) 

for the binary adamantine structure where if VEe = 4, we have the normal 

structure and if VEC > 4 then x, i.e., the vacancy concentration, must 

increase. Note that VEC < 4 has no physical significance within this 

model according to the Grimn-Sommerfeld requirement. Equation (46), as 

written, lacks any indication of an upper limit to i.e., the 
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vacancy concentration, and must be determined experimentally. For 

example, in considering the adamantine stability of Ga2Se3 along the 

Ga2Se3-GeSe2 binary compositional line in which Ge substitutionally 

replaces Ga, it was determined that the adamantine structure was stable 

from ~ = 0 
n 

to x 3 
n = 8' i.e., (Ga4GeIJ3Se8 at which point additional 

vacancy introduction resulted in a collapse of the cubic structure [27]. 

In consideration of ternary adamantine structures, i.e., chalcopy-

rite, we now consider the presence of two cations: C C' 0 A n-m-x m x n 

where x again denotes the vacancy concentration. We can then rewrite 

Eq. (45) as: 

(VEC - 4)(n - m - x + m + n) 4x (47) 

which reduces to, 

VEC (2n - x) = 8n (48) 

where VEC is given by Eq. (44) as 

(n - m - x)e + me ,+ ne 
VEC c c a 

n - m - x + m + n (49a) 

(e + e )n + (e c' - e )m - e x c a c c = 2n - x (49b) 

where ec ' ec" and ea are again the valence electrons of our two cations 

and single anion. Combination of Eq. (48) and (49b) results in: 



m 
n 

[8 - e - (1 - ~)e ] = ____ -,~a~ ______ ~n~~c-
(e 1- e ) 

c c 
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(50) 

This equation can be used to generate the whole family of possible 

adamantine structures based on two cations and one anion. For example, 

if we consider only the normal adamantine structure where x/n = 0 we can 

rewrite equation (50) as: 

[8 - e - e ] 
~ = ______ ~a~ __ ~c_ (51) 
n e - e c l c 

and thereby construct a table of mIn values of e c versus ecl where ecl> 

e a=4 ea=5 ea=6 

= 2 3 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 

1 >1 >1 >1 1 2/3 1 1/2 1/3 1/4 

2 >1 1 1/2 0 0 0 

3 0 <1 <1 

4 <1 

For a ternary compound we consider values of mIn such that 0 < m <1 
n 

which results in the following normal adamantine structures: 

I IV2 V3 e.g. CuGe2As3 

II IV V2 CdGeAs 2 

I III VI 2 CuGaSe2 

12 IV VI3 CU2GeSe3 

13 V VI4 CU3AsSe4 

~~~-.----~------~---~~--~--~.------------
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We can further consider the possible defect adamantine structures 

by choosing one of our normal adamatine structures, CuGaSe2 and 

referring back to equation (50); 
x 

!!! 8 - 6-0-Ii ) 
(52a) ;:: 

n 2 x 
2 - O-Ii ) 

(52b) 
2 

where it is clear that there are an infinite number of possible struc-

tures in that for each value of mIn there is a corresponding value of 

x/no As in the case of the binary substitution sample Ga4GeD3Se8' 

there wi 11 be expec ted an upper limi t on the vacancy cone en trat ion; 

however, if we restrict ourselves between two end point compositions 

known to be adamantine, we can easily generate an infinite number of 

compositions. For example, limiting ourselves to compositions between 

CuGaSe2 and Ga2Se3 where both are known adamantine, we have as a subset 

of compositions: 

x/n 

o 

1/10 

1/9 

1/8 

1/7 

1/6 

1/5 

1/4 

1/3 

mIn 

1/2 

.550 

.556 

.5625 

.5714 

.5833 

.600 

.625 

2/3 

Composition 

CuGaSe2 

cUO.7Gal.ltJO.20Se2 

CUO.67Gal.11 D 0.22Se2 

Cu .625Ga l.1250 0 .25Se2 

CU.571Ga1.143tJO.286Se2 

CUO.5Ga1.16700.333Se2 

CUO.4Ga1.2 °0.4Se2 

CuO. 25Ga 1. 250 O. 5Se2 

CuOGa1.330 0.667Se2 ;:: Ga2Se3 

.---- ._._----... _-----------
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It is clear then that these compositions of increasing vacancy con-

centration are adamantine. With respect to the Debye-Huckel treatment 

of electrolytic solutions [28,29], we should expect that as our vacancy 

concentration xln increases, the possibility of vacancy ordering might 

occur at some critical value of x/n. This has been shown to be the case 

for another I-III-VI 2 compound, CuInSe2' in which the ordered vacancy 

compounds CU3InSSe9' CU2In4Se7' and the defect chalcopyrite E phase 

CuInSSe8 (corresponding to xln equal to 1/9, 1/7, and 1/4, respectively) 

has been identified along the CuInSe2-In2Se3 binary tie line [30]. In 

the case of CuGaSe2' ordering has been identified in one study at the 

optimum vacancy concentration (~= i ) corresponding to the defect 

chalcopyrite structure [31], but has not been reported for smaller 

vacancy concentrations between xln = 0 and xln = 1/4. This vacancy 

ordering only occurs at low (room) temperature while an increase in 

temperature results in a randomization of the cation lattice and 

vacancies such that the y (chalcopyrite) and E phases transform into the 

single sphalerite 6 phase of variable composition with the exception of 

the Ag compounds in which an additional ~ cubic phase is formed [32]. A 

more detailed description of phase stability will be presented later. 

As mentioned previously, the tetragonal chalcopyrite structure of 

CuGaSe2 is a derivative of the ZnSe II-VI binary zinc-blende structure 

and consists of two interpenetrating cation and anion sublattices. The 

similarity of CuGaSe2 with its analog is shown in Figure (8). 

The resulting superlattice has three non-cubic effects: 1) doubling 

of the cubic cell, 2) a tetragonal (~ * 2.0) distortion, and 3) a a 

------ ~---~-~~ --~--.- -------------
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displacement of the Se atom. The latter two effects are largely related 

to the presence of two different cations coordinating the Se atom 

leading to competition between the Cu-Se and Ca-Se bonds. For CuCaSe2' 

these bonds balance such that the Se anion forms a near perfect lattice 

(u - 0.25) however, in general, u ~ 0.25 for most chalcopyrite 

structures. The chalcopyrite crystal symmetry is listed in the 

"International Tables of Crystallography" [33) as - 12 
I42d, 02d (No. 122) 

as a body centered tetragonal structure with Cu at 

- 1 1 111 - 1 3 1 I 1 
4a4 (000,0 24"; + 222 ), Ca at 4b4 (000, 0 2 4" ;+ 222) and Se at 

I I - 3 1 3 7 1 - 7 III _ 
8d2 ( u 4" "8 ,u 4""8 ' 4" u "8 ' 4" u 8" ; + 222 ) where u 0.25. In order 

to best visualize these positions we can translate these points into a 

single tetragonal unit cell in which the positions are as follows: 



Cu: 0,0,0; 1/2, 0, 1/4; 1/2, 1/2, 1/2; 0, 1/2, 3/4 

Ga: 1/2, 1/2,0; 0, 1/2, 1/4; 0, 0, 1/2; 1/2, 0, 3/4 
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Se: 3/4, u, 1/8; 1/4, (l-u), 1/8; (1/2-u), 1/4, 3/8; (1/2 + u) 3/4 3/8, 

1/4, (1/2 + u), 5/8; 3/4, (1/2 - u), 5/8; O-u, 3/4, 7/8; u, 1/4, 7/8 

These positions are as shown in Fig. (8) where by close analysis a 

value of u > .25 indicates a movement of Se away from Cu and towards 

Ga. The tetrahedral coordinated characteristics of each atom is shown 

in Figure (9). In this figure, the movement of the Se atom for 

increasing u is given by the direction of the arrows. 

A,8,C 

BC, 

• Cu 
!It Ga 
SSe 

Fig. 9 Tetrahedral 

Coordination of Chalcopyrite 

Structure 

------------- ------------



The movement of the Se anion as well as the location and symmetry 

of vacancies within the ideal lattice is shown in different perspective 

along the c-axis in Figure (10). It is clear that the chalcopyrite 

structure is an open structure where there are 8 tetrahedral and 8 

octahedral voids per tetragonal unit cell with the following locations: 

tetrahedral voids: <i i l }, <Ill}, <I i ~}, <i 1 ~} + <0 0 i } 

octahedral voids: (~O O), (0 ~ 0), (0 0 i ), (~~ i) + (0 0 ~ ) 
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Fig. 10 C-axis Perspective of Atomic Sites in Chalcopyrite 
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At this point it IS useful to emphasize the tetrahedral 

coordination of the cations in CuGaSe2' which is indicative of the 

covalent sp3 bond arrangement while for a material of more ionic nature 

cations can occupy both tetrahedral and octahedral sites, i.e., spinel 

(MgA~204)' in which two-thirds of the cations prefer the 6-fold 

coordination. 

The deviation from ideal tetrahedra as u varies in Figure (10) 

result in the following generalized structural distortions for an ABC2 

compound [34]: 

1) the bond lengths A-C and B-C become functions of a, c and u, 

2) the AC4 and BC4 tetrahedra are distorted such that a pair of anion-

anion distances and anion-cation-anion angles result, 

3) the anion centered tetrahedra have 2 angles for the A-C-B angle and 

one angle for both the A-C-A and B-C-B geometries, and 

4) the cation-cation distances are independent of u. 

From simple trigonometry, various relationships for the above 

effects can be derived. For instance, the A-C distance, RAC ' can be 

derived from the Cu atom and Se atom located in Figure (10) at the 1/2, 

1/2, 1/2 and (1/2 + u), 3/4, 3/8 positions as: 

1 ..... 1 R = R = ( a + Cu-Se A-C '2 1 '2 

1/2 
[ 2, ..... ,2 1, ..... ,2 + 614 ' .... a

3
,2] = RAC = u a1 + 16 a2 



where, if we define n = c/2a and since = a and o 

(where ao ' Co are the tetragonal lattice parameters) we have: 

[ 
2 2 1 2 4 2 2 1/2 

= u ao + 16 a o + 64 ao n ] 

Similarly, the bond length B-C, RBC ' is given by: 

1 2 1/2 
[(u - -) + (1 + n2

)/16] a 2 0 
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(53) 

(54) 

If we combine these equations, we arrive at a geometric relation-

ship for the internal Se distortion, 

1 
(u - '4 ) = (55) 

Further where, if there is no distortion, u = .25 and RAC = RBC • 

expressions for the geometrical relationships of ABC2 chalcopyrite 

materials were tabulated by Garbato, et a!. [34] and are given for 

reference: 

Bond Lengths (AC4 tetrahedral) 

(56) 
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(57) 

(BC4 tetrahedral) 

(58) 

[ 1 2 1 ] 1/2 14 = (u - 2) + 16 . 2ao 
(59) 

(A-A, A-B, B-B) 

(60) 

(A - B) 

(61) 

Bond Angles (A-C-B) 

(62) 

(63) 

(C-A-C) 

(64) 

.------------------------



-1 2 2 
cos (1 - 12 /2RAC ) (65 ) 

(C-B-C) 

(66 ) 

(67) 

(A-C-A) 

(68) 

(B-C-B) 

(69) 

Values of a,c,n, and u for all the ABC 2 compounds can be found in 

sUlmlaries by Shay and Wernick [35], Garbato, et a1. [34], Jaffe and 

Zunger [36], Pamplin [24], Miller et ale [26], and Wyckoff [37]. 

Theoretical studies of the bonding parameters of ABC2 compounds in 

the past have focused on the possible interdependence between both the 

internal distortion, u and the external distortion n. In addition to 

the dependence of individual A-C, B-C bond lengths on the electron 

charge density between these atoms, the tetragonal distortion can be 
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described by cation-cation ionic repulsion along the [OO~] directions as 

well as by the indirect covalent interactions A-C-A, B-C-B, and A-C-B as 

shown in Figure (8). The first of these tends to dilate the cell along 

the c-axis while the latter tends to compress the cell. The fact that 

most ABC2 compounds are compressed along the c-axis suggests that the 

tetragonal distortion is dominated by covalent forces as indicated by 

Garbato (34). 

In general, as shown by equations (53), (54), and (55) an exact 

relationship between nand u does not exist. In the case of the II-IV-V2 

pnictide compounds, however, Bernstein and Abrahams have shown that the 

IV-V2 tetrahedra (BC4 ) form nearly ideal tetrahedral structures due to 

the strong nature of the group IV atom to form sp3 bonding wi th its 

neighbors [38]. In this case, a direct relationship can be derived from 

our structural equations by equating the anion-anion distances ~3 and ~4 

of the BC4 tetrahedra such that the following results: 

u = 
1/2 

1.. - 1.. (2n2 - 1) 
2 4 

(70) 

which is referred to as the Abrahams-Bernstein rule and is valid for 

most II-IV-V2 compounds. In the case of the I-III-VI2 compounds, the 

presence of group I d-electron contributions to the A-C bond inhibits 

the formation of ideal BC4 tetrahedra such that equation (70) provides a 

poor correlation to experimental data. A good correlation was arrived 

at, however, by the introduction of a conservation of tetrahedral bonds 

(CTB) model by Jaffe and Zunger [36], in which the two bond lengths, RAC 
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and RBC are given by dA + dC and dB + dC respectively, where dA, dB' and 

dC correspond to Pauling's tetrahedral covalent radii [39]. The 

resulting correlation between nand u was given as: 

u = 
(a + 8) - [82 - (2 + n)2a2 ]1/2 

4a 

(71 ) 

(72 ) 

Using these relationships, experimentally determined values of both ao 

and u could be predicted a priori, although the distortion cIa did not 

provide as good a correlation attributed to the longer-range ionic 

forces existing between cations along the c-axis. Other attempts at 

systematization of the structural parameters have been suggested based 

on dielectric e1ectronegativity scales by Phillips [41], atomic orbital 

radii models by Che1ikowsky and Phillips [41], Noolandi [42], and 

Binsma, et ale [43], and bond polarization by Fo1berth and Pfister 

[44]. A qualitative analysis by Shay and Wernick [35] based on the work 

of Robbins, et a1. [45] is that in general, as the A atom increases in 

size (atomic number) and the B atom decreases, the value of 2-c/a can be 

expected to increase due to the contraction (strengthening) of the B-C 

bonds. 
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B. Chemical Bonding 

1. Bonding Ionicity 

In a pure sense, covalent bonding can only occur between like 

atoms; differing electron affinities can be expected to introduce 

inequalities in electron densities between different atoms. With this 

reasoning, the nature of bonding in the chalcopyrite compounds can be 

qualitatively represented as a mixture of ionic (heteropolar) and 

covalent (homopolar) forces where: 

and the fh and fi are the covalency and ionicity of the bonds. One of 

the earliest attempts at predicting the bond ionicity was by Pauling 

[46] in which: 

(]4) 

where XA and XB are the respective electronegatives of the A and B atoms 

comprising the bond. This relationship provided a reasonable 

approximation for highly ionic materials but deviated in considering 

atoms on different rows of the periodic table and also as the bond 

became more inherently covalent. In order to alleviate these 

inaccuracies, the modern day concept of mixed bonding is based on the 

energy contributions of both ionic and covalent potentials, which are 
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90 0 out of phase in a crystalline structure such that the total bandgap, 

referred to as the Penn Gap, Ep' is given by [47]: 

(75 ) 

and Eh and Ei are the average energy gap produced by the covalent and 

ionic fields, respectively. The homopolar contribution, Eh, is a 

radially decaying function given as [48]: 

-2.5 
arAB (76 ) 

while the ionic term is coulombic and includes an electron screening 

E.(AB) 
1 

2 ZA Zc 
= be (-- + --) exp [-ks(rA + r B)/2] 

rA rc 
(77) 

where ZA' ZB' r A, rB are the valency and covalent radii of the A and B 

atoms, r AB , = r A + r B, and a and b are constants. The similarity of the 

latter equation for ionicity to that of Pauling's is apparent in that XA 

~ ZAe2/rA + constant such that XA - XB equals Eq. (77) if the 

exponential screening factor is taken as a constant [47]. According to 

Phillips [47], the ionicity fi of a binary AB bond is given by: 

(78) 
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Garbato and Rucci [49] extended these ideas to that of a ternary ABC2 

chalcopyrite by using the following averaging technique: 

f. 
1 

f. (AC)f. (BC) 
1 1 

(79a) 

where, 

f. (AC) 
1 

E~(AC)/E2(AC) 
1 P 

(79b) 

f. (BC) 
1 

= E~(BC)/E2(BC) 
1 P 

(79c) 

in which they were able to correlate measured with experimental hardness 

measurements based on the following empirical relationship between fi 

and hardness H: 

e e T f. 
H H (~) 

o 16 
(.2!!) 
T 

(1 _ 2.) 
F. 

(80) 
1 

where 

H 2200 exp(-0.9d ) 
0 0 

d = (r
A 

+ r
C

)/2 
0 

where eA, eC are the anion, cation valency, Tm and T are the melting and 

room temperatures, and Fi = 0.785. Gupta, et a1. were able to improve 

the hardness correlation by modifying Eq. (80) and improving the 

averging technique of the individual AC and BC bonds to: 

(81a) 
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where 

I/E2 I [ I + I 
] = -h 2 E~(AC) E~(BC) 

(8Ib) 

I/E~ I [ I + 
I ] = -

1 2 E~(AC) E~(BC) 
and 1 1 

(81c) 

E2 = E2 + E~ p h 1 
(8Id) 

Their calculations showed that for the II-IV-V2 compounds, f· 
1 

ranged from 0.11 (ZnSiAs2 ) to 0.40 (CdSnP2) while for the I-III-VI2 

compounds, fi ranges from 0.47 (CuGaTe2) to 0.68 (AglnS2). For the 

I-III-VI 2 chalcopyrites, the general trends are that the group III = In 

compounds exhibit the highest ionicities (0.54 ~ fi ~ 0.68) when 

compared to both Al and Ga compounds (0.47 ~ fi ~ 0.59) and group I = Ag 

compounds have higher ionicities (0.65 ~ fi ~ 0.68) than Cu compounds 

(0.47 ~ fi ~ 0.64). The higher ionic nature of the In compounds when 

compared to III = Ga, AI, have also been substantiated by energy band 

calculations by Jaffee and Zunger [50]. 

Although bond ionicity is accounted for in bond energy calculations 

and can therefore be disregarded, the concept of ionicity is a greatly 

required concept in discussions of intrinsic defect formation which 

affects electrical properties significantly. Recent studies on the 

defect chemistry of chalcopyrite compounds have focused on both covalent 

and ionic defect models. Further discussion on this is reserved until 

later. 
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2. p-d Hybridization 

In a crystal structure, it is no longer appropriate to discuss 

atomic orbi tals as individual enti ties, as in the case of isolated 

atoms, but rather we must deal with superpositions of orbitals. A 

hybridized orbital results when I~JI2 undergoes interference effects in 

which the geometrical orientation of the superimposed orbitals is 

drastically changed. This hybridization therefore results in a 

redistribution of electrons. The hybridization orbital of concern for 

most adamantine structures is the sp3 hybrid which results from s2p2 

atomic orbitals where the energy increase of exciting an electron from 

an s to p state is recovered by an overall decrease in crystal energy. 

Al though other hybrid types like the sp2 bonding of layered compounds 

can be found in these materials, those isolated cases will not be 

covered here. The directed nature of sp3 bonds can be grouped into 

three classifications: 1) bonding orbitals directed between atoms 

comprising the bond, 2) anti-bonding orbitals directed away from the 

bonding orbitals where out-of-phase behavior results in cancellation, 

and 3) non-bonding orbitals usually centered on a given atom [47]. The 

general characteristics of these orbitals are that 1) the number of 

atomic orbitals is conserved during hybridization, i.e., s2p2 and sp3 

contain 4 orbitals each, 2) antibonding states are higher energy than 

bonding orbitals, 3) the maximum charge density can vary within a given 

orbital, typically favoring the more electronegative atom where bonding 

orbitals favor anions while antibonding orbitals favor the cation, and 

4) if the total number of electrons/atom $ 4, then only bonding/anti-



bonding orbitals form while if the number of electrons/atom> 4 then 

non-bonding orbitals are permissible (i.e., as for defect adamantines). 

For group IV elements, sp3, bonding occurs from the hybridization 

of s2p2 states. In the case of two such atoms, there are a total of 16 

possible electron states (2s + 6p states for each atom) which separate 

into 8 bonding and 8 anti-bonding states. From band theory, the 8 lower 

energy bonding states are contained within the Jones zone construction 

of the first four Brillouin zones, each brillouin zone containing a 

single energy band of spin degeneracy 2. These four energy bands 

comprise the valence band and are entirely filled by 8 valence electrons 

while the higher energy anti-bonding states correspond to the conduction 

band and are entirely devoid of electrons. The lowt:)st energy valence 

band is entirely s-like at the Brillouin Zone Center and is deeply bound 

to the atomic core ls22s2 p6 electrons at an energy of -40 eV and 

consequently is absent from E vs. k diagrams for silicon. The remaining 
, 

three bands, however, form the valence band maximum (r2S ) and in the 

absence of spin-orbit interaction are triply dengenerate at k=O. 

The nature of bonding is entirely p-like at this point, comprised 

of the triply degenerate PxPyPz states. Interactions between the 

magnetic moments of the electron spin and orbit, the spin-orbit effect, 

split the aximuthal quantum number J = 3/2 and 1/2 states resulting in 

singly and doubly degenerate energy levels at k=O while also lifting the 

degeneracy of the J = 3/2 states away from the zone center at k=O. 

These two latter bonds form the light and heavy hole bands where near 

k=O, 
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(82 ) 

with the ± corresponding to the light and heavy hole bands, 

respectively. The valence band structure of silicon and germanium can 

be described by the coefficients A,B,C of 4.0, 1.1, 4.1 and 13.1, 8.3, 

12.5, respectively [51]. The J = ~ split off band is more ideally 

parabolic and is separated from the light/heavy hole band at k=O by an 

energy equal to (3/2»). where). is the magnitude of the spin-orbit effect 

)'L • S [47]. 

In the case of a uniaxial strain along the c-axis, or in the 

presence of a non-cubic crystal, as for the tetragonal chalcopyrites, 

the double degeneracy of the J = 3/2 states can be removed at k=O by 

separation of the Pz from the PxPy states. This effect is known as 

crystal field splitting and is directly proportional to the tetragonal 

distortion of II-IV-V2 compounds and to a lesser degree the same 

distortion in I-III-VI 2 compounds. 

The valence band structure of binary III-V and II-VI compounds are 

similar to the group IV elements in that they are isoelectronic analogs 

and usually crystallize in identical FCC or HCP structrures. Important 

exceptions include the slight lifting of the double degeneracy of the 

light and heavy hole bands at k=O due to the different chemical entities 

in the compound as well as the occurence of the lowest conduction band 

at k=O. The latter effect results in the formation of a direct band gap 

semiconductor in which electron-photon interactions are permissible 

without the necessity for phonon generation or absorption. 
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For the ternary ABC2 compounds, the lattice is again, in the 

pseudocubic approximation (cIa ~ 2.0) FCC such that the Brillouin zone 

is still characteristic of FCC, however, the reduction of translation 

symmetry due to two distinct cations reduces the size and consequently 

the volume of the chalcopyrite Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. (11). 

kZ 

Fig. 11 Chalcopyrite Brillouin Zone Enclosed 

Within Sphalerite ref. (52) 

According to the folding-back method [26], bonds lying in k-space 

between the inner tetragonal and outer sphaleri te zones can be trans-

lated into the chalcopyri te zone along lines of identical symmetry. 

Mappings for representative high symmetry points as shown in Fig. (11) 

inc1 ude: 



~halerite_ 

reO 0 0) X(O 0 2w) W(O ~ __ w __ ) 
", "8 ' , a ' a ' 

L ( !. 
a 

, 0) 

Chalcopyrite 

W(2:,0,~ ) + r(O,O,O) 

!. , 0) 
a 

x (0 ~ , a ' 0) X (~ 0, 0), 6(0,0,!. ) , a ' a T(O,O,!. ) 
a 
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For II-IV-V2 compounds, this technique allows the approximate band 

structures of the ternary compounds to be qualitatively generated from 

its binary analogs where the effect due to the two cations results in 

qualitatively small changes in energy. This resul t in shown for the 

case of GaAs-ZnGeAs2 in Figure (12). 

Fig. 12 

E vs. k Diagrams for Binary Analog GaAs 

and Chalcopyrite ZnGeAs 2 refs. (47) and (26) 



In this figure the translation of the GaAs Xl' X3 , LI states into 

the tetragonal zone produce the ZnGeAs 2 r 3 , r 2 and TI + T2 states, The 

conduction band minimum r l state of chalcopyrite originates from the r l 

direct state in sphalerite and retains its direct nature. In other 11-

IV-V2 compounds, the direct gap originates from indirect binary states 

and are referred to as psuedodi rect compounds. Such a compound is 

ZnGeP2 which is derived from its indirect binary analog, GaP. 

Conduction band minima in these materials correspond to competing r3 and 

TI + T2 states. [52] Minimum r3 maps from sphalerite Xl (0,0, 2n ) 

states while TI + T2 corresponds 
2n a 

to the Xl' (a-' 0,0) and 

XI(O, !n, 0) sphalerite states. Since in this case, the chalcopyrite 

direct gap at zone center originates from indirect X transitions in 

their III-V analog, the absorption edge for these materials, although 

direct is weaker than direct state r derived bands. 

The valence band structure r4 , r5 shown in Fig. (12) for ZnGeAs 2 is 

derived from the sphalerite r l5 states and as shown incorporates crystal 

field splitting alone. If we include spin-orbit effects the r5 state is 

further split into the r6 and r7 states. Because of the similarity 

between the III-V and II-IV-V2 band structures, a quasi-cubic model, 

developed by Hopfield [53], accurately describes the energy separation 

between these three valence bands at zone center: 

(83 ) 
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where El and E3 lie above and below the E2 level. Optical transitions 

from each of these valence bands to the conduction band minimum at r 1 

are referred to as the A,B, C transi tions with A being polarized 

strongly parallel (I I) to the c-axis while the latter two share strong 

perpendicular (1) polarizations. These optical selection rules are 

described in detail in references [26] and [52]. 

As expected from a single folding in of states, both the spin orbit 

6so and bandgap Eg of the ternary II-IV-V2 compound is nearly identical 

to that of its binary analog. It is a further characteristic of these 

materials that the crystal field splitting, 6cf ' can be quantitatively 

arrived at by compressing the binary analog uniaxially along the c-axis 

equalling the tetragonal compression of the chalcopyrite structure. In 

this fashion, 6cf is given by the following relationship: 

3 c 
- - b (2 - -

2 a 
(84 ) 

where b is the deformation potential of the binary analog [35] and for 

III-V compounds has an average value of -1.2 eV. Consequently, the 

built-in uniaxial compression of the II-IV-V2 compounds is seen as the 

most dominant non-cubic potential for the upper valence bands of these 

materials. 

Table (1) gives a good comparison for most of the II-IV-V2 

compounds and their binary analogs showing the similarities between 

spin-orbit splitting, calculated (via Eq. (84» and observed crystal 

field splitting, and bandgap similarity where 6Eg = (Eg) binary-
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Binary Binary Binary Ternary Ternary -6cf 

.!.!2Y:!'2 ~ Analog 2g_ ~.!,!!- -6 
-.!,!!- ~cf- f!!!.:. 

ZnSiP2 1.933 (Co,At)P 2.35 O.OB 0.07 0.13 0.12 

ZnSiAI2 1.9' (Ca,At)A_ 2.01 0.31 0.2B 0.13 0.11 

ZnCeP2 1.96' CaP 2.26 0.10 0.07 O.OB 0.06 

ZnCeA' 2 1.967 CaA. 1." 0.31, 0.31 0.06 0.06 

ZnSnP2 2.000 (In,Ca)P I.B1 0.10 0.09 0 0 

ZnSnA_2 2.000 (In,CaM, 0.B2 0.3B 0.31, 0 0 

CdSiP2 1.B37 (In,At)P 2.25 0.09 0.29 

CdSiA82 1.BI,9 (In,At)A. 1.60 0.21, 0.29 0.21, 0.27 

CdCeP2 1.B7B (In,Ce)P 1.87 0.10 O.ll 0.20 0.22 

CdCeA'2 1.BBB (In,Ca)A. 0.B2 0.10 0.33 0.21 0.20 

CdSnP2 1.951 InP 1.35 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 

CdSnA'2 1.957 InA. 0.36 0.1,3 O.I,B 0.06 O.OB 

3 
-(6c!)calc K 2 (1.2)[2 - (cIa») 

TABLE 1. II-IV-V2 Chalcopyrite Lattice Distortion and Near Cap Transition Energies 

Tran.ilion. 

~ B 

2.07 2.16 

1. 7' 1.B3 

1.99 2.05 

1.15 1.19 

1.66 1.66 

0.73 0.73 

2.10 2.30 

1.55 1.71, 

1.72 1.90 

0.57 0.73 

1.17 1.25 

0.26 0.30 

..£. 

2.21 

2.12 

1.I,B 

1.75 

1.07 

2.30 

1.99 

1.99 

1.02 

1.33 

0.77 

gg 

0.2B 

0.27 

0.27 

0.29 

0.15 

0.09 

0.15 

0.05 

0.15 

0.25 

0.18 

0.10 

O'l 
-I':> 
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(EA)ternary - O. Energy values were obtained from reference [26] while 

lattice distortion cIa was taken from average values given in Ref. [35]. 

The chalcopyrite I-III-VI2 compounds, like the II-IV-V2 compounds, 

are also characterized by 3 valence bands at k=O due to spin orbit and 

crystal field effects. The observed crystal field parameters are again 

what would be expected for a uniaxial strain of the binary II-VI 

compounds, according to equation (84) with an average II-VI deformation 

potential of -1.0 eV [35]. However, unlike the pnictide compounds, 

there is an observed anomaly in comparing both the bandgap Eg and spin

orbit parameters ~so of the I-III-VI2 compounds with their binary 

analogs. Values of ~Eg as high as 2.4 eV (CuA~S2) and differences in ~so 

of .92 eV (AgInTe2) arise between ternary and binary compounds. This 

behavior has been positively attributed to the proximity and subsequent 

hydridization of the transition metal d-1eve1s with the p-bands of the 

other atoms. This effect is also understood when considering the energy 

levels of these orbitals in their isolated cases. From the one-electron 

energy calculations of Herman and Skillman [54], the energy difference 

between the Cu 4d and Se 4p states is only 0.566 eV while in the case of 

the pnictide compound, ZnGeAs 2, this same separation is 9.2 eVe 

Consequently, in the latter case, no hybridization between p-d levels 

should be expected. The stability of the p-d hybridization with respect 

to the energy difference between bonds in this example is identical to 

similarly observed behavior when considering the sp3 hybridization 

stability of the Group IV elements. In this case, relativistic effects 

decrease the s-level energies relative to the p-1evels for atoms where 
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n=4 and 5 such that metallic close-packed structures and behavior 

results [47]. 

The first quantifying study of the p-d hybridization effect was by 

Shay and Kasper [55] in which the decrease in spin-orbit splitting was 

attributed to a partial cancellation of the overall splitting by the 

negative atomic splitting of Cu and Ag. The spin-orbit splitting ~so of 

these compounds can then be represented as: 

where ~p is the positive contribution of p-Ievels (equal to the ~so of 

the binary analog), ~d is the negative contribution due to Cu, Ag d

states (related to the splitting found in atomic spectra but empircially 

used as a fitting parameter [47]) where ~d = -0.13 eV for Cu compounds 

and -0.28 eV for Ag compounds [56], and (I-a) is the % d-like behavior 

of the p-d hybridization. By equating Eq. (85) to observed values for 

~so and substituting in the known values of the splitting ~p of the 

binaries, Shay and Kasper were then able to calculate the % d-like 

character of these bonds which varied from 16% to 45% over the series 

studied. 

The magnitude of the bandgap decrease ~Eg was then found to scale 

linearly with this hybridization. The calculated hybridization (I-a) as 

well as calculated crystal field splitting (Eq. (84» and observed 

values are shown in Table (2) along with the observed bandgap anomaly, 



Binary Binary Binary Ternery Ternary -6cf 
I-III-VI 2 ~ Analog --.-!a- ~.o- ~cf- ~.o- Calc. 1-0 

CuCaS2 1.960 ZnS 3.8 0.07 0.12 0 0.06 .35 

CuCaSe2 1.962 ZnSe 2.68 0.43 0.09 0.23 0.057 .36 

CuCaTe2 1.99 ZnTe 2.56 0.93 0.04 0.6 0.015 .31 

CuInS2 1.984 (ZnCd)S 3.17 0.07 <.005 -0.02 0.024 .45 

CulnSe2 2.000 (ZnCd)Se 2.33 0.43 -.006 0.23 0 .36 

CuInTe2 2.000 (ZnCd)Te 2.18 0.93 0 0.61 0 .30 

AgCaS2 1. 790 (ZnCd)S 3.17 0.07 0.28 0 0.315 .20 

AgCaSe2 I.BI9 (ZnCd)Se 2.33 0.43 0.25 0.31 0.2715 .17 

AgCaTe2 1.90 (ZnCd)Te 2.18 0.93 0.165 0.84 0.15 .07 

AgJnS2 1.92 CdS 2.53 0.07 0.15 0 0.12 .20 

AgInSc2 1.918 CdSe 1.85 0.43 0.12 0.30 0.123 .18 

AgJnTe2 1.960 CdTe 1.80 0.92 0.06 .77 

(6 ) + 6
T 

T a. DO Ternary .0 
T yhere ~80 • 0.13 (Cu compound.) 

(~.0)8inary + ~ .0 • 0.28 (Ag compounds) 

-(~) ~ ~ (2 - (cIa») cf calc 2 

TABLE 2. J-JJJ-VJ 2 Chalcopyrite Lattice Diotortion and Near_Cap 'Tranehion_Energies 

Tran.ition. 
~ ....L 
2.43 2.55 

1.68 1.75 

1.24 1.27 

1.53 1.53 

1.04 1.04 

1.06 1.06 

2.73 3.01 

1.83 2.03 

1.316 1.425 

I.B7 2.02 

1.24 1.33 

1.04 

..£ 

2.55 

1.96 

1.85 

1.53 

1.27 

1.67 

3.01 

2.29 

2.26 

2.02 

1.60 

6Ea 
1.37 

1.00 

1.32 

1.64 

1.29 

1.12 

0.44 

0.50 

0.864 

0.66 

0.61 

0.76 

0'1 
""-J 
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From the data of Table (2), the downshift in Eg , AEg as a function 

of the p-d hybridization (I-a) is shown in Fig. (13) where a least 

squares fit of the data, excepting AgGaTe2 and AglnTe2' gives the linear 

relation for AEg in eV: 

AE = 4.093 (1 - a) - .184 
g 

(86) 

An anomaly unexplained by Shay and Kasper's correlation was how 

materials with identical d-like behavior say CulnSe2 and CuGaSe2 (l-a = 

These .36) could have such large differences in AEg (~0.3 eV). 

observations lead to the subsequent studies by Jaffe and Zunger which 

showed that the AEg anomaly of the I-III-VI 2 compounds uas in actuality 

due to two independent effects, a chemical effect 6E
chem based on p-d 
g 

hybridization and cation electronegativities and a 

structural effect AE s based almost entirely on the internal displacement 
g 

parameter of the anion [36,50]. In these studies, the use of the 

potential-variation-mixed-basis (PVMB) model for band structure calcu-

lations allowed for selective freezing of the atomic orbitals such that 

the structural effects due to u (related to the charge density between 

A-C and B-C bonds) could be separated from p-d hybridization effects by 

selectively freezing Cu-d orbitals. Their calculations show that as u 

decreases from the ideal zinc-blende vlaue of 0.25, the bandgap of the 

chalcopyri te phase would decrease due to a simul taneous lowering and 

raising of the conduction band minima and valence band maxima at k=O 

with dE 
du of the valence band being larger. Similarly, as u increases 
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from 0.25, the valence band would decrease in energy while the 

conduction r 1 state would remain relatively unchanged. This behavior 

was explained in that the conduction band was lowered as the bond 

contributing the most to it was stretched, which for the studied 1-111-

V1 2 compounds was the B-C bond. Similarly, the valence band was 

increased in energy as the bond contributing the most to it was 

compressed, in this case the A-C bond mainly due to d-electron 

contribution. Consequently, in a material like CulnSe2 with u=0.224, 

the ~Eg anomaly is more than in CuGaSe2 where u~0.25. 
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Fig. 13 p-d Hybridization based on Shay and Kasper Correlation 
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c. Phase Behavior 

The phase behavior of the ternary I-III-VI 2 compounds at standard 

pressure can be discussed in terms of variations in either temperature 

or composition. Temperature induced changes at or near stoichiometric 

composition include cation order-disorder effects as well as first and 

second order changes in crystal structure. For most ABC2 compounds, the 

tetragonal chalcopyrite structure is the stable form at STP while struc

tural modifications at higher temperatures and pressure include the 

cubic sphalerite, hexagonal wurtzite, or denser phases like cubic NaC1 

or the tetragonal 2-NaFe02 modification [34]. Chalcopyrite exhibits a 

single phase solid solution capable of withstanding, in certain cases 

and at higher temperatures, a wide range in compositions. Variations in 

composition outside this homogeneity region result in secondary phase 

formation. 

The ternary compositional triangle is the basis for analyzing the 

compositional dependent phase behavior of these materials. Figure (14) 

shows such a diagram for CuGaS2 where the single phase chalcopyrite 

structure is shown by the cross-hatched area. 

Bordering this region are multi-phase regions consisting of 

chalcopyrite in equilibrium with one or more secondary phases. In order 

to fix the composition within the ternary field, two independent 

compositional parameters are required. Due to the proximity and 

intersection of the chalcopyrite field with the pseudo-binary line 12VI-

1II2VI 3 , or for the case of Fig. (14) the Cu2S-Ga2S3 pseudo-binary, one 
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Fig. 14 Ternary Phase Diagram of CuGaS2 ref. (24) 

of these compositional parameters is related to the molecularity of the 

the molecularity of a given composition lxlllyVl z can be determined as 

A = x/ex + y) (87) 

where x,y and z are the atomic % concentrations of the individual 

atoms. This choice is fortuitous in that all compositions between A = 

0.5 (the stoichiometric l-lll-Vl 2 phase) and A = 0 (the defect sphaler

ite lII 2Vl3 compound) are adamantine and in theory, any composition 

between these endpoints can be written as a solution of the two end-

71 
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points. In reality, vacancy ordered compounds usually provide the 

terminus point at some intermediate value of A. The second composition-

a1 parameter effectively describes the compositional deviation from the 

pseudo-binary line, and for the mo1ecu1arity defined as in (87) can be 

written as, 

liZ Z - (X/2A)(3-2A) (88) 

where liZ > 0 corresponds to compositions above the line (anion rich) and 

liZ < 0 indicates compositions below the line (anion poor). Composition-

a1 parameters such as these are by no means unique as other re1ation-

ships are possible, for instance, Pamplin discusses several alternative 

methods of fixing the ternary composition [24]. A more useful combina-

tion of parameters based on the defect chemistry theory of Schma1zreid 

[57] and Kroger [58] as developed by Groenick and Janse [59] are the 

deviation in mo1ecu1arity, llX where: 

llX = ~ - 1 
y 

and deviation in valence stoichiometry, lly: 

lly = 2z _ 1 
x + 3y 

where x, y, and z are as defined previously. 

(89) 

(90) 

Again, llX represents 

motion along the pseudo-binary line with lly indicative of whether the 

........ --.-----------.-.-.-~-.-------------
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material is anion poor or rich. As will be shown later, a change in 6X 

does not necessarily alter the semiconducting properties, rather, it is 

the stoichiometry parameter t:.y that can greatly affect the level and 

sign of doping in an ABC2 chalcopyrite compound [60]. 

Host phase studies of I-III-VI2 compounds are based on 12VI-III 2VI 3 

pseudo-binary phase diagrams. The first detailed study was by Palatnik 

and Rogacheva for ABC2 compounds based on A - Cu, Ga, B = In, and C = 
Te,Se.[32] The equilibrium phase diagram for the CulnSe2 case is shown 

in Fig. (15). 
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The single phase chalcopyrite y phase exists as a variable 

composition phase with a homogeneity region determined by temperature. 

At room temperature, the y field is narrow and extends about 2.5 mole % 

towards In2Se3 (0.5 ~ A ~ .475) while at higher temperatures is as wide 

as 10 mole % In2Se3 (0.5 ~ A ~ 0.40). Not shown in this figure is a 

slight extension of the single phase field towards CU2Se. Between 810 0 C 

and 5800 C, a decrease in CU eventually results in the precipitation of 

the disordered cubic sphalerite phase 6 of variable composition. At 

lower temperatures, the same compositional trend results in 

precipitation of a defect vacancy phase E of variable composition. 

According to Palatnik and Rogacheva this E phase has as its terminus 

towards In2Se3 an ordered vacancy (thiogallate) phase CuInSSe8 (83.3 

mole % In2Se3)' however more recent reports by Fearheiley [30] have 

indicated ordering at much lower Cu-poor compositions including 

and At very poor Cu-poor compositions 

(0.17 < A < .09) cubic/hexagonal mixed stacking regions have also been 

identified [60]. With increasing temperature, both the y and E phases 

disorder into the sphalerite y structure which has as its terminus on 

the Cu-rich side, a two phase region of y and CUSInSe4 and on the In

rich side a solid solution of In2Se3. The compound CulnSe2 is seen to 

melt conqruently at 9860 C although crystal growth experiments would seem 

to indicate incongruent behavior [30]. For the chalcopyrite compounds 

in general, the existence of disordering prior to melting has been 

correlated with both the internal anion parameter u [61] as well as the 

tetragonal distortion [34,62]. According to Zunger [61], compounds 
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where lu - .251s .015 will undergo disordering prior to melting. This 

is indentical to the results of Binsma [62] and Garbato [34] who relate 

the same behavior for materials where n = .£ > 1.95 and 1.954 
II 

respectively. The width of the chalcopyrite y phase also appears to 

decrease as.£ deviates 
a 

studied [32]. 

from 2.0, at least for the materials 

The pseudo-binary phase behavior of CuGaSe2 was first reported by 

Palatnik and Belova [31] who reported a CuGaSe2 y phase extending to 65 

mole % Ga2Se3 (0.5 <!: A <!: .35), an E phase (based on the ordered phase 

CuGaSSe8) from 71 to 89 mole % Ga2Se3 (0.29 <!: A <!: 0.11) and a solid 

solution of Ga2Se3 from 91 to 100 mole % Ga2Se3 (0.09 <!: A <!: 0). The 

most recent work by Mikkelsen [63] is different in several regards 

however. The results of his work are shown in Fig. (16). 
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The major difference in Mikkelsen I s work is the absence of the 

ordered vacancy compound, CuGaSSe8 reported previously by Palatnik and 

Belova. As proof of its absence, Mikkelsen found a linear decrease in 

the cubic lattice parameter for samples quenched from 8S0oC of 

composition ranging from 70 mole % to 100 mole % Ga2Se3. Had this 

region been a two phase region with the addition of an ordered vacancy 

compound £, a change in parameter would not have been observed when 

traversing the field rather, the only change would have been a change in 

the relative intensities of the two phases 1/1£. Consequently, a 

continuous solid solution (ss) of zincblende structure is shown for 

compositions with greater than 70 mole % Ga2Se3 in Fig. (16). Other 

interesting features of Fig. (16) include a wide homogeneity region for 

the chalcopyrite y phase (0.5 ~ A ~ 0.4), which narrows to an unreported 

value at room temperature; and peritectic melting behavior at 

approximately 1030oC. The zincblende solid solution is in equilibrium 

with the y phase in a two phase field between 60 and 70 mole % Ga2Se3 

(0.40 ~ A ~ 0.30) between 800 and about 10000C and narrows quickly with 

higher temperatures. 

The wide existence range reported for chalcopyrite CuGaSe2 allows 

us to derive an interesting structural model. If we restrict ourselves 

to the one phase region of the pseudo-binary and assume the structure to 

be that of a defect adamantine with decreasing Cu in which the Se 

lattice remains unperturbed, we can normalize the atomic fractions in 

the following manner: 
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(91) 

(92) 

CU2A[2/(3-2A)] Ga2(1-A)[2/(3-2A)] Se2 (93) 

In this sense, it is clear that as the material becomes Cu-poor, i.e., 

as we decrease A from 0.5 we are essentially replacing 1 Ga atom for 

every 3 Cu atoms removed: 

2 (I-A) - 1 
(94) 

1 - 2A 

If we conjecture as to where this additional Ga might be incorporated in 

the lattice, it is clear that two possibilities exist, either intersti-

tially (Gai) or substitutionally in a Cu vacancy (GaCu). If we choose 

the latter mechanism as the more energetically favorable, we can further 

develop the following structural model: 

CU2A[2/(3-2A)] VCu[2-4/(3-2A)] Gal.O GaCu{2(1-A)[2/(3-2A)]-1} Se2 (95) 

Note that in either case we maintain the valency requirements of a 

filled anion octet, i.e., VECA = 8 and thus from an ionic viewpoint have 

not affected the electrical properties. For ins tance, according to 
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relation (95) we create intrinsic defects in the ratio 1 GaCu : 2 VCu 

where the valency GaCu is now 2 and effectively compensated by the 

absence of 2 electrons at the 2 Cu vacancy sites. Similarly, for the 

interestitial mechanism, we create our defects in the ratio of 1 

Gai:3VCu where the valency of 3 for the Gai is again compensated by the 

absence of 3 electrons at the 3 VCu sites. Deviations from the tie 

line, in accordance to equations (88) or (90) will however affect the 

valency requirements and should therefore affect the electrical proper-

ties. These compositional changes occur at a fixed molecularity by 

deviations in Se content above and below the pseudo-binary line. Devia

tions above the tie line in the Cu-poor region result in VECA < 8 while 

compositions below the line show VECA > 8. In the former case, an 

excess Se content must be incorporated into an already ideal anion 

lattice by either the interstitial Sei mechanism or the generation of 

cation vacancies Veu and VGa. According to both the ionic and covalent 

defect models supported for the ABC2 compounds both of these mechanisms 

result in p-type behavior, i.e., a deficiency of electrons for tetra-

hedral bonding. For the latter case of VECA > 8, a deficiency of Se 

(and excess of bonding electrons) is reasoned to either result in Se 

vacancies, VSe ' or cation intenstitials, CUi' Gai where the interstitial 

mechanism is reasoned again by both models as resulting in n-type 

behavior. The VSe mechanism 1S believed to operate as either a donor 

(ionic model) or as an acceptor (covalent model). 
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D. Defect Chemistry of I-III-VI2 COmpounds 

The electrical behavior of the I-III-VI 2 compounds is unique in the 

sense that all compounds belonging to this family of chalcopyrites, with 

the sole exception of AgInSe2' are mainly p-type semiconductors [64]. 

This behavior is identical but opposite to their binary II-VI analogs 

which exhibit mainly n-type behavior, with the exception of ZnTe. Also, 

in likeness to their binaries, most I-III-VI2 compounds do not type 

convert, either intrinsically or extrinsically, with the exceptions of 

CuInSe2' CuInS2' and AgGaS2 [64,65]. For the binaries, type conversion 

is hindered by self-compensation mechanisms in which the energy gained 

in creating a compensating defect is less than the bandgap of the 

material, and hence donors spontaneously form in the presence of 

acceptors [47,66]. However this behavior is not observed in the case of 

AgGaS2 with a bandgap of 2.7 eV and consequently self-compensation does 

not appear to be the reason for the general lack of type conversion. 

The intrinsic behavior of these materials are supported by both a 

covalent and ionic model of defect formation. The electron exchange 

process, as suggested by Zhuse, et a1. [67] and further used in the 

development of the covalent model by Pamplin [24], Neumann [68], and 

Wagner [69] is shown in Fig. (17). 

In this figure for CuGaSe2' each CU atom receives two electrons 

from one Se and one electron from another Se. Ga then receives an 

electron from the latter Se and one electron from its own 4s orbital. 

This exchange can be written as, 
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Cu 3d l04s l + 3e- + 3d l O4s l p3 

Ga 3dl O4s2pl + le- + 3dl O4s l p3 

2 Se 2(3d l04s2p4)-2e- + 2(3d lO4s l p3) 

Fig. 17 Covalent Bonding Hodel for CuGaSe2 

where the electron exchange supports the tetradedral requirements for 

sp3 bonding. Within the context of defect formation, vacancies of all 

three can serve as acceptors: 
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The ionic model originates from the work of Kroger on the defect 

chemis try of oxides and binary compounds [58]. Schmalzreid extended 

these ideas to spinel structures and inferred their use in ternary 

compounds [57]. These concepts were finally utilized in the generalized 

defect chemistry of ternary ABC2 compounds by Groenink and Janse [59]. 

Within the ionic model, the electrical behavior of possible defect 

mechanisms can be summarized as follows using the effective change 

notation of Kroer: 

VX 
.... V "+ h . Cu Cu 

VX 

Ga 
.... V .. 

Ga 
+ h· 

V .... + 2h· vacancy defects 
Ga 

V.,-''''' 
Ga 

+ 3h· 

VX 
.... 

Se 
V • 

Se 
+ e" 

V· • 
Se + 2e" 

Cu~ .... Cu= + e" 
1 1 

Ga~ .... Ga= + e" 
1 1 

G •• + 2e" interstial defects a. 
1 + 3e" G··· a. 
1 
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Se~ + Se. + 
hO J 1 1 

Se. + 2h· 
1 

x 
+ Cu ' + h· CUGa Ga 

Cu" 
Ga antisite defects x 

Gac~ + e' GaCu 
+ 

G •• + a Cu 

where the anion on cation antisite defect is omitted due to unfavorable 

energy considerations. These mechanisms are shown in Fig. (18) where 

the activation energies are only qualitatively indicated. 

Conduction band 

- - -Ga;' Ga,·... - Gac., ~ -- VSe' •• - Gacur.:~:u Ga, Ga,- """C 

" vGa C~' 
• • V -. Ga • 5" V V Ga _ C _ 5e e,_ 

Cu __ Ga _ • UGa _ .' 

vc~ - vG~..... CUGa- 5e, - --
o 

Valence band 

Fig. 18 Ionic Hodel Defect Levels 

In the case of simple group IV semiconductors in which vacancies, 

and interstitial mechanisms are negligible and antisites impossible, the 
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requirement of charge neutrality allows for a simple determination of 

the fermi energy and consequently its electrical behavior. For 

instance, in the case of both p and n doping from single acceptors and 

donors, a simple relationship exists which can be numerically solved: 

where, 

n + N - = P + Nd+ a 

n = Nc/ [I + exp 

p Nv/[l + exp 

+ 
Nd = Nd

TOT 
[1 -

NaTOT /[1 + N a 

(96) 

E - E 
( \T f)] (97) 

E - E 
(\T V)] (98) 

1 ] 
Ed - Ef I + adexp( kT ) 

(99) 

E - E 
aaexp( \T f)] (100) 

and Nc, Nv, NdTOT , NaTOT , Ea, Ed, and T are known or determinable 

quantities and ad and aa are the spin and band degenenacy of the donor 

and acceptor states [70J. 

The large number of possible intrinsic defects shown previously for 

the ternary compound CuGaSe2 presents a formidable task initially for 

quantifying its electrical behavior. However, Schmalzreid has shown 

that for a given combination of thermOdynamic variables, the con-

centrations of two defects of opposite sign, known as the majority 
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defect pair, will dominate over all other defects. Under these condi-

tions, Groenink and Janse have shown that only two compositional 

parameters (at fixed temperature and pressure) are necessary for the 

identity of this defect pair. These parameters are referred to as the 

deviation from molecularity, Ax, and the deviation from stoichiometry, 

Ay, where for a ternary I-III-VI 2 compound of composition AaBbCc 

Ax = ! - 1 
b 

Ay = 2c _ 1 
a + 3b 

(101) 

(102) 

where a, b, and c are the atomic % concentrations of the consistent 

atoms. Identities of the majority pair for possible combinations of Ax 

and Ay are tabulated by Rincon and Wasim [65] and presented for 

reference in Table (3) where +, - indicates Ax > 0, Ay < O. 

V' A V' 0 2Vo' 3Vo" c' 1 2C;' A' 0 2Ao' e' 

A' 1 0,0 +,+ +,+ +,0 +,+ +,0 +,+ +,0 +,-

0' A -,- -,+ -,- -,- -,0 -,- 0,0 -,- -,-
20A' -,0 0,+ -,+ -,0 -,+ -,0 +,+ 0,0 -,-
0' 1 -,- 0,0 -,- -,- -,- -,- +,- 0,- -,-

20;' -,- +,+ 0,0 -,- -,+ -,- +,+ +,- -,-
3Sj' -,0 +,+ +,+ 0,0 -,+ -,0 +,+ +,0 -,-
V' C -,- +,+ +,- +,- 0,0 0,- +,0 +,- 0,-

2Vr: -,0 +,+ +,+ +,0 0,+ 0,0 +,+ +,0 0,-

h' -,+ +,+ +,+ +,+ 0,+ 0,+ +,+ +,+ 0,0 

Table 3 Majority Defect Pairs for ABC2 Compounds ref. (65) 
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Having identified the possible defect mechanisms for a given 

composition, the existence of that pair must then follow from energy 

considerations. Using the resul ts of VanVechten' s microscopic cavi ty 

model [71,72) on diamond and sphalerite structures, Neumann [73) has 

determined the formation enthalpies of all I-Ill-VI 2 compounds. These 

energies agreed with values determined by sublimation data and the 

method proposed by Seeger, et al. [74). In subsequent work, as reported 

by Rincon and Bellabarba [75), Neumann extended his calculations to both 

interstital and antisite mechanisms in CulnSe2. These results are shown 

as an example: 

Vacancies VSe 2.6 

VCu 2.9 

YIn 2.8 

Interstitials CUi 4.4 

Ini 9.1 

Sei 22.4 

Antisite InCu 1.4 

CUln 1.5 

An interesting observation of the data presented here for CulnSe2 and 

the vacancy formation data presented in reference [73) made by Rincon 

and Wasim [65) is that for those materials which exhibit type conversion 
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from p to n, the formation of anion vacancies 1S energetically more 

favorable (~) than the formation energies of the cation vacancies. This 

appears to support the notion that anion vacancies exhibit n-type 

behavior in support of the ionic model. 

Some controversy exists as to which model, ionic or covalent, best 

describes the defect chemistry of the l-lll-Vl2 compounds. The major 

difference between the two centers on the behavior of the anion vacancy; 

the covalent model suggests p-behavior, while the ionic model suggests 

n-behavior. Neumann bases his support of the covalent model on the 

electrical behavior of melt grown crystals [68] in which crystal 

composition is predicted from analysis of the lIl 2Vl and Vl 2 vapor 

pressure data of Stre1chenko, et ale [76,77). For those compositions ln 

which lIx > 0 and lIy < 0, the observed p-type behavior can only be 

supported by the covalent model in which the anion vacancy is an 

acceptor. This was shown to be the case for CuGaSe2' CulnTe2' CuGaTe2' 

and AgGaTe2 [68,78J. The major fault of this argument is obviously the 

uncertainty in the true crystal composition. Electrical measurements of 

hole concentration and type conversion [64,79,80] show that annealing in 

excess anion vapor increases hole concentration as well as promotes type 

conversion. Excess anion in the form of increased interstitial or 

decreased anion vacancy concentrations can only support the ionic 

model. This was also recently shown to be true for CulnSe2' where the 

common donor level identified in both nand p type material (lIx, lIy = -

- and +, - respectively) was attributed to the selenium vacancy [65]. 



Within the context of the ionic model, as summarized in Table (3), 

an accurate assessment of the ternary composition can lead to 

quantitative analysis of the defect chemistry. Noufi, et al., has 

measured the type conversion and carrier density of near stoichiometric 

CuInSe2 polycrystal1ine films with results shown in Figure (19). 

In this figure, conversion from p to n behavior is observed when 

the fi 1m composition changes from Cu to In-rich (lIx > 0 changes to 

lIx < 0) due to the generation of InCu donors. Within regions 2 and 3 

however, the acceptor concentration is seen to increase which appears to 

invalidate the assumption that VCu serve as the primary acceptor. An 

analysis of the hole concentration versus the Se/(Cu + In) ratio for 
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regions 2 and 3 at fixed Cu/In ratios (fiX < 0) showed that as Se/M 

decreased from a value of 1.0 (flz < 0), the hole concentration decreased 

by several orders of magnitude. These results are shown in Fig. (20). 

Using the results of Table (3) we have a possibility of 19 possible 

defect pairs for fix < 0 and fly < O. From the energy calculations of 

Neumann given earlier and also by Cahen, et a1. [82], we can eliminate 

those pairs involving Ini and Sei. Of the remaining 7 pairs, only one 

involves a term dependent on the Se content. Since the Se/M ratio was 

shown in Fig. (20) to be a decisive factor, we chose this pair 

[Vse l [vc~l as the majority defect pair in which by charge neutrality, 

[V " ] + [e" ] Cu 
(103) 

Consequently, if we decrease the Se content and therefore increase 

[VSe ], charge neutrality requires either a decrease in [h·] or increase 

in [e"], both of which result in a decrease in hole concentration, the 

latter by compensation. Note that the variation in [VC~] is effectively 

limited by maintaining the Cu/In ratio constant. 
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CHAPTER III - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. System and Process Design 

The purpose of this research was to provide an investigative study 

of the effects of processing on the composition, structure, optical, and 

electrical properties of CuGaSe2 polycrystalline thin films deposited by 

multi-source evaporation with research structured to aid in subsequent 

photovoltaic heterojunction device fabrication. The choice for CuGaSe2 

was warranted in that it provides a near optimum bandgap for solar flux 

conversion, as presented in Chapter I, and also that it is closely 

related, in both structure and property, to CulnSe2' a material from 

which the highest efficiency polycrystalline thin film solar cells have 

been made. Multi-source evaporation, often referred to as co-

evaporation from the elements, is one such technique for fabricating the 

highest efficiency devices and also exhibits a relatively high degree of 

compositional control, an ever increasing requirement in a field 

dominated by basic and applied studies in multi-element compounds. The 

range of CuGaSe2 compositions chosen for this study varied from Cu-poor 

(20-21 at.% Cu) to Cu-rich (28-29 at.% Cu) with near stoichiometric 

films having a Cu/Ga ratio of close to unity. These compositions are 

identical to those found in high efficiency CulnSe2 devices [81 ] and 

also in films deposited by processes where compositional control is weak 

and consequently variations in composition can be expected. Other para

meters of interest included the substrate temperature (350-500°C), 

growth rate (4 to 12 A/sec), and substrate related effects. 
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A schematic of the system used is shown in Figure (21). The entire 

system was enclosed in a glycol cooled stainless steel chamber capable 

of attaining pressures < 10-7 Torr. Typical pressures during deposition 

ranged from 1-6 x 10-6 Torr with lower pressures used to calibrate the 

residual gas signal of the electron impact emission spectroscopy (ErES) 

flux rate sensor. Cooling of the chamber was necessary to minimize 

radiation heating effects and to minimize chamber outgassing during 

deposition. 

The vacuum system used consisted of a Sargent-Welch dual stage 

mechanical pump for chamber roughing and purging of the cryogenic 

pump. The cryo pump was a CTr-Cryogenics CRYO-TORR system which 

utilizes a cold finger at approximately 5DK imbedded in a bed of 

activated charcoal for adsorption of system gases. This system offers 

the advantages of contamination free pumping but required longer times 

for attaining deposition pressures (-1 hour) when compared to diffusion 

pump systems. Routine maintenance is minimal and consists of purging 

the charcoal bed wi th warm ni trogen through the mechanical pump to 

discharge adsorbed gases. 

Film composition was controlled by utilizing a source-sensor feed

back system in which the elemental rates were monitored by both an EIES 

sensor (for Cu and Ga) and a quartz crystal oscillator (for Se). The 

EIES sensor (Sentinel 200- Inficon Leybold Heraeus) detects the CU and 

Ga flux rates by ionizing the elemental flux (filament voltage = -175 

Volts) resulting in light generation during recombination characteristic 

to the element being ionized. This light is directed through a quartz 

92 
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window and spli t into 2 separate paths by a mirrored wedge where a 

narrow pass optical filter was used to selectively pass either the Cu 

(324.7 nm line) or Ga (417.0 nm line) emission. The photomultipliers 

(Hammamatsu; bias voltage = -750 V) produce a current output propor

tional to the incident light intensity which is then processed through 

an l/V stage bandpass op-amp circuit which amplifies the signal to a 

higher noise-insensitive vol tage which is then sent to the Sentinel 

controllers. The controller monitors the actual elemental rates and 

sends a control signal to a set of power supplies (Veeco Model EC-200) 

dependent upon the deviation from the set desired rate. This control 

signal is proportional to the output power of the power supplies sent to 

the individual Cu and Ga sources which closes the process loop. Cu and 

Ga sources consisted of alumina coated tungsten baskets separated by a 

tantalum shield to prevent cross contamination. The use of this system 

provides very accurate control of the low Cu and Ga fluxes (- 5.0 -

3.0 A/sec) during a given run, however, serious problems were encounter

ed by occasional coating of the quartz window by the selenium vapor. 

This coating resulted in a decrease in light transmission through the 

window such that an erroneously low flux was detected resulting in an 

increase in the power sent to the sources. Since this effect was 

gradual, control could easily be maintained during a given run, however 

only quali tati ve compari sons between runs could be made regarding the 

effect of elemental flux rate on film composition. 

The selenium flux was monitored using a Ag-coated 5 MHz tuned 

quartz crystal oscillator (Sloan Model MDC 9000). The Se flux was large 
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enough (~ 12-14 X/sec) such that the lower resolution (1 X/sec) of the 

system was adequate. The crystal holder had to be cooled to minimize 

radiation heating and simultaneously shielded from the Cu and Ga fluxes 

to minimize signal cross-talk. The Se source was a tantalum single 

chimney design pointed at the substrate center. 

Substrates used for this study consisted of Corning 7059 borosili

cate glass (thermally annealed), polished polycrystalline alumina 

(Materials Research Corporation), and molybdenum coated (approx. 3 

microns) alumina substrates hereafter referred to as moly/alumina. The 

moly/alumina combination is characteristic of that used for the back 

contact support of photovoltaic devices and provides an ohmic contact 

for the CuGaSe2. As received substrates were cleaned by a multi-step 

process consisting of: an alconox detergent scrub, D1 water rinse, 

isopropanol vapor degrease, then a final acetone, isopropanol, D1 rinse 

followed by drying in a nitrogen jet. Cleaned substrates were then 

stored in plastic air-tight containers within a positive pressure clean 

room hood. 

Substrates were heated during film deposition from the back-side by 

a graphite cloth heater held in compression against the substrate by a 

boron nitride block/spring assembly. A chromel alumel thermocouple was 

imbedded into this block to serve as a monitor temperature. Actual 

surface temperatures were calibrated to the monitor temperature by 

compressing a small junction leaf thermocouple against the deposi tion 

side of the substrate with a small magnet. These calibration curves 

were used during subsequent depositions to maintain a desired surface 

temperature, Ts. 
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Elemental flux rates were calibrated by deposition of the single 

elements on cold glass substrates where a stainless steel mask was used 

to create steps in order to determine film thickness by a Tencor Alpha-

Step surface profilometer. Gallium measurements required the sequential 

deposition of Ga followed by a CU topping layer due to the softness of 

the gallium. Due to the non-axial placement of the sources, a small 

~I " 
gradient in elemental flux was present over the 2 by 2 substrates. 

This gradient could be minimized by angular adjustment of the sources. 

An optimized calibration resulted in a ± 2.4%, ± 1.7%, and ± 7.8% 

statistical variation in the Cu, Ga, and Se rates at the surface. The 

resulting compositional gradient due to the spatial non-uniformity of 

the elemental fluxes was determined to be at worst 1.23, 1.06, and 0.627 

at.% Cu, Ga, and Se in the CuGaSe2 film. It was found however that the 

gradient was one-dimensional such that by analyzing compositions perpen-

dicular to the gradient, the actual compositional non-uniformity was 

reduced to 0.69, 0.4, and 0.48 at.% Cu, Ga, and See Therefore, in order 

to accurately correlate composition with film property, compositions 

were always measured perpendicular to the gradient from the location of 

the film used for optical and x-ray diffraction studies. Compositions 

were measured directly on samples used for electrical measurements. 

A typical deposition run consisted of: 

1. Load substrate in boron nitride holder. 

2. Check Cu, Ga, Se source levels. Replace Se monitor crystal. 

3. Check for electrical shorts due to Cu, Se coating; vacuum out 

system. 
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4. Lower bell jar; rough to 10 microns; close roughing valve; open 

high-vac valve, reduce pressure to 2 x 10-6 Torr. 

5. Turn on chamber and crystal cooling; warm up EIES filament. 

6. Heat substrate to _200°C; begin source heat-ups. 

7. Raise substrate to desired temperature 

8. When source rates are steady, move substrate into evaporant flux. 

9. Deposit for desired thickness. 

10. Remove substrate from flux; turn off power to substrate heater and 

sources, and turn off EIES sensor. 

11. Allow substrate to cool to < 40°C; turn off cooling; close hi-vac 

valve 

12. Purge system with dry argon to 1 atm; raise bell jar. 

13. Remove substrate; store in plastic, dust free container. 

A series of approximately 80 films was deposited for this study. 

B. Routine Characterization (thickness, composition) 

Film thickness was determined using an Alpha-Step surface profilo

meter with an accuracy of 2.0%. Growth rate was largely dependent upon 

the Cu-flux such that the compositional gradient required an average 

thickness determination made on the periphery of the film (film edges 

~lere effectively shielded by the substrate holder which provided the 

necessary step heights). In optical measurements where thickness was 

critical, measurements were made directly on the samples used. 

Electrical measurements of bulk resis ti vi ty used the average thick-
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ness. Calibration of the profilometer was periodically made using a 

calibration standard provided by the manufacturer. 

Two compositions were routinely made for each substrate correspond

ing to the minimum and maximum values of the compositional gradient. 

Composition sensitive property measurements were made on samples perpen

dicular to these locations. A Cameca electron probe wavelength disper

sive system was used for electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). Calibra

tion standards consisted of a series of bulk single crystal (grown by 

iodine transport) and thin film (sputtered) standards of near stoichio

metric compositions. These samples were chemically analyzed by an out

side vendor (Hazen Research, Inc.) using both atomic absorption and 

inductively coupled plasma techniques. Samples with composition closest 

to the averaged composition were then used as internal standards for the 

microprobe analysis. An iterative ZAF correction program utilizing 

integrated K,L transitions for each element was then used to determine 

film composition at ten points per sample (sample size around 1 cm2). 

Corresponding average wt.% of the Cu, Ga, and Se integrated peaks 

were then normalized to at.%. Compositional accuracy was determined by 

how close the total wt.% of the measured elements equaled unity and was 

typically determined to be ± 0.5 at.%. 

c. Detailed Characterization (X-ray Diffraction and Optical) 

1. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

XRD measurements were made using a Rigaku Dmax vertical goniometer 

and controller system with a rotating Cu anode x-ray generator and 

.... - -_._-----
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tungsten filament. A graphite monochromator (2a = 26.57) was used in 

the diffracted beam to remove CuKS as well as fluorescent and incoherent 

sample radiation. The CuKa peak was not resolved into its constituent 

a1 and a2 components and consequently a weighted average of CuKal ,a2 (A 

= 1.540562 X) was used at low 28 while the CuKal component (A = 

1.540562 X) was used at 28 > 600 for more accurate d-spacing identifica-

tion. Unless noted, all theoretical XRD intensity calculations are 

based on the averaged value. These latter calculations also used the 

lattice parameter values given by Jaffe and Zunger [50J. 

Two data collection schemes were utilized during this study. When 

using a counting rate meter for analog output to a strip chart recorder, 

the use of scan speed of ~ ~ 028 per minute in conjunction with a 0.15 0 

receiving slit allowed for accurate peak determination when time 

constants of ~ 10 seconds were used. For general runs from 100 to 1200 

28, a scan speed of ~ 028 per minute and Tc = 5 seconds was routine. 

For more detailed analysis of peak position and shape, a slower scan of 

~028 per minute and Tc = 1 second was used. 

During the course of this study another technique for data collec

tion was implemented involving the transfer of ASCII coded data from the 

Rigaku Dmax to an IBM PS Model 30 computer via a RS-232C serial port 

provided by Rigaku. By doing this, accurate step scan data of intensity 

(cps) and 28 were automatically received and stored by the computer. 

The major advantage of this method was that a single scan, done at high 

resolution settings of 0.01 028 steps and 1.0 sec./step counting times, 

could provide all the necessary peak information in a single run which 
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was archived and recalled when necessary. This eliminated the need for 

repetitive scans of a sample, ie., a general scan plus several more 

detailed peak-finding scans done in retrospect. Digitized scans 

required approximately 3 hours to accumulate (100 ~ 29 ~ 1100) and when 

recalled were processed by software purchased from Materials Data, Inc. 

(MDI) which allowed for the viewing of the data using user-defined 

windows of intensity and 29. Output values of d, and 29 were given with 

accuracies of ± .0005 A and ± .0005 degrees. 

Films for analysis were mounted on special1.y designed holders to 

eliminate substrate thickness effects. Corrections for film thickness 

itself were found to be negligible for films of thickness < 3.0 

microns. A beam divergence slit of 0.5 0 combined with sample sizes of 2 

cm on an edge eliminated angular intensity variations in intensity at 

low 29. Two-theta offset was checked using polycrystalline silicon, 

alumina, and molybdenum standards at high 29. Digitized data was 

collected after the goniometer was adjusted to zero offset. 

In addition to the data display features of the HDI software, a 

spectra overlay routine was also provided in order to aid in the identi-

fication of secondary phases. Impurity phase data in the form of d-

spacings and intensities were required for input in this search-match 

routine. A total of 61 possible impurities was searched for routinely 

including 16 copper selenide, 4 gallium selenide, 2 copper gallium, 3 

copper oxide, 5 gallium oxide, 5 selenium oxide, 1 copper gallium oxide, 

1 copper, 4 gallium, 8 selenium oxide, 1 aluminum, 3 aluminum selenide, 

4 aluminum copper, 1 gallium aluminum oxide, 1 alumina, and 1 molybdenum 
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phases. Data for these phases were obtained from the JCPDS card file, 

sets 1-28, with the exception of two gallium selenide phases obtained 

from powder diffraction of powders purchased from Alfa Chemical Company 

The molybdenum and alumina phases 

were mainly used to separate out substrate from film peaks while the 

aluminum compounds were used in case of contamination from the alumina 

coated Cu and Ga baskets. Overlays were in the form of stick figure 

plots as shown in a representative overlay of five copper selenide 

phases in the vicinity of the (112) reflection for CuGaSe2 in 

Fig. (22). This technique allowed for accurate and quick identification 

of spurious peaks. 

Analysis of the spectra was limited to observations of peak shifts 

in 28 (d-spacing), the presence or indication of tetragonal chalcopyrite 

or cubic sphalerite phase formation, and preferred orientation. Lattice 

parameter measurements were greatly hindered by overlapping substrate 
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peaks on alumina and moly/alumina substrates and disordering effects 

resulting in peak broadening in the case of Cu-poor films. Lattice 

constant determination of a stoichiometric film deposited on glass using 

the Nelson-Riley extrapolation function [83] produced values of 

a=5.611 A and c=11.040 A for the tetragonal phase in good agreement with 

published literature values by Shay and Wernick [35] (avg. a=5.609, 

c=11.002), Mandel et a1. [84] (a=5.614, c=11.022), and P1enkovic et a1. 

[85] (a=5.612, c=11.032). Unfortunately, crystal composition was not 

reported for these studies, other than the composition of the melt ( a 

stoichiometric melt [85] and a Cu-rich melt [84]). As will be shown 

later, the variation in lattice parameter for Cu-poor CuGaSe2 appears to 

be affected by both the order-disorder effect (up to a 1.73% increase in 

d008 or ~26 of -1.34°) as well as a lattice compression effect due to 

vacancy generation (a 0.177% decrease in d112 or ~26 change of 0.05°). 

These effects are easily resolvable within the accuracy of our 

diffractometer. Composition is then viewed as being a critical 

parameter for accurate lattice parameter measurements for this material. 

Preferred orientation studies of films were carried out using the 

technique of Lotgering [86] as adapted to the study of thin po1ycrysta1-

line films [87]. According to this method, a factor f can be generated 

to indicate (112) close-packed plane orientation by: 

f = (104) 

where, 
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n 
= ( n(112») 

Po El a11 (hk1) JCPDS 

n 
p = ( n(112») 

Elall(hkl) sample 

where n is referred to higher order (112) reflections (none in this 

case) and the subscript JCPDS refers to the intensities obtained from a 

JCPDS reported value or other source where random intensities are 

reported. Consequently, the factor f is seen as a normalizing factor 

where f=1.0 corresponds to perfect (112) orientation and a value of 0.0 

corresponds to perfect random orientation. Negative values indicate the 

preferred orientation of a reflection other than the (112) plane. Using 

the intensities reported by Plenkovic [85] and also given in JCPDS card 

135-1100, a value of Po = 0.42194 was obtained for f112 orientation. 

Film orientation studies were conducted to gauge the relative accuracy 

of peak intensities as well as to investigate film anisotropy effects 

when measuring optical properties. 

2. Optical Measurements 

The propation of a plane electromagnetic wave through a medium can 

be described by the medium's complex index of refraction, N= n+ik where 

n is the ordinary index of refraction and k is the extinction coeffi-

cient related to the absorption coefficient a by a = 4nk/A. For a plane 

wave traveling through a non-absorbing medium of index nl incident at 

some angle $ onto an absorbing medium of complex refractive index N2 , we 

can write for the reflectivity of the wave rn,p where n,p correspond to 

E normal and parallel to the plane of incidence: 

---- .~---- .. - .. ------------
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nlcoscp - (N2 _ 2 • 2cp)~ 
2 nl SIn 

r = 2 I n (N2 2 
nlcoscp + 2 - nl 

sin cp)~ 
(105 ) 

2 2 2 4 . 2 ) N2coscp - (N2nl - nIsIn cP 
r = p 2 2 2 4 . 2 ) N2cosCP + (N2nI - nIsIn cP 

(106) 

* * where the reflection coefficient is given as Rn = rn • rn and Rp = rp 

• rp [88]. In the case of a non-absorbing material, N2 = n2 and, 

R = 
sin2

(ljI - cp) 
n sin2

(ljI - cp) 
(107) 

2 cp) 
R = 

tan (ljI -
p 2 cp) tan (ljI + 

(108) 

where ljI is related to cP by Snell's law: sincp • nl = sinljl . n2• If air 

is the incident medium, and the second medium is absorbing, ljI becomes 

complex where, 

N cosljl = a + ib (109) 

such that Eqs. (107) and (108) can now be written as, 

(a - 2 + b2 
R = 

coscp) 
(110) 2 + b2 n (a + coscp ) 

R (a - sincp tancp)2 + b2 

R n (111) = p (a - sincp tancp)2 + b2 

from which measurements of Rn' Rp' or Rn/Rp at different known angles of 

incidence cjl allow for simultaneous solutions of a and b, and consequent-
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ly, nand k. These techniques are widely used in the field of ellipso-

metry for determining the optical constants. 

If measurements of normal Rand T data are available and the inci-

dent medium is air, Stratton [89) shows that: 

R 

where Rand T are the reflected and transmitted intensities, and 

4nk a =--
X 

N = n + ik 

R 
(n - 1)2 + k2 

(n + 1)2 + k2 

tan e = (2k)/(n2 + k2 - 1) 

y = 2nnd/X 

(112) 

(113) 

(114) 

(115 ) 

(116) 

(117 ) 

(118) 

Hadley [90) further modified these equations such that two equa-

tions for Rand T were available for using a graphical solution. 

Hadley's equations are shown in Table (4). By construction of Rand T 

curves for different values of nand dlA , known as Hadley curves, 



R = Acosha Ssinha - Ccos$ + Dsino/ 
Ecosha + Fsinha - Gcos$ + Hsin$ 

a = 4nkd -A- - $ = 4nnd 
A 

A = (n2 + k2 + 1)(n2 + k2 + n2) - 4n2n o 0 

B = 2n[n (n2 + k2 + 1) - (n2 + k2 + n2)] o 0 

C = (n2 + k2 1)(n2 + k2 -n2 ) + 4k2n o 0 

D = 2k[n (n2 + k2 - 1) - (n2 + k2 - n2 )] o 0 

E = (n2 + k2 + 1) (n2 + k2 + n2) + 4n2n o 0 

F = 2n[n (n2 + k2 + 1) + (n2 + k2 + n2)] o 0 

G = (n2 + k2 - 1)(n2 + k2 - n2) - 4k2n o 0 

H = 2k[n (n2 + k2 - 1) + (n2 + k2 - n2)] o 0 

8n (n2 + k2 ) 
o 

T = Ecosha + Fsinha - Gcos$ + Hsin$ 

incident medium = air 

no = substrate (= 1.S glass) 

n,k,d = absorbing film 

Hadley and Dennison (1947) 

TABLE 4. Appropriate Optical Formula for an Absorbing Film on a Transparent Substrate 

...... 
o 
lJ1 
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simultaneous solutions of nand k were believed possible as discussed by 

Heavens [91]. In order to improve the iteration routine for computation 

ease, Tomlin [92] modified Hadley's equation to a form where fl(n,k) = 

(l+R)/T and f2 = (l-R)/T as shown in Table (5). The technique proposed 

by Tomlin was to assume an initial value of nl and solve f 2(n,k) for 

kl • This value of kl was then input to fl(n,k) where the solution for 

nl was compared with the initial estimate. Consequently, an iterative 

routine could easily be established. However, in following this 

approach, it was determined that while f 2(n,k) behaved nicely and 

generated a single value of kl for an input value of nl' f 1 (n, k) 

exhibited multi-valued solutions of nl for every value of kl input. 

This behavior is especially prominent in the absorbing region of the 

film (energies at or above the bandgap). Other authors have also 

identified this multi-value problem [93,94] and have attributed this 

effect to inaccuracies in the measured film thickness d. In both these 

studies, it was determined that n could be made continuous with wave

length if the value of d was iterated around its measured value. Other 

authors [95,96] circumvent the problem entirely by the use of 

approximate equations whose solutions behave nicely with n in the 

absorbing region, being determined by either transmission interference 

effects in the non-absorbing region or by reflection mec~urcmcnts in the 

highly absorbing region. 

The actual problem for our films, however, appears to be inherent 

to the fundamental solutions to Tomlin's equations. Hadley plots for a 

value of k=0.15 (a - 106 cm-1 at A = 400-800 nm) are shown in 

Fig. (23). According to these figures, n behaves nicely in the region 



l+R 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 • ---T--- • f
1
(n,k) • 2 2 [(no + n1 + k1){(n1+ n2 + k1 + k2)colh 2°1 + 2(n1n2 + k1k2)llnh 201} + 

4non2(n1 + k1) 

2222222 • (no - n1 - k 1){(n1 - n2 + 1t1 - k 2)CO. 2T1 + 2(n1k2 - n2lt1)lln 2T1}) 

1-R 1 2 2 2 2. ---T--- • f 2(n,k) • 2 2 [n1 {Cn1 + n2 + 1t1 + 1t2)unh 2°1 + 2(n1n2 + 1t1k2)coah 2Cl1} + 
2n2(n1 + Itl ) 

2 2 2 2. 1t1{(nl - n2 + 1t1 - 1t2)lln2Tl - 2(nl k2 - n2ltl)coI2T1}) 

2wn1d1 
vhere T1 • ---~---

211k1d1 Cl
1 

• ----~ 

TABLE 5. Modified Hadley Equation. 

n2 • gla ••• 1.45, lr.2 • 0 

no • 1.0 

n1' 1t1, d1 • absorbing film 

TOllllin (1972) 
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of d/A <0.06; that is, as Rand T change smoothly, n changes contin

uously. However for larger values of d/A, discontinuous changes in n 

occur for smooth variations in Rand T. For example, as R 

increases at = 0.33, n changes in the order of 

3.0,2.0,4.5,2.5,3.5,4.0, to 5.0 and multi-value solutions of n can 

result. In this study, film thickness varied between 200 and 300 run 

with absorption measurements made between 400 and 800 run. Consequently, 

our solutions corresponded to solving for 0.25 :5 d/A :5 0.75 in which 

multi-valued solutions for n were to be expected. In retrospect, in 

order to obtain nice solutions where dIA < 0.06, film thickness would 

need to be extremely small. At ). = 800 run, d would have to be less 

than 500 A while at ). = 400 run, this value is reduced to 240 A. Growing 

continuous films by evaporation with this thickness is difficult if not 

questionable. 

Due to the difficulty of obtaining a smooth dispersion curve for n, 

the approach settled upon was to fix n at a value determined from the 

reflection value in the highly absorbing region ().=400 run). In this 

region, multiple reflections from the film/substrate interface are 

negligible such that R can be given by Eq. (116). By iteration between 

nand k for R measured, convergence resulted in a value of nl=2.77. A 

variation of this method was also suggested by Epstein et a1. [95]. 

With the use of an integrating sphere, our measurements also incorporate 

losses in Rand T due to both diffuse reflectance and scattered trans-

mission. The absence of these terms can resul t in abnormally high 

ab::orption measurements in the absorbing region as shown by both 
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Filinski [97] and Swanepoel [98]. A sUDlDary of the various methods 

discussed above is shown in Table (6). 

A 5240 Beckman dual-beam spectrophotometer with a barium sulfate 

coated integration sphere was used for obtaining reflection and trans-

mission data for films of various composition and substrate temperature 

in the wavelength interval 400 to 800 nm. A scanning speed of 1 nm/sec 

and time constant of 1 second was used for all measurements. Offsets 

for 0% and 100% baselines were obtained prior to Rand T measurements 

such that corrections could be made based on the following: 

(measured value) - O%(X) 
100%(X) - O%(X) True Value (119) 

where O%(X) and 100%(X) correspond to the measured variation of the 

baselines as a function of wavelength. Reflection measurements were 

referenced to a barium sulfate disc which required calibration to an NBS 

standard tile (Material 2019 and 2020). By measuring the reflection of 

the standard with our barium sulfate disc, a correction factor RCF(X) 

was calculated: 

RNBS 
RCF(X) - Tile 

- RMeas • 
Tile 

such that multiplication of the measured reflectance RNBS 
Tile 

correction factor resulted in the NBS determined value, RMeas • 
Tile· 

(120) 

by the 

Baseline corrected reflection measurements were subsequently multiplied 

by this factor. 
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Data flow for our optical system was as follows. Data for the 0%, 

100%, and raw Rand T measurements were stored on a HP85 computer 

attached to the spectrophotometer. Raw Rand T data were then corrected 

for baseline offsets via Eq. (119) and sent simultaneously to a HP 1000 

minicomputer for downloading onto IBM compatible diskettes. The data 

was then loaded into an IBM-AT system where reflection measurements were 

corrected by Eq. (120) using program CONVERT. This program also 

generated the necessary input format into program OPTICAL which handles 

the calculation of (1=fO.). A plotting subroutine, PLOT03 (written by 

Fu-Jann Pern and modified by permission), then allowed for output of the 

data on a HP7475A 6 pen plotter. Copies of these programs are included 

in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER IV - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Film Microstructure, Morphology, aod Electrical Behavior 

The nucleation and growth of thin films is a complex process 

involving three separate steps: the mechanism of adsorption (including 

both the mass transfer of reactant species and chemical kinetics of pre-

substrate reactions), the mechanism of surface reaction (including 

surface diffusion and chemical kinetics of surface reactions), and 

desorption (including mass transfer and re-adsorption mechanisms). In 

the most general sense, the resultant combination of above factors, for 

a compound film, is reflected in how the composition of the film differs 

from the incident flux composi tion. If we assume that all incident 

atoms directed from the three separate sources stick, ie., unity 

sticking coefficient, the required elemental fluxes R for the growth of 

stoichiometric CuGaSe2 at a film growth rate of 1 A/sec is given by: 

R 
(Alsee) 

(N) 1024 
= ~!,.;2~-

a c 

1 
A 

MW 
p 

(121) 

where N is equal to 4 for both Cu and Ga, and equals 8 for Se, MW is the 

elemental molecular weight, p, the elemental density, A is Avrogadro's 

number, and a and c are the unit cell parameters. For 1 A/sec film 

growth, the corresponding Cu, Ga, and Se rates required are 0.135, 

0.225, and 0.628 A/sec, respectively, in the ideal ratios of 1:1.7:4.7. 

This relationship is shown in Fig. (24) by the solid lines originating 

from the origin. However, due to the mechanisms shown above, the actual 
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Fig. 24 CuGaSe2 Growth Rate Diagram 

required rates for stoichiometric growth deviate from these lines shown 

by a representative group of elemental fluxes necessary for a measured 

film growth rate of about 8 A/sec. 

We can define a sticking or elemental incorporation coefficient S 

for each element where, 



S = actual rate 
rate for S=l 
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(122) 

which can be taken directly from Fig. (24). For the case shown, the 

corresponding incorporation coefficients for Cu, Ga, and Se are 0.95, 

0.37, and 0.45 respectively and indicates the general characteristic of 

Cu-ternary growth, that is, the overall film growth rate is almost 

entirely dependent upon the Cu flux. Comparison of a series of 

stoichiometric films grown at different temperatures and rate, show the 

same approximate behavior such that it was determined that over-

pressures of eu, Ga, and Se were on average 1.09X, 2.5X, and 3.3X times 

what was to be expected assuming unity sticking. With this 

understanding, the necessary elemental fluxes required for a pre-

determined film growth rate of stoichiometric material could be 

calculated. For instance, a film growth rate of 3 A/sec would require 

elemental fluxes of: 

(3)(0.135)(1.09) .442 A/sec Cu 

(3)(0.225)(2.50) = 1.69 A/sec Ga 

(3)(0.628)(3.30) = 6.22 A/sec Se 

In actuality, although the Cu and Ga fluxes can be approximately 

determined a priori by this technique, the Se rate appears to be rela-

tively independent of the elemental rate and for film growth rates < 10 

A/sec can be fixed constant at about 11-12 A/sec. Rates lower than this 

result in impurity phase formation and poor CuGaSe2 formation. 
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A detailed analysis of the above general characteristics could not 

be attempted due to problems with drifting rate calibrations attributed 

to the window coating by selenium. This is unfortunate since comparison 

of rates with film composition and phase behavior outside the process 

"window" of good CuGaSe2 formation can lead to better insight regarding 

the growth mechanism. A comparison of film compositions as related to 

substrate was possible however, and is shown in Fig. (25) for the glass 

and moly/alumina examples. 

All these composi tions were generated solely by variation of the 

Cu-rate while maintaining Ga and Se nearly constant. It is evident that 

by doing this the film composition, for a given substrate and Ts ' adjust 

in a direction parallel to the CU2Se-Ga2Se3 tie line. Variation of Ga 

or Se alone, while maintaining the other two constant was impractical 

since neither of these species appear to affect film composition as much 

and will generally result in impurity phase formation. By adjustment of 

Cu however, we follow the pseudobinary path, which according to the 

phase diagram of Fig. (14) should allow us to lie close to the single 

phase field of CuGaSe2. Another observation from Fig. (25) is that 

films deposited on glass substrates are higher in Se than films 

deposited on moly/alumina while films deposited on alumina (not shown in 

Fig. (25) for clarity) exhibit compositions between the two. In fact, 

it was impossible to obtain compositions with bZ < O. Only on 

moly/alumina were films with bZ < 0 possible, largely in the case that 

films were also Cu-rich, ie., bX > o. This fact greatly hindered any 

defect chemistry studies on these films since compensation effects due 
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to a transition from 6Z > 0 to 6Z < 0 were not possible for films grown 

on insulating glass and alumina while films grown on moly/alumina could 

not be analyzed by conventional 4-point and Hall techniques due to the 

conducting molybdenum layer. 

With regard to why films deposited on molybdenum coated surfaces 

exhibit lower Se content, a quick thermodynamic treatment of the problem 

is helpful. Surfaces characterized by metallic conducting behavior can 

undergo bond relaxation and reconstruction at the surface better than 

more rigid covalently bonded materials like ceramic glass and alumina. 

Consequently, this relaxation reduces the surface energy of molybdenum 

more than the latter case such that the surface-vapor energy term Ysv 

is smaller. The heterogeneous nucleation of a condensate phase c onto a 

substrate phase s in a vapor phase v is dependent upon the wetting 

characteristics of the system, where from Young's equation: 

(123) 

where Ysv' Ysc' and Yvc are the interfacial surface energies between the 

substrate-vapor, substrate-condensate, and vapor-condensate, and e is 

the contact angle through the condensate. As e is decreased, wetting 

increases, and the nucleation rate will increase [101]. If we consider 

our two cases, that of a high Ysv for the glass substrate and a lower 

Ysv for the moly/alumina, it is probable that the system described by 

the nucleation of phase c (Se) on the glass substrate exhibits better 

wetting due to elimination of the high energy glass surface. Conse-
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quently, from this simple argument it becomes clear why films deposited 

on both alumina and glass should be higher in Se. (Note: Coating by Se 

is favored over Ga due to the much higher surface tension of the latter, 

Le., at 240DC, the surface tensions of Ga and Se are 697 and 88, 

respectively.[102,103]) 

The effect of substrate temperature Ts was also noticeable. In 

general, an increase in Ts causes a general shift of film composition 

towards the binary line regardless of substrate type. This may be 

related to the constituent vapor pressure of Se and not necessarily some 

equilibrium condition governed by the pseudo binary as compositions on 

moly/alumina substrates actually become Se deficient with increasing 

Ts. Unfortunately, this effect could not be used to create Se deficient 

films on glass or alumina due to a deleterious surface reaction for 

these films at increasingly high temperature as will be shown later. 

Detailed analysis of the impurity phase content of films deposited 

on both glass and moly/alumina substrates at Ts '" 400, 450, and 500 DC 

showed that a variety of phases could possibly exist in conjunction with 

the majority CuGaSe2 phase. The detection of these phases required 

extremely careful XRD work due to low impurity content (1/1
0 

typo less 

than 1.0). It was found that identification of these phases was 

restricted to certain ranges in d-spacing which may be indicative of 

some mechanism by which the phase grows simultaneously with CuGaSe2. 

Figures (26), (27), and (28) illustrate representative ranges in 28 

where these impurities were found. I refer to these impurities as the 

(112) hump, 500 hump, and the 790 hump. The designation of the 
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(1l2) hump lies in its proximity to the (112) CuGaSe2 reflection and 

covers a range in d-spacing from 3.32 to 3.40 A from film to film. 

Similarly the 500 and 79 0 humps correspond to reflections from impurity 

d=1.824 A and 1.212 A respectively. 

In order to assign probable impurity phases to these reflections 

(which are not related to possible CuGaSe2 preferably oriented peaks), 

the initial necessary condition was that the phase have at least one 

(hkl) spacing given by the above designations. With this minimal 

requirement, a variety of possible phases attributable to these peaks 

were grouped as presented in Table (7). Included in this table are the 

JCPDS card number, as well as d-spacing of the nearest match and the 

relative random orientation 1/1
0

• Due to preferred orientation effects, 

the values of 1/10 only serve as a qualitative means for 

identification. Careful analysis of each grouping, including reported 

acquisition accuracy as well as composition, lead to the assignments 

that the (112) and 500 humps were likely due to copper selenide while 

the 790 hump was probably Ga2Se3 and possibly copper selenide. Oxide 

modifications were not thought probable for several reasons. First, all 

processing is done at high vacuum using ultra pure elements. Secondly, 

those phases which typically contained some indication of an oxide phase 

were typically Cu-poor while EPMA results showed the small possibility 

of oxygen incorporation (typ. < 1.0 at.%) only in Cu-rich films. 

Lastly, O2 plasma treatments did not appear to affect these phases. The 

selenium phase shown in the 500 hump group was reported as a high 

pressure form and was also eliminated. By systematically relating the 
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TAIlJ..E 7. ~2 Impuri ty Phases 

d " 3.32 - 3.4 A 012 lIump) - Copper Selenide 

Iml1uri t:£ Phase !l1.o d (A) ~ 

6CuSe 100 3.206 27-186 
ocu~se 80 3.38 4-0839 
8Cu e 65 3.369 27-183 
CuSe 80 3.37 26-556 
CuSe 60 3.35 6-0427 
CU2Se 60 3.36 19-401 
CuSe 40 3.35 20-1020 
Cu(1.85)Se 90 3.33 6-0680 
ocu'Ose 50 3.365 27-1130 
se'O 5 100 3.37 20-1047 
Se 3 100 3.33 20-1046 
Se03 100 3.30 15-640 
CU7Se4 100 3.29 26-557 

d - 1.824 A (50" IIWllp) - Copper Selenide 

Iml1uri tl Phaae ilio d (A) JCPDS 

8CuSe 40 1.823 27-184 
6CuSe 20 1.831 27-185 
CuSe2 25 1.834 18-453 
CuSe 60 1.819 6-0427 
Cute2 80 1.831 19-402 
Cu e 70 1.820 20-1020 
cu~se4 30 1.817 21-1016 
Cu e2 60 1.827 25-309 
Se 30 1.187 27-601 
seo

O 
14 1.829 22-1314 

Ca2 3 35 1.814 6-0503 

d " 1.212 A 09" lIump) - Callium Selenide and Copper Selenide 

Iml1uri tl Phase I II 0 d(A) JCPDS 

CuSe2 4 1.212 19-400 
CU5Se4 20 1.205 21-1016 
8Ca203 20 1.210 11-370 
oCA203 4 1.209 6-0503 
Se02 6 1.2105 22-1314 
C"2Se3 10 1. 211 5-0724 
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presence or absence of these three impurity groupings, to a series of 31 

variable composition films deposited on glass and moly/alumina 

substrates, process phase diagrams were constructed in the vicinity of 

stoichiometric CuGaSe2 at three temperatures as shown in Figs. (29), 

(30), and (31). Identification of chalcopyrite (CH) or sphalerite (ZS) 

CuGaSe2 

later. 

in these figures was 

From these diagrams, 

accomplished by techniques described 

it is generally observed that film 

compos i t ions closer to the pseudobinary contain less impuri ty phases. 

For films deposited on glass, an increase in temperature appears to 

promote the formation of these phases, while the opposite trend is 

observed for Cu-poor films deposited on moly/alumina. 

The occurence of copper selenide in Cu-rich compositions on glass 

and alumina 1S believed to be the major factor for explaining the 

observed electrical behavior of Cu-ternary films as a function of CU 

content [104,105]. If we plot the film bulk resistivity, as determined 

by 4-point probe, as a function of ~x for these films we see a strong 

trend between composition and resistivity as shown in Fig. (32). 

Cu-poor compositions are characterized by highly resistive 

material, p ~ 105 O-cm, while Cu-rich compositions show almost 

degenerate behavior, p < 1.0 O-cm. Initially, this effect has been 

attributed to the degenerate, p-like behavior of copper selenide, 

however from our detailed phase analysis, Cu-poor compositions also 

contain copper selenide. One possible explanation for the high 
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Fig. 32 CuGaSe2 Bulk Film 

Resistivity vs. 

Composition (7059-

resistive nature of this copper selenide containing material may be 

related to the film morphology. 

Besides the disjunct behavior in electrical resistivity shown in 

the previous figure, there is a similar demarcation in the film morph-

ology at AX a O. Representative examples of this behavior are shown in 

Figs. (33) through (42) on the following pages for various compositions 

deposited on glass, alumina, and moly/alumina at temperatures of 400, 

450, and 500 Gc. Films deposited on insulating substrates required a 
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200 A gold layer deposited by evaporation for good imaging. Films on 

moly/alumina required no additional processing. 

The most noticeable feature of the film morphology is the formation 

of larger grained CuGaSe2 as Cu content is increased. This behavior is 

clearly visible on glass while less evident on alumina and moly/alumina 

substrates due to the increased roughness of these substrates. This 

behavior has recently been proposed by Dimm1er et a1. as a consequence 

of the anisotropy of the close-packed Se and cation planes in chalcopy

rite [6]. For Cu-rich films, isometric crystals of tetragonal bipyramid 

structure are favored while decreasing Cu causes the (112) planes of Se 

to grow preferably resulting in a tetrahedral bisphenoid hemihedron as 

shown in Fig. (43). 

Thi s growth behavior appears to indicate that the large grained 

crystals existing in conjunction with the finer grained structures near 

the structural transition point (Cu/Ga a 1.0) may be Cu-rich compared to 

the matrix. A qualitative analysis of this possibility by use of spot 

scan EDXA on a JEOL 35C electron microscope appears to substantiate this 

possibility. A quantitative compositional measurement was not possible 

due to lack of processing software on this instrument (the JEOL was 

mainly used for imaging purposes), however normalized integrated inten

sities appear to indicate that the large grained structures contain 

slightly more Cu and Ga (meta1/Se = 0.667 versus 0.663) in support of 

Dimm1er's theory). 

Another more consequential observation related to device 

fabrication is observed in considering the behavior of Cu-poor films 
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Decreasing Cu content II> 

Fig. 43 Grain Morphology Change Predicted for Compositional Change 

(note disappearance of [1121Se) Ref. (6) 

deposi ted on glass as temperature increases. Cu-poor composi tions at 

400 and 450 0 C appear to be fine grained, and well-defined wi th no 

unusual characteristics. However, at Ts = 450 and 500 0 C, the surface is 

drastically altered with the appearance of surface pits and mottling. 

This behavior is also visible to a lesser degree on a 22.14/25.68/52.18 

at.% composition deposited on alumina at Ts = 4500 C. This behavior is 

extremely important since high efficiency CuInSe2 devices usually 

require a bi-layer structure where near the end of the run, the sub

strate temperature is increased from 350 to 450 °c while simultaneously 

reducing the Cu flux [106J. If the same two-step process is applied in 

the case of CuGaSe2 bi layer devices, the observed mottling behavior 

could be present directly at the interface of a heterojunction device. 
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The efficiency of CdS/CuGaSe2 devices has to date exhibited reasonably 

good Voc behavior but appears to suffer in current output, Isc' Inter

face recombination, perhaps introduced by a damaged surface like those 

shown for this case, might lead to such a decrease in Isc' The behavior 

does not seem to be visible for films deposited on moly/alumina although 

the increased roughnes s of thi s subs trate/ coat ing system might hinder 

such identification. Interestingly, ohmic contact problems to GaAs have 

been attributed to phase separation of Ga and As on the surface due to 

the high surface energy of Ga [107,108]. Thi s same behavior may be 

occurring in Cu-poor CuGaSe2' 

Due to the limited spatial extent of the pits (2-3 microns wide, 

200-300 A deep), spot scan EDXA was unable to detect any phase separa

tion, however, high resolution Auger probe analysis shown in Fig. (44) 

appear to indicate some compositional differences between the pits and 

film surface. The particular scan shown was obtained after a 5 second 

sputtering. 

seconds. 

The oxygen and carbon decrease wi th sputtering at 20 

B. X-ray Diffraction Characterization 

Preferred orientational growth of CuGaSe2 on glass substrates was 

studied as a function of composition and substrate temperature in order 

to determine if film anisotropy might affect subsequent optical measure

ments. Orientation studies were not performed on alumina and moly/ 

alumina substrates due to interference effects by substrate peaks 

although in general, all films studied exhibited high (112) orienta-
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Fig. 44 Auger Scan of Surface Pit Phenomena 
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tion. This was also found to be the case for films deposited on glass 

with the exception of films grown at Ts $ 400°C in which a strong (220) 

orientation occurs. A Lotgering plot of orientation was prepared using 

net intensities normalized to a random pattern as given by Eq. (104). 

This plot is shown in Fig. (45). 
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Fig. 45 Lotgering Plot of (112) Orientation vs. Film Composition 

As shown, a strong difference in orientation exists for Cu-poor 

films deposited at temperatures above and below approximately 4250 C. 

Actual x-ray spectra for films as function of composition at a substrate 

temperature of 4000 C are shown in Fig. (46) where the behavior is 

clearly shown. Also evident in these figures, is the enhanced splitting 
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or doublet formation characteristic of the tetragonal chalcopyrite phase 

for stoichiometric and Cu-rich films. This is a clear indication of 

order-disorder effects as a function of composition which will be 

described in later detail. 

Theoretical structure factors, IFhkll, required for subsequent XRD 

integrated intensi ty calculations can be represented in trigonometric 

form as: 
N 

= [( I 
i=l 

N 
+ ( I 

i=l 

2 f.cos2n(hu. +kv. + lw.» 
1 1 1 1 

F.sin2n(hu. + kv. + lw.»2]1/2 
1 1 1 1 

(124) 

where fi are the appropriate atomic scattering factors located at ui vi 

wi and N is summed over all atoms of the unit cell. This calculation, 

however, assumes a perfectly ordered lattice and does not consider the 

possibility of randomized defect concentrations (i.e., vacancies, 

antisites, interstitials) believed to be prevalent in chalcopyrite 

materials. Phase diagram studies validate a large defect solubility by 

reporting relatively wide single phase chalcopyrite fields sometimes 

extending beyond 10 mole %. Al though vacancy ordering at very high 

concentrations (50% Cu sites vacant) may result in a structural change 

from chalcopyrite to thiogallite, the work of Mikkelsen presented in 

Chapter II would seem to indicate the lack of such vacancy ordering. 

Mikkelson does indicate however that such a possibility might exist and 

would require highly detailed peak intensity analysis. The various 

attitudes regarding defect ordering, defect complex formation, and 
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extended defects, are discussed in a recent summary text by Mrowec 

[29]. According to Anderson's view [109], statistically distributed 

point defects should only occur at at.% concentrations < 0.10 % however, 

as pointed out by Mrowec, some discrepancies exist, for example Fel_yO 

in which cation vacancies of up to 12 at.% exist in a non-interacting 

fashion as determined by defect chemistry results. In any case, the 

question as to whether films grown at high temperature and quickly 

cooled to room temperature represent equilibrium remains to be 

decided. Oxides in which defect ordering did occur when vacancy 

concentrations exceeded Anderson's value underwent disordering at 

elevated temperatures. 

At this point it was decided to investigate whether the large 

existence field of chalcopyrite CuGaSe2 could be better quantified by 

constructing a structural model, consistent with observed electrical (p-

type) behavior, for Cu-poor compositions. Calculations involving the 

effect of randomly distributed point defects require modification of the 

atomic scattering factor, fie The effective scattering term is an at.% 

average of the constituent atoms occupying that site: 

= L (at.%i)f./IOO, 
1 

(125) 

where a vacancy is represented by setting fi = o. In this fashion 

vacanci~s and antisites are easily incorporated within theoretical 

estimates of intensity. A short program was written in BASIC to handle 

intensity calculations including structure, temperature, and anomalous 

---- ---- - --------------------
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dispersion effects. Atomic scattering factors were based upon the 

Thomas Fermi-Dirac statistical model results for neutral atoms with data 

fitted to an 8th degree polynomial with anomalous dispersion terms ~fi' 

and iMi" for CuKa radiation taken from Cromer's compilation. Debye

Waller temperature factors were obtained from the single crystal 

refinement of Abrahams and Bernstein [110] in which the isotropic terms 

were used. All calculations were for CuKala2 radiation. 

XRD structure factors are based upon the atomic positions given in 

Chapter II where u, the group VI atom displacement parameter was set to 

0.25. Allowed reciprocal lattice vectors fall into one of three 

categories [50]. Group (i) vectors correspond to sphalerite vectors and 

have tetragonal Hiller indices given by (h,k,1/2) unmixed. Group (ii) 

vectors are dependent only upon the anion scattering factor and have 

indices given by (h,k) even (1/2) odd or vice versa. Group (iii) 

vectors involve both an anion term (which vanishes for u=0.25) as well 

as a cation ionicity term based upon the difference in cation scattering 

factors and are often referred to as superlattice peaks. The indices of 

this grouping are given by (h) even (k,l) odd or (k) even (h,l) odd. 

From the above relationships, various requirements were established in 

order to check computer calculations involving I-III-VI 2 structures: (1) 

if u=0.25 and fI = fIll' then only group (i) reflections exist (ie., the 

material is zincblende), (2) if fI = f III , then Fhkl is symmetrical 

around u=0.25, (3) if u=0.25, then group (ii) reflections become 

extinct, and (4) group (ii) reflections are independent of changes in 

f 1 ,fIII scattering. 
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According to the model of Groenink and Janse, the defect chemistry 

of the chalcopyrites can be described by stoichiometric deviations in 

molecularity and valency by the use of Eqs. (101) and (102). In order 

to provide a systematic approach to our calculations of defect-dependent 

structure factors, we therefore consider firstly, the case of Cu-poor ~X 

variations at ~Z=O in which compositions are generated along the binary 

tie line with the molecularity, 

A=[Cu]/([Cu]+[Ga]). With a further restriction that the anions form a 

perfect lattice (ie., no vacancy/interstitial combinations) we can 

normalize the atomic fractions to that of a defect adamantine structure 

as shown in Chapter II, Eq. (95). In this case we have choosen the more 

energetically favorable Ga antisite model rather that the interstitial 

model. Calculations for the latter have not been made as yet. XRD 

intensities are now calculated by modification of the atomic scattering 

terms: 

f = 2A( 2 2A) f + [2(1 - A) (3 : 2A) - 1] f Ga , (126) cu 3 - cu 

where 

fCu = f + ~f' + i~f" 
CU Cu Cu ' 

fGa = fGa + ~f' + iM" 
Ga Ga 

The variation in I Fhkl I (electrons/unit cell) including temperature 

and anomalous dispersion effects for various group (iii) reflections as 

a function of composition are shown in Fig. (47). Although variations 
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in Fhkl for any (hkl) can be observed, the magnitude change is small, 

generally less than 10-20 e/unit cell for the compositional range 

studied and appears to be independent of theta. Consequently, the 

effect should be more dramatic in the lower intensity group (iii) 

reflections. 

20.0 ,---y--y----,,-r-,----,,----,,---,--,---,---, :g 

(213) detection -------
(103) detection 

(~11getecti~_ t ___ _ t A =0.445 
5.6 Crystal of Fig. 2 

4.00.4 0.42. 

Q) 

~ 
N 
o 
(!) 

ci: 
CD 

0.50 

Fig. 47 Variation in Croup (iii) Reflections vs. Holecularity Based on 

Defect Adamantine Hodel. Curves A,B,C,D, and E correspond to 

the (101),(103),(211),(213), and (105) reflections. 
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Since XRD intensities predicted in this fashion are relative, it is 

necessary to establish a baseline intensity profile before investigation 

of composition-XRD intensity relationships. This profile would provide 

a reference from which changes in peak intensity can be correlated with 

composition in support of a given structural model such as the one pre

viously presented. In order to demonstrate the merit of this approach, 

we used the (101) peak as a reference for setting empirical detection 

limits for other low intensity peaks. This choice was not altogether 

arbitrary in that the (101) reflection is reportedly the lowest inten

sity [85], and one of the lowest intensity [84] peaks observed in powder 

diffraction of CuGaSe2 crystals grown from stoichiometric and Cu-rich 

melts. If we assume these crystals themselves to be stoichiometric 

(final compositions were not reported), we can reference the (101) 

detection limit at A=0.5 as shown in Fig. (47). By normalization of 

both theta-dependent Lorentz-polarization and planar-multiplicity 

factors, detection limits for remaining peaks can be determined. As 

shown in Fig. (47), the only group (iii) peak observed at perfect 

stoichiometry was assigned to the (101) peak. With decreasing 

molecularity (increasing YCu and Gacu defects), structure factors for 

the remaining peaks all increase such that at a composition of A ~ 0.45 

both the (211) and (103) peaks should become visible. The (213) peak 

becomes visible at a composition of A approximately 0.412, with the 

(105) reflection remaining hidden for 0.4 $ A $ 0.5. 

In order to test the validity of Fig. (47) we obtained and analyzed 

a sample of Cu-poor single crystal with EPMA determined composition of 
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22.1 at.% Cu, 27.75 at.% Ga, and 50.05 at.% Se (crystal courtesy of 

T. Cizek [Ill). The appropriate location on the molecularity tie line 

is shown in Fig. (47). As shown in Fig. (48), the (102) and (211) peaks 

were indeed present while the (105) and (213) reflections were absent, 

as predicted by the results of Fig. (47). (The peak at 43.750 29 was 

identified as probably CU2Se - JCPDS ,27-1131 or '4-839 and not as the 

(213) peak. Peak locations were calculated using a,c parameters obtain-

ed from the (200), (004) reflections of the same crystal.) As a final 

note, it is worth mentioning that the (103) reflection has not been 

previously reported, either in powder [84,85) or single crystal work 

[1101. 
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Fig. 48 Single Crystal Verification of Defect Adamantine Model 

Diffraction patterns of evaporated Cu-poor CuGaSe2 thin fi lms do 

not, however, exhibit these group (iii) reflections. If orientation 

effects are momentarily ignored, we are faced with two subtle possibili-
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ties: (1) we have oversimplified the defect structure, or (2) Cu-poor 

CuGaSe2 thin films are no longer chalcopyrite, Le., all group (iii) 

reflections are extinct. In consideration of the first of these, it is 

highly probable that additional defects other than the VCu - GaCu pair 

exist in Cu-poor material. Formation energy calculations of intrinsic 

defects in CuInSe2 as given in Chapter II indicate the probablistic 

nature of the anion vacancy. However, due to the inability of CuGaSe2 

to type convert and therefore always exhibit p-type behavior, the forma-

tion of VSe (donor) must involve a subsequent compensation mechanism, in 

this case, the Sei (acceptor) or a reduction in GaCu antisites 

(donor). The large formation energy of the anion interstitial warrants 

the latter mechanism. The effect of this donor balancing mechanism 

involving VSe and GaCu defects on the (103) reflections is shown in 

Fig. (49). 

Fig. 49 
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In this figure, the top abscissa represents the occupation of GaCu 

antisites as a percentage of the total VCu concentration for A=0.45 and 

a nominal 5% VSe concentration. The bottom abscissa shows the effect of 

selenium vacancies as a percentage of total anion sites at the same 

composition and 1/3 of the VCu occupied by GaCu • Since Cu and Ga 

scatter with nearly the same efficiency, it was expected that an 

increase in GaCu defects would reduce the increase in IF1031 caused by 

increased copper vacancies. This was indeed the case as shown in 

Fig. (50). The presence of VSe meanwhile has no effect on IF1031 since 

u=0.25 for CuGaSe2 and anion contributions to group (iii) reflections 

are absent. Consequently, if VSe defects are compensated by a reduction 

in GaCu defects, from electrical and energy considerations, the struc

ture factor IF1031 would actually increase in Cu-poor tetragonal 

material. The second possibility, that of Cu-poor CuGaSe2 films not 

being chalcopyrite, therefore seems to be a more plausible explanation 

for the absence of the (103) and (211) peaks in lieu of any preferred 

orientation effects. However, as we shall show next, a tetragonal phase 

is indeed present in Cu-poor films which generates the idea of phase and 

compositional separation. 

The convolution of group (i) cubic and tetragonal phase peaks 

usually requires an analysis of group (ii) and (iii) peaks for structure 

determination. The large difference in cation scattering of tetragonal 

CulnSe2' for instance, generates readily visible group (iii) peaks. For 

CuGaSe2' however, the similarity of cation scattering reduces the inten

sity of all group (iii) reflections such that only the (101) peak can 
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typically be found. A nearly ideal Se lattice also eliminates the 

presence of any group (ii) reflections. Fortunately, a large tetragonal 

distortion (c/a=1.96) provides easy resolution of various group (i) hkl 

doublets, including the (220)/(204), (312)/(116),(008)/(400), and 

(332)/(316) pairs.[112,113] The presence of these doublets in CuGaSe2 

films as a function of composition and substrate temperature are shown 

in Fig. 50. It is clear that as the films become increasingly Cu poor, 

the doublets become less resolved, qualitatively indicating a transition 

from chalcopyrite to sphalerite. 

Although the absence of doublets, as well as superlattice peaks is 

indicative of disorder, they do not provide definite proof due to the 

tendency of oriented growth for evaporated films. Definite proof of the 

tetragonal to cubic effect was however, obtained by analysis of the 

(112) peak shift with film composition. Order to disorder transitions 

result in loss of the tetragonal distortion associated with the 

tetragonal phase. If we assume this distortion is due to either tension 

(c/a > 2.0) or compression (c/a <2.0) along the [001] direction, we 

should observe a shift b28, as the (112) tetragonal plane reverts to the 

(111) cubic plane. 

given by: 

This effect, greatest for large distortions, is 

(127) 



Tetragonal Chalcopyrite Cubic Sphalerite 
(hltl ) d(hltl) 29 IFI!-2m ~ (hkl) d(hltl ) 29 IFI 2- 2111 

e 

101 5.002 17.73 45.75 .147 
112 3.222 27.69 77956 100 III 3.241 27.52 28274 
103 3.076 29.03 36.3 .04 
200 2.807 31.88 1278 .61 200 2.807 31.88 1276 
004 2.758 32.46 1273 .29 002 2.807 31.88 
211 2.448 36.71 29.9 .04 
213 2.074 43.65 24.7 .02 
105 2.010 45.10 24.4 .12 
220 1.985 45.71 99392 21.8 220 1.985 45.71 99421 
204 1.967 46.14 98304 42.2 202 1.985 45.71 
301 1.845 49.39 20.8 .007 
312 1.690 54.28 41123 24.8 311 1.693 54.19 41235 
116 1.668 55.04 40360 11.8 113 1.693 54.19 
224 1.611 57.18 1078 .29 222 1.621 56.81 1077 
323 1.434 65.05 12.7 .005 
305 1.427 65.39 12.5 .002 
400 1.403 66.64 59207 5.8 400 1.403 66.64 59242 
008 1.379 67.98 57356 2.7 004 1.403 66.64 
332 1.287 73.62 ·25247 4.1 331 1.288 73.53 25307 
316 1.277 74.26 24881 7.9 313 1.288 73.53 
420 1.255 75.78 951 .14 420 1.255 75.77 946 
404 1.251 76.10 949 .14 402 1.255 75.77 
20B 1.238 77.05 943 .14 204 1.255 75.77 
424 1.143 84.87 39185 10.3 422 1.146 84.56 39484 
22B 1.133 85.80 38408 5.0 224 1.146 84.56 

.0 • 5.614 BCu • 1.356 A~ Perfect Stoichiometry 
Co • 11.032 Be •• 1.607 A2 Assumed 

l • 1.541838 A 
BSe • 1.023 A 

TABLE B. Theoretical XRD Intensities for Tetragonal and Cubic Phasel of cuCase.
I 

~ 

100 

.897 

64.3 

36.8 

.289 

8.55 

12.13 

.86 

15.35 

..... 
U1 
0\ 
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where h,k,l and o=c/a are referred to the tetragonal parameters. 

Table (8) includes a comparison between the integrated intensities, 

d(hkl), 2-theta, structure factor, and normalized intensities for both 

tetragonal and cubic sphalerite, the latter based on the previous c-axis 

distortion. The intensity-independent differences of theta shifts offer 

a significant advantage for studying the structural disorder. For 

instance, the shift in 29 when order-disorder occurs for the (112) and 

(008) reflections are 0.17 and 1.34 degrees respectively; which is 

easily resolved in practice. 

Measured shifts in 29 with composition for the (112) peak for 

CuGaSe2 thin films deposited on glass and alumina are shown in 

Figs. (51) and (52), respectively. There are two major features shown 

in these figures. First is the shift in 29 between Cu-poor and 

stoichiometric/Cu-rich films. This shift cannot be due to strain 

effects since vacancies in Cu-poor films would result in an increase 

rather than decrease in 29. The magnitude of this shift is, however, 

nearly identical to that predicted by Eq. (127) and must portray the 

sphalerite-chalcopyrite transition. As shown in Fig. (51a), the slope 

of this transition appears to be temperature activated with higher 

substrate temperatures resulting in better demarcation between 

sphalerite and chalcopyrite phases. Although not as pronounced, the 

same effect is also observed in the other figures. The order exhibited 

in Cu-poor films at lower substrate temperatures may be a metastable 

state, with higher adatom mObility required for attainment of 

equilibrium. 

~~ ~~-~~~~-~---~----
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Alumina for Cu-poor CuGaSe2 

The second observation is the occurrence of 28 values between the 

extremum points. This effect is believed to be due to cubic-tetragonal 

phase mixing. The superposition of two separate peaks produces a peak 

with an average 28 value between the (111) cubic and (112) tetragonal 

values, with the exact location determined by the relative amounts of 

each phase. This is shown in Fig. (53) where the (112) peak for Cu-poor 

compositions deposited on glass, alumina, and moly alumina are shown. 

Unlike glass and alumina, Cu-poor films deposited on moly/alumina always 

exhibit good peak splitting, a strong indication of chalcopyrite phase. 
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A plot of the variation in 28 112 with composition for this material 

indicates a lattice shrinkage, which is what should be expected as the 

material becomes more Cu-poor as shown in Fig. (54). 

This adds further support that the opposite behavior found on glass 

and alumina is truly indicative of the tetragonal-cubic transition. The 

actual magnitude of the downshift for 28 shown for Cu-poor material in 

Figs. (51) and (52) may also be a superposition of two effects: the 

structural order-disorder effect, as well as a smaller lattice compres-

sion similar to the behavior shown for moly/alumina. 

The presence of both cubic and tetragonal CuGaSe2 combined with the 

defect structure computer simulations suggests an interesting micro 
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structure for these films. A chalcopyrite phase with limited VCu and 

GaCu solubility and therefore near stoichiometric composition (thus the 

absence of the 102 and 211 peaks), coexisting with a disordered cubic 

phase in which the defect chemistry is capable of adjusting to a given 

composition. The granular morphology typical of polycrystalline CuGaSe2 

suggests several possible ways this microstructure might evolve. 

Several of these mechanisms are shown in Fig. (55). 

At first, the structure (a) consisting of individual single phase 

grains with phase discontinui ty existing at the grain boundaries was 

believed to be improbable due to the uniform deposition fluxes and 

surface temperatures. However, from the independent work of Dimmler 

[6), and our Qualitative EDXA measurements mentioned earlier, composi

tional separation may result in different grain morphologies, ie., large 

Fig. 55 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

Possible Grain Structures. Shaded Area - Disordered, Cu-poor; 

Light Area - Ordered, Near Stoichiometric 

---' _ .. _.--------------
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tetragonal (Cu-rich) bipyramid structures and smaller (Cu-poor) hemi

hedron grains. Analysis of SEM photos for Cu-poor films on alumina sub

strates do show the presence of both these grain structures on close 

examination as shown in Fig. (39). 

Another possible structure would be that of intragranular phase 

separation, perhaps in either a domain/spinodal-like morphology (b) or 

shell/core structure (c). The latter structure has recently been 

identified in another material involving an order-disorder transition, 

the superconductor YI_xBaCu2+xOy [114). In this example polycrystalline 

aggregates were found to consist of particles with a superconducting 

shell surrounding a nonsuperconducting core, which was identified by 

differences in secondary electron emission. 

Recent TEM studies using a 300 KeV Phillips Transmission/Scanning 

electron microscope on Cu-poor single crystals have given tentative 

verification of the behavior in (b). Samples were prepared by grinding 

the crystal and floating specimens onto a carbon coated grid. 

Magnifications were at 104,000 X. Figure (56), (57), and (58) are the 

bright field, electron diffraction, and dark field images obtained on a 

single crystal grain. The dark field image was produced from a selected 

superlattice reflection such that the bright areas in Fig. (58) are 

representative of the ordered phase. This work was undertaken during 

the course of composing this manuscript and requires further study. 

However, it does support the possibility of intragranular phase 

separation and coexistence of both order and disorder on an atomistic 

scale. 
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Fig. 56 Bright Field TEM Image of Cu-poor Single Crystal of CuGaSe2_ 

(mag. 104, OOOX) 
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Fig. 57 Electron Diffraction Image Taken Along [112] Zincblende 

Direction for Crystal in Fig. 56 
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Fig. 58 Dark Field TEM Image Taken from Superlattice Diffraction Spot 

in Fig. 57 (Bright Area is Ordered) 
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c. Optical Characterization 

1. Absorption Coefficient and Band Structure 

Films of CuGaSe2 used for optical measurements were deposited to a 

thickness of between 220 and 410 nm in order to allow good resolution of 

the bandgap in the wavelength range 400 to 800 nm. Both thin (2000-

3000 A) and thick (1-2 microns) samples of identical composition were 

simultaneously grown by shielding half the substrate approximately 5-6 

minutes into the deposition process. Compositions for the thinner 

optical samples were obtained from EBIC measurements on the thicker 

portions perpendicular to the compositional gradient. This method for 

accessing film composition was verified by RES measurements made on the 

thinner portion by Professors John Leavi tt and Larry McIntyre at the 

University of Arizona, Dept. of Physics for CuInSe2 films in which the 

RBS determined composi tion was identical to that of the bulk, EBIC 

determined composition [105]. (CuInSe2 was used in this case, due to 

the overlapping of the Cu,Ga, and Se peaks by RES). 

The film absorption coefficient, a, was extracted from Rand T 

measurements with the use of Tomlin's modified equation for f 2(n,k) as 

shown in Table (5) using a fixed value of n determined by iteration of 

R,T,n, and k in the highly absorbing region (). = 400 nm). Solutions 

were numerically arrived at by setting f 2(n,k) - «l-R)/T) = 0 and using 

Newton's method for finding the root of k for n=2.77. As mentioned 

previously, in order to solve both fl and f2 simultaneously, film 

thickness on the order of 25 to 50 nm was required for this particular 

material which would likely result in pin-hole formation. 
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Characteristic curves of total Rand T are shown in Fig. (59) for a 

Cu-poor and near stoichiometric CuGaSe2 film deposited at Ts= 490 °c as 

well as their respective absorption curves. The minima and maxima 

behavior in Rand T are characteristic of smooth films. Surface rough-

ness measurements using the Alpha-Step in high resolution, slow scan 

mode showed surface irregularities ranging from between 80 to 120 A for 

Cu-poor films and up to 350 A for Cu-rich films. For Cu-poor films, 

films deposited at temperatures ~ 4500 C exhibited the higher values in 

surface roughness indicative of the before-mentioned pitting behavior. 

This latter effect was also shown \:;y consideration of the reflection 

characteristics as shown in Fig. (60). 

These measurements were obtained at 400 nm in order that back 

surface reflections due to the CuGaSe2/glass interface would be 

effectively absorbed such that only the surface characteristics would 

show. As shown above, the surface pitting has the effect of decreasing 

Rtot while simultaneously increasing the diffuse nature of the scattered 

light for Cu-poor films. Cu-rich film reflection behavior for both 

cases is nearly identical. To the eye, this behavior was apparent; Cu-

poor films at Ts < 4500 C were highly specular while Cu-poor films at Ts 

> 4500 C were cloudy in appearance. 

Representative curves of a vs. energy as a function of composition 

are shown in Fig. (61) for substrate temperatures of 400 and 4900 C. 

Absorption at a given composition was not significantly influenced 

by Ts for films deposited at Ts ~ 400 °C. Films deposited at T < 400°C s 

however were generally more absorbing due to larger impurity phase 

content as measured by XRD and were thus neglected from further study. 
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Fig. 60 Reflection Characteristics at 400 nm as a Function of 

Composition 
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The effects of composition on the absorption coefficient can best 

be described by considering effects above and below the band edge 

region. For energies at or below the bandgap, an increase in at.% Cu 

always resulted in an increase in absorption. This effect was 

accentuated in the case of Cu-rich films which exhibit degenerate, free 

carrier-like electrical properties. Cu-poor films, existing in a 

suspected highly compensated state, have lower carrier concentrations 

and consequently less absortion due to these effects. This trend was 

reversed as the photon energy was increased above the bandgap region for 

stoichiometric and Cu-poor compositions where a decrease in at.% Cu 

generally increased the absorption. At these wavelengths, free carrier 

effects can be neglected such that the higher absorption coefficients 

measured in Cu-poor material may be truly indicative of the 

compositional dependence of a. 

The most characteristic trend observed however for these films was 

the distinction between Cu-poor and near-stoichiometric/Cu-rich films. 

As shown in all data presented (and not presented), Cu-poor films were 

characterized by a slight increase or hump in a at energies around 1.95 

eV while stoichiometric and Cu-rich films exhibi ted a second hump at 

around 1.74 eV. In order to derive energy values related to these 

mechanisms, vs. hv figures were cons truc ted whi ch the 

relationship, 

(ahv) (128) 
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allows by linear extrapolation to (ahv)2 = 0, a determination of the 

direct gap absorption mechanism [115]. This equation is valid at k=O as 

observation of the E vs. k diagrams in Chapter II show, but also assumes 

parabolic bands and consequently a restriction in momentum space due to 

non-parabolici ty effects away from k=O. For the stoichiometric case, 

these curves were characterized by repeating increases then decreases in 

slope as shown in Fig. (62). 
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Fig. 62 Direct Energy Gap Extrapolation for "A" Transition in Near 

Stoichiometric CuGaSe2 
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At first, it was believed that the region QA represented a 

transition different from the direct transition shown by QA' however, 

this implied an absolute upper energy limit for the QA mechanism which 

was improbable. It was subsequently reasoned that the regions QA and aA 

actually represented a single band transition where the parabolic model 

is a good assumption only at the onset of absorption (aA) and deviates 

some k away from the zone center. Extrapolation of the (aAhv)2 curve to 

aA = 0 indicated a direct fundamental gap for stoichiometric films of 

1.662 eV in good agreement with the A transition for CuGaSe2 in 

Table (3). 

At higher energies, additional absorption resulted in further 

increases in slope. By assuming additive absorption, the absorption 

coefficients for these mechanisms, aB and aC' were obtained by extrapo

lation and subtraction of aA and aBo Plots of the extrapolation energy 

for these latter two transitions, as shown in Fig. (63), revealed direct 

transi tion energies of 1. 741 and 1.932 eV which agree again wi th the 

given values for the Band C transitions in Table (3). 

In contrast, Cu-poor films exhibited only one additional absorption 

hump above the bandgap as shown in Fig. (61). By a similar extrapola

tion and subtraction technique, the bandgap and solitary valence subband 

transition energies of a Cu-poor fil:'ll were identified as being direct 

with values of 1.718 and 1.992 eV respectively. Extrapolation plots for 

these transitions are shown in Fig. (64). 

Since this film exhibited high (112) preferred orientation and 

unpo1arized light was used, selection rules could not account for the 
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absence of the intermediate energy level observed in the stoichiometric 

case. This behavior was also identical for films deposited at 400 °c 

which exhibit the strong (220) orientation which further diminishes 

anisotropy as a related cause. The effect was also found to be indepen-

dent of thickness. 

From the XRD results presented earlier, the results shown in 

Fig. (64) are in likelihood characteristic of the cubic disordered 

phase. Having previously correlated a reduction in Cu at.% with a 

tendency to form cubic material, the lack of an intermediate energy 

level between 1.718 and 1.992 eV, as well as the relative shift of the 

bandgap and spin orbi t value is probably due to the lack of crystal 

field splitting in a cubic field. A summary of the proposed band 

structur.es of Cu-poor and stoichiometric CuGaSe2 is shown in Fig. (65). 

Cu-poor Stoichiometric 
CuGaSe2 CuGaSe2 

Ec Ec 

1.662 
1.718 1.992 .74 

1.932 

Ev 
Ey 
----r-

Fig. 65 Proposed Band Structure at k=O for Cu-poor and stoichiometric 

CuGaSc2 
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When the cation sublattice, for some particular reason, does not 

order, the resulting structure relaxes to that of the cubic phase, and 

consequently it becomes intuitive that crystal field effects will be 

absent. Such an absence will consequently cause some readjustment of 

the bandgap as well as the spin orbit level. Such structure dependent 

shifts in band structure have been previously observed for the cubic

hexagonal phases of various II-VI compounds [116,117]. Similar behavior 

has also been reported for the II-IV-V2 compound ZnSnP2 in which the 

bandgap decreased from 1.64 eV for the tetragonal phase to 1.25 eV as 

the material became cubic (118). In this example, as well as the one 

presented here, it is worthwhile mentioning that the tetragonal to cubic 

transition is proceeded not only by a change in structure but also a 

randomization of the cation lattice. 

2. Error Considerations 

In order to improve the accuracy of the a measurements, an 

integrating sphere was used to collect both the diffuse R and scattered 

T components. This is necessary in that failure to do such, for 

polycrystalline films in general, will result in lower measured values 

of Rand T such that a can be erroneously high. However, this method 

may also increase a slightly due to another reason. 

According to the theory of Bennett and Porteus, radiation 

scattering by structural irregularities of rms size a can be classified 

by whether the wavelength of radiation is greater than, equal to, or 

smaller that a [119]. In this study, a comparison of the wavelength 
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range studied with film thickness shows that scattering will be limited 

to the case of A > o. In this regime, coherent scattering will follow 

an exp type decrease with increasing structure size with a 

corresponding increase in the diffuse or scattered component. Although 

direct reflection losses can easily be corrected for by the use of an 

integrating sphere, scattered components of transmission undergo an 

effective increase in path length through the film before being 

collected by the sphere. This increase in path length is proportional 

to llcos e where e is the off-normal scattered direction of the beam and 

can result in artificially higher absorption coefficients when using 

Hadley's equations based on normal incidence and transfer. 

In order to study this effect in these films, optical measurements 

were made on films of identical composition but different thicknesses. 

Absorption curves for two representative films are shown in Fig. (66). 

Exact compositional measurements could not be made on these films due to 

their thickness r however, from their general characteristics, it is 

clear that the two examples shown represent the Cu-poor and near 

stoichiometric cases. It appears that there is a significant increase 

in a with thickness for the stoichi.ometric film while the differences in 

a for the Cu-poor films are probably not significant within the 

experimental error. 

As shown previously, SEM photomicrographs show a strong increase in 

grain size with increasing at.% Cu. A view of the edge morphology for 

films of different compositions on glass is shown in Fig. (67) where it 

ppears that the edge structure is also larger grained. 
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Effect of Film Thickness on Absorption Coefficient for Cu-poor 

and Near Stoichiometric CuGaSe2 
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The increased scatter of the transmitted beam for Cu-rich films was 

shown quantitatively by analyzing the transmission characteristics in 

the transparent region at 800 nm as a function of composition. As shown 

in Fig. (68); scattering appears to increase as CU content increases due 

to the morphology change to coarser, larger grains. 

As a final note regarding actual errors in a , it is instructive to 

carry out a simple error analysis based on assumed accuracies in 6R, 6T, 

and 6d. If we neglect multiple reflections in a first approximation, a 

can be given by: 

._-- ----------
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1 1n (.!....:..!) a = d T (129) 

where differentiation gives for the percent error of the value, 

( 130) 

This function is plotted in Fig. (69) with actual Rand T data and 

includes the individual contributions where the error. assumed in Rand T 

was ±0.5% and in d was ±5.0%. These are well wi thin instrumental 

tolerances for the instruments used. The thickness contribution is 

shown to be independent of energy which follows from Eq. (130). This 

term dominates in the absorbing region. In the bandgap region, errors 

in Rand T dominate such that extreme care is required to prevent 

inaccurate results. The jagged behavior shown in Fig. (61) for sub-

bandgap absorption is due to this intolerance for error. 
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CHAPTER V - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The major focus of this work was exploratory in the sense of trying 

to identify or separate out those material aspects of CuGaSe2 which have 

hindered the development of high efficiency photovol taic devices. In 

the past, much of the developmental work for this material has been 

device driven, essentially the fabrication of various combinations of 

CuGaSe2 with appropriate windows by various techniques. As in the case 

of CulnSe2' a plateau in efficiency can be expected with any further 

advancements requiring a truer understanding of the actual material and 

device physics. 

Perhaps the most significant finding of this work is the 

interdependence between substrate-film interface and the resulting film 

microstructure as defined by impurity phase content, crystal structure, 

and morphology. There appears to be a strong correlation between 

whether the substrate is amorphous, polycrystalline ceramic, or metallic 

(3 micron molybdenum coated alumina substrates) and the positive 

deviation in composition from the CU2Se-Ga2Se3 pseudo-binary tie line. 

In turn, large deviations from tie-line compositions were observed to 

result in the increased presence of impurity phases, the formation of 

cubic rather than tetragonal CuGaSe2' and surface pitting effects; the 

latter two observations limited to overall Cu-poor compositions. 

It was reasoned that this effect might be related to various 

interfacial surface energies present in each system as it determines the 
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heterogeneous nucleation of the growing film. However, whether this 

initial nucleation chemistry (which is probably fixed to the first few 

atomic layers) can establish a set pattern for further growth in 1-3 

micron thick films requires further study. In support of nucleation-

determined film growth, film orientation was observed to be independent 

of film thickness: thin (200-350 nm) and thick (1-2 microns) films of 

identical processing and composition exhibited identical orientational 

growth. However, a possible counterargument is the surface pitting 

observed in Cu-poor films deposited on glass and alumina at substrate 

temperatures in excess of 450°C. This surface behavior was present 

regardless of film thickness and indicates a reconstructive film growth 

mechanism. Whatever the explanation, the strong experimental 

correlation between film composition and the substrate-film interface 

requires further investigation and may perhaps be utilized in improving 

the electrical and optical characteristics of the film from a device 

viewpoint. For instance, the deposition of a Cu-poor CuGaSe2 layer in a 

bilayer device structure might benefit, in terms of phase and 

microstructural uniformity, from possible treatments of the 

stoichiometric substrate layer. 

The microstructure and optical-electrical properties of the films 

appear to be determined largely by film composition and in the case of 

grain size, o~ the crystallinity of the substrate. Cu-poor compositions 

on glass and alumina were more Se-rich than their counterparts deposited 

on moly/alumina substrates. These films had a tendency to contain cubic 

phase CuGaSe2 while Cu-poor compositions on moly/alumina remained 
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tetragonal with a slight lattice shrinkage associated with copper 

vacancies. The best method by which to detect cubic phase CuGaSe2 in 

XRD studies was by analysis of peak shifts due to the absence or 

presence of tetragonal distortion. The magnitude of observed shifts in 

d-spacing correlated very well with the simple assumption that all 

lattice distortion is restricted to the c-axis. There also appears to 

be some indication of compositional segregation in films containing both 

cubic and tetragonal material with tetragonal material being more nearly 

fixed to stoichiometric compositions. This behavior may be closely 

related to film morphology as determined by crystal growth polyhedra. 

In addition, segregated regions of ordered chalcopyrite and disordered 

sphalerite material were observed in high resolution microscopy to 

simultaneously exist within a single crystal grain. Further high 

resolution studies of both compositional and structural segregation in 

CuGaSe2 could provide useful information regarding the order-disorder 

transformation of the chalcopyrite-sphalerite phase relation. This 

understanding is truly desirable in light of defect chemistry studies 

performed on the macroscopic scale. 

The structural nature of the films was clearly observed in optical 

absorption measurements. Films consisting of mainly tetragonal CuGaSe2 

exhibited two additic)nal absorption mechanisms in the vicinity of the 

fundamental edge, attributed to spin-orbit and crystal field splitting 

of the valence band. Stoichiometric and Cu-rich films had a fundamental 

bandgap of 1.662 eV with additional absorption at 1.741 and 1.932 eV. 

Cu-poor films had a measured fundamental edge of 1. 718 eV and a spin-

"-----------------
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orbi t band at 1.992 eV. It would be interesting to substantiate these 

measurements by performing high temperature optical measurements on 

single crystal CuGaSe2 above the sphalerite-chalcopyrite transition 

temperature. Simultaneous high temperature XRD measurements could also 

verify the structural lattice distortion behavior presented earlier. 

The presence of secondary impurity phases in these films is 

determined by both compositional motion along the pseudo-binary tie line 

as well as deviations from it, ie., the presence of excess selenium. 

Cu-poor films deposited on glass contained trace amounts of copper and 

gallium selenide, the latter phase being more evident as substrate 

temperature was increased. Cu-poor films deposited on moly/alumina 

substrates contained trace copper oelenide impurities at low substrate 

temperatures with decreasing amounts as the substrate temperature was 

raised. No impurity phases could be found in Cu-poor films deposited on 

moly/alumina at 450 and 500 for compositions between 

20.16/28.01/51.84 and 24.28/25.07/50.65 at.% Cu/Ga/Se. Cu-rich films 

for both substrates contained trace levels of copper selenide. For the 

case of glass substrates, sub-band absorption in Cu-rich films was 

attributed to free-carrier effects by copper selenide formation. It is 

unclear why this same absorption was not present for Cu-poor films which 

also contained copper selenide. One possible explanation might be 

related to the difference in grain structure existing between Cu-poor 

and Cu-rich material and the occurrence of impurity phase continuity and 

percolation effects. This same explanation might be responsible for the 

highly resistive nature of Cu-poor films containing copper selenide. 
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950 ' 
960 ' 
970 ' 
980 IF 1.'=0 THEN L=O:RETURN 
990 X=14388/_/T:S=0:M=0 
1000 M.H+I:U=H'I:SI=(L"L'IU+3'L'IL+61L'+6)/M/M/M/M'EXP(-U) 
1010 S=S+SI:IF SI=O ASD 5=0 THE~ ~=14388/T/138ILOGIIOI+LOGISO)I+.I:G~TO 9~C 
10~0 L=2'C'C'H'(T/C21'4'S 
1030 RETCRN 
1040 IF _=0 THES O=O:RETURN 
1050 X=14388/./T:S=0:M=0 
1060 M.H+I:L'=M'X 
1070 SO= 1 LT" 4 .. 4 Il" 3+12 1l·'r+211l"+::4 ) /!'l/M/M/M:SI =SO' EXPI -U) 
1080 S=S+SI:IF SI=O AND 5=0 THI\ ~=143B~/T/138'LOGIIO)+LOG!SO) )+.I:GOTO 1010 
IOYO D=2'('('"'IT/C2)"4/T'S 
I 100 RITl'flN 
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1110' ....................................... .. 
1120' •• Solve Troncedentol Equation for Vm •• 
1130' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1140 VMI =.00001 
1150 VM2=V~I •. 026.LOGII.V~I/.0261 
1160 IF ABSIL3B-VM21<.001 THE~ GOTO 1190 
1170 V~I=VMI.IL3B/V~121·(1/31 
1180 GOTO 1150 
1190 nl:Y~I:RETl'RN 
1200 t ., ••••••••••••••• " •••••• , •• 1 ••• , 

1210' •••••• Store Data •••••••••••• 
1220' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1230 IMARYIAINCI=IM 
1240 YMARYIAINCI=YM 
1250 PTARYIAINCI=YM'IM 
1260 L3ARYIAINCI=L3'IE.09 
1270 Ml'LT=MlILT.50 
1280 AINC=AINC.I 
1290 RETURN 
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APPENDIX Bl OP'l'ICAL PROGRAM - CONVERT 

.............. , ........................ , .................. . 
This proiram does reflection corrections on rn~ input dala 
and outputs in format required for proKrom OPTICAL ...... , .................... , ....... , ...................... . 
5 DI!'! l..MI( 1500) ,R(500) ,TI 1500) ,NBSI2500,21 
6 YFLAG=O 
10 DDS="A:" 
20 INP~T "Entcr filenamc to convert";FTYPES 
30 VATFILS=DVStFTYPES:IF YFLAG=I THEN GOTO 40 
31 DAT2S=DUlt"NBS TI1..E.XY":OPEN DAT2$ FOR INPUT AS .2 

'file nbs_tile~~~ contains the BnS04 correction factor. 
32 FOR 1:0 TO 2500 
33 INPCT ,2,L,CORR 
34 IF L=O THEN GOTO 40 
35 NBSIL,2)=CORR 
36 NBSIL,I):L 
37 NEXT I 
38 CLOSE 12 
40 OPEN DATFIL. FOR INPUT AS .1 
50 COL'NT = 0 
60 FOR 1=0 TO 5000 
70 INPUT ,1, L,R,T 
75 IF R=O TIIn; R=.OOOI 
76 IF T=O THEN T:.OOOI 
77 R=R'~BSI1..,2) 'CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 2500-300 NH 
80 IF L=O Til EN GOTO 110 
90 LA!'!II)=1..:RII)=R:TII)=T:COUNT=COUNTtl 
100 NEXT I 
110 CLOSE .1 
120 INPUT "enter 3 or 4 diKit output file";FTYPES 
130 DATFlLS=DVStFTYPES 
140 OPEN DATFIL. FOR OCTPUT AS .1 
150 ~RITE '1, COUNT 
160 NCOUNT=COUNT-I 
170 FOR 1=0 TO NCOUNT 
180 WRITE ,1,LAMII),RII),TIll 
190 NEXT 1 
200 CLOSE .1 
210 YFLAG=1 
220 PRINT:PRINT "Try oiBin? IY or NI" 
230 INPUT AN~':IF AhSI="Y" THEN GOTO 20 
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APPENDIX 82 OPTICAL PROGRAM - OPTICAL 

10 • •• , ••••••• " •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• ,. 
20 '............. Pros ram Optical ••••••••• , •••••••• 
30 " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i •••••••••••• 1 •••••••• 

40 'A pro,ram written for determination of the optical 
50 'properties of CuGaSel2' and CuinSel2, thin films 
60 'from Rand T mcauurementa. 
70 'This pro,ra~ will input raw R.T.wa~elen'th data and 
80 'then ,enerate appropriate data file. for plottin,. 
85 • by D.S. Albin 
90 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
100 • 
110 • 
120 DIM ALP/to 1500, • LALPHDI 500) • ALPH I 500,. LALPII I 500' • R (500) • TI 500, • LA~1I500' 
130 DIM TOTABS(SOO).ENERISOO).DBGAPl500,.IBUAPISOO, 
140 PI=3.14IS927,:COUNT=0 
ISO KEY I.CHRS(13) 
160 COLOR IS.IS.IS:CLS 
170 COLOR 0.15.15 
171 KEY I.CHR'(13) 
172 COLOR IS.15.IS:CLS 
173 COLOR 0.IS.15 

180 PRINT "----------------------------------------------

~~~ ~:~~~ :~~:~~~:-~:~~:~~-~~:-~::-~~~-~~:-:~:~-~::~~~---
210 PRINT:PRINT "Thiu prollram input .. Rand T data from disk drive A and" 
220 PRINT "calculates the absorbtion coefficient USln, Dentons and a-
230 PRINT "modified alpha approach. Tabulated reuults can be output on the" 
240 PRINT "printer in a chooscd format. ~atariles appropriate for plottin," 
250 PRINT "are then lIenerated and otored o~ disk drive A. Aplottin," 
260 PRINT "routine is then ava.lable for output on the HP 747SA Plotter" 
270 PRINT:PRINT "Input fllen should COnSIGt of a 3 di,lt nu~ber with no file" 
280 PRINT "ta, del.meter. Gent'raled plotti .. , files "ill have the follo"in/l" 
290 PRINT ·format: x~~X~X.fff "here xx.=f.lm •• XX1=type of ,raph lie.RFEN D 

300 PRINT "stshds for reflection V6. ener,s'. and fff desi,nated CIS or CGS" 
310 PRINT:PRINT "all input and output •• done uuin, drive A" 
320 PRI~T:PRINT "CAUTIUN: ~se in Caps Lock Position at all tiaes!" 
330 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT "Press Fl key to contlnue";A 
340 CLS 
3S0 PRINT:PRINT 
360 PRINT ....................... . 
370 PRINT ...... Ha.n Menu ••••• " 
380 PRINT •••••• , •••••••••••••••• " 
390 PRINT:PRINT "A. Read in new Rand T data; aenernte plottina filea" 
400 PRINT" (inaert data disk downloaded from HP 1000 into drive AI" 
410 PRINT "S. 00 directly to plottin/l routines and file directory" 
420 INPUT ANSa 
430 IF ANSI:"A" THEN OOTO 460 
440 CHAIN ·plot" •• ALL 
450 CLS 
460 PRINT:PRINT 
470 PRINT .. 
4HO PRINT" 
4!10 INPUT HATI 

"Which material to be analrzed" 
A. CuInSe(2) : N=2.90" 
S. CuGnSe(2) : N=2.77" 

500 IF H,\T.="A" THEN MATClIOC=0:NI=2.9 
SIO If MAT.="S" TH~N MATCHOC=I:NI=2.77 
511 PRINT:PRINT"WOULD YOU Llhh TO CHAhUl THE VALUE OF N?IY/N)" 
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512 INPUT A~S21 
513 IF ANS2S:"Ii" THEN GOTO 520 
514 PRI~T:PRINT"INPUT N" 
5 I 5 I" PL'T II: I 
520 PRlIiT:PRINT "Which spectral ranie for data" 
530 PRINT" A. UV/Vis" 
540 PRINT" B. NIR" 
550 INPUT WI/ANGEl 
560 IF WRASCES="A" THEN WCHOC:O:WRANGE.="UV/VIS" 
570 IF W3ANGE.="B" THEN WCHOC:I:WRANGE,="NIR" 
580 INPUT "Enter filename for Input Ilosd disk in A)";DFILES 
590 FILHS=DFILES 
600 DDS="A:" 
610 INPUT "enter film thickneBB in Anistroms";FTHICK 
620 DFILE21=DDS+DFILES 
630 OPEN DFILE2. FOR INPUT AS 'I 
640 INPUT,I, NPOINT 
650 LCOUNT=NPOINT-I 
660 FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 
670 INPUT,I, LAMII),R(I),T(I) 
680 NEXT I 
690 CLOSE ,I 
700 CLS 
710 LOCATE 5,10:PRINT "DatafileB are now beini ienerated, please wait" 
720 FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 
730 COSUS 4000 
740 'GOS~S 5000 
750 'COSUS 6000 
760 GOSUB 7000 
765 GOS~B 8000 
770 GOSUS 9000 
780 GOSUB 10000 
790 NEXT I 
795 BEEf' 
800 CLS 
810 LOCATE 5,10:PRINT "dataflles hn~e been ienerated succesBfully 
820 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "do you now wIsh to: " 
830 LOCATE II,IO:PRINT " A. Obtain printouts of selected optical dotn" 
840 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT " B. Generate Plottln, files for iraphB" 
850 INPUT ASSS 
8£0 IF AhSS:"B" THEh GOTO 1840 
870 CLS 
880 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "Whot type of output format for printin," 
890 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "I. Eneray(e~),wa~elenath(nm),R,T,I-T-R" 
900 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT "2. Enerly(ev"wa~elenathlnm),R,T,alphaldenton', 

alpha(mod)" 
910 LOCATE 14,10:PRINT "3. Enar,y(e~"wnvelen,th(nm),R,T,loa alphB(dentonl, 

101 alpha(mod'" 
920 LOCATE 15,10:PRINT "4. Enera, le~"wavelenath(nm"R,T,alphaldenton', 

(a(hvll'2(denlon'" 
9 3 0 1 NPL'T Ol'TCHOC 
940 LOCATE 20,10:PRINT "You ha~e 0 total of ";NPOINT;"dntapoints." 
950 LOtATE 21,IO:PHINT "~hBt increment in Frintina do you want" 
960 ISPL1 I"CPRT 
965 LI'ljJ~1 CHItS(l2':LPlllhT CHIIS(lfi) 
970 ~lUTH "lptl:",255 
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980 IF MATCHOC.O THE~ FTYPEI'"CulnSe(2)" 
990 IF HATCHOr.1 THEN FTYPEI'"CuGaSe(2)" 
1000 LPRlST:LPHINT "Opticol Data ~or ";FTYPES;" fllm '";FIL~S 
1010 LPRI~T:LPHI~T ·Spectral Rana.' ";WRA~GE~,"Thickneso. "; 

FTHICK;" anastroma." 
1020 LPRI~T "Index of Rpfraction.";\I:LPRIST 
103U O~ O~TCHOC COTO 1040,1200,140L,1600 
1040 l.PIII~T TAB(II'"EneraY (h\"'·;TAb(3I'"~Il\, .. lenath (nm,"; 

TAB(SI,"lIeflection";TAB(71 )"TrOftSmISsion";TAB(9I'"I-T-R" 
10SO LPRIST "--------------------------------------------.,------

1 060 FOR 1.0 TO Ll:OL'ST STEP I ~CPRT 
1070 LPRI NT TAB ( II ) E~FII ( I ) ; TAB ( 3 I , LAM ( I I; TAB (51 ) R ( I ) ; TAB ( 71 , T ( 1 ) ; 

1080 SEXT 1 
1090 GOTO 1800 

TAIl(9I'TOTAIlS(I) 

1200 LPRINT TAB(II)"EneraF (hv)";TAIl(31)"~a.elenathlnm)";TAIl(51)"Rpflection"; 
TAlllil)"Transmission";TAB(91)"alpha (dent)";TAB(111)"alpho (mod)" 

1210 LPRIST "------------------------------------------------------

1220 FOR 1.0 TO LCOVNT STEP I~CPRT 
1230 LPII I ~T TAil ( II ) HllI ( I ) ; TAB ( 3 I ) LAM ( I I; TAB ( 51 ) R ( 1 ) ; TAB ( 7 I IT ( I ) ; 

1240 I\EXT I 
12S0 G010 1800 

TAB (91 ) ALPHD ( I ) ; TAB ( I I 1 )ALPH ( I ) 

1400 LPRI~T TAB(II)"EnerIY (hv)";TAB(31)"Wavelenlth(nm)";TAB(511"R~flection"; 
TAB( i I) "Tranomi osion" ;TAB( 91) "Lol Al Fha (dent'" ;TAB( III ) "Loll Al pha (mod)" 

1410 LPRINT "------------------------------------------------------------

1420 FOR 1.0 TO LCOL'NT STEP INCPRT 
1430 LPIIII\T HB ( I I) HER (I); TAB (3 I ) LA~( I) ;TAB (5 1)11 (I) ; TAB (71 )T( I) ; 

1440 NEXT 1 
1450 GOTO 1800 

TAB (!I I ) LALPHD ( 1 ) ; TAB ( 1 I 1 I LALPH ( 1 ) 

1600 LPR1);T TAe ( 11 ) "Enerl:~' (h,' I" ; TAB (31 I "~avel enllth (nm I"; TAil (51) "lloflect ion"; 
TAB IiI) "Trnnsml ss i on" ; TAil ( 91 I" Al Fr,B (dent) " ; TAil ( I II )" (a (hv ) ) • 2) dent" 

1610 LPRIKT "------------------------------------------------------------

1620 FOR 1.0 TO LCOL'ST STEP INCPRT 
1630 LPIiIST TA!l(II)ESEII(II;TAB(31ILA'IIII;TAB(SllfI(I);TAB(;IIT(II; 

1640 SEXT 1 
165U GOTO 180U 
1800 CLS 

TAB(~IIALPHD( I I ;lAB( II 1 )ullG;!'11 I 

1810 LOCATE 15,JO:INPI:T "Do FOU ~ish to print more (rES,NOI";A~S! 
1820 IF A~~S="rLS" lHE~ GOTO 870 
183U CLS:COTO 82U 
I~~U FIS.'no":F2S'"no":F3So"no":F45o"no":F!5o"no":F6Io"no":F71."no":F85'"no" 
lR~U F~5o""0":FlV1'"no":F11So"no":FI~'0"no-:FI3'0"no":FI4'0"no":FI510"no· 
I!!GO Flo$o"no" 
I~;U CLS:DHP 
IM~U LUCATE I ,5:PHI~T "Enter no. to save detafile for plottinll: uSP disk 2" 
1890 LOrATE 2,5:PRJKT "Enter 0 when finished to 10 to plottin~ routines" 
1900 LOl'ATE 4,10:PHlt\T "~lle s8,'ed File type (x ,'0. YI" 
1910 LOCATE S,IO:PRlI\T "------------------------------------
19~0 LOC'A1£ 7,IS':rH1NT f'lS:LOl"ATt. 7,.0:I'RI~T "I. "1 \'£ ~ovelength" 
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1930 LOCATE 
1940 LOCATE 
1950 LOCATE 
1960 LOCATE 
19;0 LOCATE 
198U LOCATE 
1990 LOI'ATE 
2000 LOCATE 
2010 LOCATE 
2020 LOCATE 

2030 LOCATE 

2040 LOCATE 

2050 LOCATE 

2060 LOCATE 

2070 LOCATE 

B,15:PRI~T F21:LOCATE B,26:PRIKT "2. XT vs lnergy" 
9,IS:PRINT F3S:LOCATl 9,26:PRI~T "3. XR VB ~avplength" 
10,IS:PRI~T F41:LOCATE 10,26:PR1~T "4. X~ V£ Energy" 
II,IS:PRINT FSI:LOCATE 11,26:PRI~1 "5. I-T-R VS. ~evelenith" 
12,IS:PRINT F€S:LOCATE 12,26:PR1~T "6. 1-T-R VB. Energy" 
13,IS:PRINT F71:LOCATE 13,26:PRIST "7. ftlpha(dentl VB. ~avelength" 
14,IS:PRIST FbS:LOCATE 14,26:PRI~T "B. alphe(dpnt) VB. Energy" 
IS,IS:PkINT F~S:LOCATl lS,26:PRIST "9. alpha(modl VS. ~6velength" 
1€,IS:PRIKT FIOS:LOCATh 16,2S:PRINT "10. alphalmodl vs. Energy" 
17,IS:PRINT FIII:LOCATE 17,25:PRl~T 

"II. log alphB(dentl v's. ~'avelength" 
IB,IS:PRINT FI~S:LOCATE 18,2S:PRINT 

"12. IOi alphe(dentl Va. Energy 
19,15:PRIST FI3.:LOCATE 19,2S:PRINT 

"13. log alpha(modl VB. ~avelenith" 
20,lS:PRIST FI41:LOCATE 20,25:PRINT 

"14. log alpha(modl VB. Energy" 
21,IS:PRINT FI61:LOCATE 21 ,25:PRI~T 

"IS. (a(h,'''-2 (dentl "5. Energ)'" 
22,15:PRINT FI61:LOeATE 22,2S:PRl~T 

"16. aqrt(a(hv)) (dentl va. Energy" 
20BO 'INPUT FCHOC 
2081 FOR BEBOP=I TO 16 ' Bet to autocompute all e~cept 
2082 FCHOC=BEBOP , choices 9,10,13,14 
2090 IF FCHOC=O THES GOTO 440 
2091 IF FCHOC=9 THEN GOTO 2101 
2092 IF FCHOC=IO THEN GOTO 2101 
2093 IF FeHOC=13 THE~ GOTO 2101 
2094 If' FrHOC=14 THEN GOTO 2101 
2100 ON FeHOC GOSCB 2300,2400,2500,2600,2700,2800,2900,3000, 

3100,3200,3300,3400,3500,3600,3700,3800 
2101 "EXT BEBOP 
2102 STOP 
2 I I 0 GOTO I B 7 0 
2300 IF MATCHOC=O THE" DFlLE31=DFlLE2S."tr~·'·.cis" 

ELSE VFILE3S=DFILE2S."tr~v.cgB" 
2310 OPEN DFILE31 FOR UUn'~T AS ,1 
2320 WRITE fl, "optical",LCOUNT 
2330 FOR 1=0 TO LCOCNT 
2340 J=LCOUKT-l 
2350 WRITE fI, LA~(JI,T(JI 
2360 KEXT I 
2370 WRITE '1,"Tvslambda" 
2380 CLOSE ~I 
2390 FII="yes" 
2395 RETURN' 
2400 IF MATCHor=O THE" DFILE3S=DF1LEZS."tren.ci6" 

ELSE DFILE3'=VF1LE~S."tren.c£s" 
2410 orE~ DFILE3: FOR OUTPL:l AS .J 
2420 WRITE '1."optjcnl",LCOr~T 
2430 FOR 1=0 TO LCOC~T 
2440 Io'kJTE 'I, Et\~k(J),T(JI 
2450 "EXT J 
24£0 ~'RITE '1, "1\'s, E" 
2470 rLO~E ,J 
24kO F2S="yps" 
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2490 RETURN 
2500 IF HATCHOC=O THE~ DFlLE3S=DFILE2!f"rfwv.cis" 

ELSE DFILE3s=UfILE2$f"rfwv.ciS" 
2510 OPEN DFlLE3. FOR OL'TPt'T AS .1 
2520 WRITE .I,"opticnl",LCOUNT 
2530 FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 
2540 J=LCOU~T-I 
2550 WRITE'I,LAH(JI,R(JI 
2560 NnT 1 
2570 WRITE '1, ·RvG,Lnmbdn" 
2580 CLOSE .1 
2590 F3'="yes" 
2595 RETUR~ 
2600 IF HATCHOC=O THEN DFlLE3S=DFILE2Sf"rfen.cie" 

2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 
2690 
2700 

2710 
2~20 
2730 
2740 
~-;50 

2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2795 
2800 

2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2850 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 
2900 

2910 
2no 
2930 
2~lO 
2~50 

29foO 
29;0 

ELSE DFILE3S=DFILE2S."rfen.cKs" 
OPES DFILE3' FOR O~TPCT AS .1 
WRITE '1, "optical",LCOUNT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

WRITE 'I, ENER(I',R(I) 
NEXT 1 
h'RITE '1, "R,'s ,E" 
CLOSE .1 
F4'="yes" 
RETUR~ 

IF HATCHOC=O THES DFILE3S=DFILE2'."nbwv,cis" 
LLSE DFILE3s=DFlLE21."nbwv,ciS" 

OPES DFILE3! FOR OL'TPUT AS ,I 
WRITE '1, "optlcnl",LCOU~T 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOLNT 

J = LCOl'NT-I 
WRITE 'I,LA~(J),TOTABS(JI 

NEXT I 
WRITE ,I,·I-t-rvel" 
CLOSE .1 
F5S="yes" 
RETL'R~ 

IF HATCHOC=O THEM DFlLE31=DFILE2Sf"aben,cis" 
ELSE DFILE3S=DFILE2S."nben,cas" 

opn; DFlLE3S FOR Ol'TPl'T AS .1 
WRITE .1, ·optical",LCOUMT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

WRITE .1 ,ENER(I I ,TOTABS(I I 
NEXT I 
WRITE '1,"I-t-rvBe" 
CLOSE '1 
F6.=·ye .... 
RETURN 
IF HATCHOC:O THEN DFILE3S:DFlLE2S."aldw,cis" 

ELSE DFIL~3S:DfILE2Sf"aldw,cas" 
OPE~ DFI LE3. FOil Ol'TPl'T AS J 1 
WRITE 'I, "optical",LCOLHT 
FOR 1:0 TO LCVl'NT 

J:L(,Ol'f;T- I 
WHITE 'I,LA~IJI,ALPHUIJ) 
~EX1 I 
h'fllTI:: II, "alpha,'sl" 
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2980 CLOSE '1 
2990 F7I= "yes" 
2995 RETUR" 
3000 IF HATCHOC=O THEN DFILE31=DFILE2S."alde.cis" 

I:LSE DFILE31=DFl LE~St "aide .CIlS" 
3010 OPE~ DFILE3S FOR OUTPUT AS 'I 
3020 ~RITE '1, "opt,cal",LCOUKT 
3030 FOR I =0 TO LCOI ';T 
3040 ~RITE '1, E!.i.R(I',ALPHDIII 
3050 NEXT I 
3060 WRITE '1, "alphavse" 
3070 CLOSE 'I 
3080 FBI="yes" 
3090 RETURI> 
3100 IF HATCHOC=O THEN DFILE3'=DFILE2S+"alm~.cjs" 

ELSE DFILE31=DFILE~~+"alm~.clls" 
3110 OPEN DFILE3. FON O~TPUT AS '1 
3120 ~RITE '1, "optical",LCO~"T 
3130 FOR 1=0 TO LCOU"T 
3140 J=LCOU"T-I 
3150 ~RITE 'I,LAHIJI,ALPHIJI 
3160 "EXT I 
3170 ~RIT~ '1, "alphavBl" 
31BO CLOSE ~l 
3190 F9S=")'es" 
3195 RET~R' 
3200 IF HATCHOC=O THEN DFILE3S=DFILE2S+"alme.cis" 

ELSE DFILE3S=DFILE2S+"alme.clls" 
3210 OPES DFILE3S FOR OUTPUT AS 'I 
3220 ~RITE t1, "optical",LCOU"T 
3230 FOR I =0 TO LCOl'NT 
32~O liRITE 'I,E~t:RI11,ALPHIII 
3250 I>EXT I 
32fO WRITE .1 ,"alphavse" 
32iO CLOSE .1 
32BO FIGS="yea" 
32~0 RETUR, 
3300 IF HATCHOr=O THEN DFILE3S=DF1LE2S+"lad~.cis" 

ELSI: DFILE3$=DF1LE2S+"lad~.c£s" 
3310 OPES DFILE3S FOR O~TPUT AS 'I 
3320 WRITE ,I, "optical",LCOUNT 
3330 FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 
3340 J=LCOU"T-I 
3350 ~RITE 'I,LAMIJ),LALPHD(JI 
3360 NEXT I 
3370 WRITE '1, "lalphvsl" 
33BO CLOSE .f 
3390 FI U="r"'~" 
3~95 RETL'R" 
3400 IF HATCHOC=O THEN DFILE31=OFILE2'."lade.cis" 

ELSE DF1LE3S=DFILE2S+"lade.cs." 
3410 OPEN DFILE3S fOR O~TPUT AS 'I 
3420 liRITE ,I, "optlcal",LCOUhT 
3430 FOR 1=0 TO LCOlNT 
3HO WIIITE '1, E'ER(II,LALPIIUIll 
3450 NEXT I 
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3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 

3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 
3595 
3600 

3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3690 
3iOO 

3710 
3720 
3730 
3i40 
3750 
3760 
3770 
3780 
3790 
3800 

3810 
3820 
3830 
3840 
3850 
3860 
3870 
3880 
3890 
3900 
3910 
4000 
40JO 
40Z0 
40:.0 
40;0 

~RITE '1. "lnlphvse" 
CLOSE .1 
FI2S="y"s" 
RETURN 
IF I1ATCHOC=O THES DFlLE3S=DFlLE2S+"Jam".cis· 

ELSE OFILE3S=DFILE2S."lamw.ces· 
orEN DFILE3S FOR OUTPUT AS .1 
"RITE '1. "optical",LCOUNT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

J=LCOUNT·I 
WRITE '1. LAI1(J),LALPH(J) 

NEXT I 
WRITE '1. "lalph"sl" 
CLOSE .1 
FI3.="yeo" 
RETURN 
IF I1ATCHOC=O THEN DFILE3.=DFILEZ .... lame.ci.· 

ELSE DFILE3S=DFILE2 .... 1ame.cls· 
orEN DFILE3. FOR OUTPUT AS .1 
~RITE '1. "opticnl".LCOUNT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

WRITE'I.ENER(I),LALPH(l) 
NEXT I 
~RITE 'I."lnlphvse" 
CLOSE 'I 
FI4.="yes" 
RETURN 
IF I1ATCHOC=O THEN DFlLE3S=DFlLE2S."dble.ci.· 

ELSE DFILE3.=DFILE2S."dbge.cIs" 
OPEN DFILE38 FOR OUTPUT AS .1 
WRITE '1. "optlcnl",LCOUNT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

WRITE '1. ENER(I).DBGAP(I) 
NEXT I 
"RITE '1. "dbgnp"se" 
CLOSE .1 
FI51="yes" 
RETURN 
IF I1ATCHOC=O THEN DFILE3.=DFILEZS'''ib~e.ciB· 

ELSE OFILE3S=DFILE2S."ibee.ces" 
OPEN DFILE3. FOR OUTPUT AS .1 
WRITE '1. "opticnl" • LCOUNT 
FOR 1=0 TO LCOUNT 

WRITE '1. ENER(I).IBGAP(I) 
NEXT I . 
WRITE tI ..... ibllap\'s" .. 
CLOSE .1 
F16S="yes" 
RETURN 
STOP 
END 
DI=FTIlIClitIE·08 
R=RII):T=TII ):COUNT=O 
LA~J=LA~(I)t,OOOOOOI 
EI/= 11::-15 
Q=(4tT'JlVI ULAHI 
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4050 1\1:.2 
40~0 COVI>T:COl'ST+1 
4070 EI=EXPlQ'hll 
40BO E2=EXPl-lQ.I\II) 
4090 Y=COSlQ'lil I 
4100 Z=SllilQ'1\1 I 
4110 SH:.5'CEI-E21 
4120 CH=.5'CEI+E21 
4130 A1:lil'2+hl'2 
4140 BI:~1·3+hl·2'NI+2.I'NI 
4150 CI=CI-R)!T 
4160 GI=J\I'Nl·2+J\l·3-2.I'KI 
4170II=NI·4+2'lil·2'J\I·2+Kl·4-Z.I'NI·Z+2.1'J\I·2 
41BO JI:2'~1'2'hl 
4190 1\=-4.2'l>llhl 
4Z00 F=IBI1I2.9'AI) )ISH+(NI'2/AI IICH+CGI/(2.9'AI) I'Z+CJ\I'21AI )H-CI 
4210 Fl=(h/(2.9'AI·21)'SH+(BI/CZ.9'AI I IIQ'CH+lNI'2/AII'Q'SH-(JI/AI"ZI' 

CH+(II/C2.9'AI·Z))'Z+IJI/AI·21IY 
4220 IF (ABSlFII>ERI THEN GOTO 4240 
4230 CLS:PRINT "error in slope=2ero":STOP 
4240 DEC:F/FI 
4Z50 HI:hl-DEC 
4260 IF (ABSlDEC)<:ABS(J\I •. OOOI)1 THEN GOTO 4300 
4270 IF (COVI>T>750) THEI> PRINT "Boln exceeds 750 loops":ALPHDlll=I:GOTO 4310 
4ZBO GOTO 4060 
4300 ALPHDCI)=(4'PI'HI)/LAHI:IF ALPHDlI)<=O THE/\ ALPHDlI):1 
4310 LALPIID(1 )=LOG(ALPHDlI) )/Z.3026 
4320 RETl!R/\ 
5000 RI=«/\I-l~I/(N1+1~ ))"2:SI=1-Rl 
500) RZ:C C"I-I.451/(NI+I.45) )'2:S2=I-R2 
5002 R3=.034:S3=I-R3 
5003 A2:( CR2'SI I+CSlIR3'CS2'2) !+ISIIR2*t CR3'S21'2) I) 
5004 B2=ICS2'S31+1S2'S3'R2'R31+IS2'R~'R3'R31) 
5005 CORR=A2+B2 
SOlO LAHI:LAHlI) 
5020 T=Tlll 
5030 R=RIl) 
5035 FAC:(I-R)/T 
5036 IF FAC<I~ THEN FAC:Il 
5040 DI=FTHICJ\'IE-08 
5060 X2:SQRl 1«FAC'B2)/(2IA2))'2)+CCORR/A2I,-CIFAC'B2,/(2'A2I' 
5070 X3=-DI 
50BO ALPHII)=(I/X31'LOG(X2) 
5090 IF ALPHlI)<O THE" ALPHll):1 
5100 LALPHlI'=LOGIALPHII))/2.3026 
5110 RETVR/\ 
6000 IF HATCHoC=1 THEN GOTO 6010 
6010 RETURI> 
7000 TOTABSII'=l-T(I,-RII) 
7005 IF TOTABSlII<O THEI> TOTABSII)=O 
7010 RETUR~ 
8000 L~IC:LAHIII/IOOO 
8010 E~EHCI':I.Z~13~/L~IC 
8020 R£TL·R.~ 
9000 DUGAPCI ):IA~~HUII l'E~£H(I),'2 
9UI0 Rl::Tl:R!'-

10000IBGAPlll:SQRIALPHDII)'ESERII)) 
10010 RETl:RS 
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APPENDIX B3 OPTICAL PROGRAM - PLOT03 

10 ' , •••• ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• 
20 '. SP::;CIAL PROGRAM "PLOT03.BAS" FOR IIP-7475A PLOTTER • 

written by 
JOHN PERN 10-29-1987 DOt'E 

copied by permlssion 
IModified for use in Optical ProQrnm) 

I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••• , 

30 ' • 
40 ' • 
50 ' 
55 ' 
60 ' 
70 ' 
80 ' 
90 ' 
100 ' 
110 ' 
120 
130 
140 
ISO 
160 
170 

This proQram Chn be used to manually enter data files 
(or retrleve old data file) for plot and wrlte letters 
,on plotter with selectable Blze and character type. 

CLEAR 
OIM XS(500),'1(500),XI500I,Y(500) 
DIM XAXIS( 10), YAXIS( 10), )'AXISIIIO), YAXI!;'IIO) 
DIM IX(IOI,I\'IIO),TITLESlIOI 
SCREEN O,O,O:COLOR 9,9,0: CLS : KEY OFF 

COLOR 14,9,0 
1110 
200 
220 
230 
240 
250 
255 IF 
256 IF 
257 IF 
258 IF 
260 ON 
270 ' 

LOCATE 5,15: PRiNT" TillS PROORAM LETS VOL' DO:" 
LOCATE 11,15: PRINT "\. RECALL OLO UATAFlLES FOR (MULTl-IPLOT 
LOCATE 13,I5:PRINT "2. WRITE CHARACTERS ON PLOTTER 
LOCATE 15,15:PRINT "3. CATALOG FILES ON DISK (DRIVE A, B, Cl 
LOCATE 17,15:PRINT "4. QUIT 
LOCATE 19,15:INPUT" "OUR CHOICE (1-4) ";LC 

LC=I THE~ LC=2:00TO 260 
LC=2 THEN LC=4:GOTO 260 
LC=3 THEN LC=5:00TO 26U 
LC=4 THEN LC=6:00TO 260 
LC OOTO 280,780,790,4240,4830,4920 

280' ... DATA ENTERING ROl'TINE ••• 
290 CLS:ID=O :J=I :N=I 
300 LOCATE 1,20:PRINT "ENTER DATA PAIRS 1<= 100); TYPE I KEY TO QUIT" 
310 1=1: FLAGIS=O 
320 IF FLAGI~=O TIIEN L=O ELSE L=40 
330 LOCATE 3,3+L:PRINT .' No.":LOCATE 3,13+L:PRINT "X(I)" 
340 LOCATE 3,27+L: PRINT "YII)" 
350 LOCATE 1+3,3+L:PRINT J 
360 LOCATE 1+3,II+L:INPUT XSIIO': IF XIIIO,=CHRS(47) THEN IO=IO-I:OOTO 460 
370 LOCATE I+3,25+L:INPUT YIIIO): IF YIIIO,=CHRS(47) TIIEN IU=IO-I:GOTO 460 
380 XIIO)=VALIXSIID»: YIID)=VALIYSIID» 
390 1=1+1: 10=ID+I : J=J+I 
400 IF ID=IOO THE~ LOCATE IO,45:PRINT"WARNING!! 500 DATA PAIRS ENTEREO" 
410 IF ID=IOO TIIEN LOCATE 1~,45:PHINT" EhTER I KEY TO QUIT NOW!! " 
420 IF 10 = 40'''' THEN N=N+I: CLS: OOTO 300 
430 IF 1 = 21'THEN FLAGI%=I: 1=1: OOTO J20 
440 OOTO 350 
450 ' 
460' •••• CHANGE l STORE DATA FILE •••• 
470 LOCATE 22,I:PHINT " 
480 LOCATE 23,I:PRINT • 
4~0 LOCATE ~~,IO:INPUT "enter No. for chanie or I key to contlnue ";CHS 
SUO IF CHS=ClIIlS 14 7) THH 560 
510 LOCATE 2J,10:I'HINT " 
5~0 h=VALICHII: 'LOrATt 2J,I~:PRJST "I: "~ 
5:1U LUL'ATc ~J,~:!:I~I'I."r "~(Il= ";,\(~,-JI 

-------_._------
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LOCATE 23,40:ISPUT "rIll' ";rlh-II 
COTO 490 

LOCATE 22,10:PRINT " 
LOCATE 22,10:HPUT "TO STOHE THESE DATA OS DISI\;,I> Y or I' ":STOIlES 

IF STORES."N" OR STORES'"n" THE~ rLAGI~:O: COTO 670 

540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
6JO 
620 
630 
640 
600 
6bO ' 

LOCATE 23,10:INPUT "0,1\. ENTER DATA FILE SAME IC8 lettersl ";DFILEI 
LOCATE 24,10:INPUT " TO ~HICH DISh DRIVE (A, B, or VI ":DO! 

LOCATE 23,5:PRINT " 
LOCATE 23,10:LI~E INrUT "ANY COH~EST 

DDS :l'DS +" : ": DF! LES.Dn LEI + , .• DAT" 
NEVFILEI·DDStDFILES 

Ihit ESTEll key for nonel '";COMMESTS 

COSl"a 3280 , store data on disk 

670 CLS: LOCATE 12,10:INPl'T "TO DUMP THE DATA 
680 IF DV~PI:"N" OR Dl"HPI:"n" THES COTO 770 
690 IF DUMPSo"Y" OR DUMPS:"y" THEN GOSl"B 34JO 
700 CLS: LOCATE 12,10: INPUT "HOHE UATA FILES 
710 IF CHS."N" OR CHlo"n" THES 770 

ON PRINTER, \' or N ";Dem'l 

720 IF CHlo"Y" OR CHI="Y" THES 280 
730 ' 
;40' "1 ••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• 
750 ' Output of datafiJe6 
760' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
770 IF LC'I THEN COTO 3610 

, dump new data file 
TO ENTER, Y or N . ;CHS 

, plot new data flle 
780 IF LC.2 THEN COTO 3590 
790 IF LC=3 THEN GOSVB 3380 

, recall/plot old file 
, recall/print cld data 

800 GOTO 180 
810 ' 
820 ' 
830 ' 
8~0 ' 

•••••••• HP 7475A PLOTTER rROGRAM ••••••••• 
written by John Pern 

•••••••••••• , ....................... 1. "11" 

menu selection 

coordinations 
850 
860 
870 

FOR 101 TO 4: IX I I ,: 0: H I I 1=0: NEXT 
LI:250:RI:I0250:L2=440:R2=7760: '4 X, Y 
LX=25 : LY: 18 ' Bet '" y length in centlmeter 

880 CLS 
890 LOCATE 5, 10: PRINT" MA~IMVH PLOT SIZE IS 25 x 18 Icml " 
900 LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT" E~TER YO~H CHOICE: " 
910 LOCATE 9, 10: PRINT "I. DEFAULT FORMAT 120 " lSI WITH TIChS" 
920 LOCATE 11,10: PRINT "2. YOU DECIDE THE SIZE AND TICK Nl"MBER" 
930 LOCATE 13,10: INPUT" 1 or 2 ";LI: L:\ALILlI: IF L=O THE" 
940 IF L=I THE~ LW.20:LH=15: KT=IO: GOTO 1030 
950 IF L=2 THE~ CLS : GOTO 9~0 
9£0 LOCATE 7,10: INPUT "LE~GTH OF 1 axis leml = ";LW 
970 LOCATE 9,10: INPVT "LEhGTH OF Y aX1B Icml • ";LH 
980 LOCATE 11,10: I"PVT "NEED TICKS OS AXES, YIN IDefault YI ";T~' 
990 IF Thl C> -,," THE~ LOCATE 13,10: INPL1 "HO~ MAS\' (Default 91 ";~1' 
1000 IF Th. = "");" .THE~ 1030 
1010 IF LE"lhT"=U THEN KT:IO 
IU~O IF LENIKTal)O THEN hT=tALIKT., 
JO~O LOCATE 16,10: INPVT ""LOTTER PE~ "[,MBlR 11-6, D£fault II ";NP 
1040 CLS:LOCATE 10,25: PRINT "f-LOTTING UAIA FILE ..•.•• " 
1050 ' 
lObO ' 
1070 
10~0 

IO~:' 

••••• Calculate the selected plot sizp IPI, P~I 
HIII= II-L~/LXI'IJ/I-LlIl2 t LJ: DI41=IXIII 
1).121 IXIII + L~'/L~IIRJ-LlI:HI~I=nI21 
IYIII = II-LH/LYI'IH~-L~I/2 + L2: J\f~I=IYII I 

930 
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1100 lY(3) =1\'(1) + LH/L)' 'IR2-L21: H(4) = 1)'(3) 
1110 IF NP<I OR NP>6 THE~ NP=I 
1120' RETURN Ireser~ed) 

1130 ' 
1140' ••••• ISITIATE PLOTTER ••••• 
1150 OPEN "rO!II:96UU,S,i,1,RS,CS65535,DS,CD" AS 'I 
1160 PIlINT '1, "IN; Ih"'U(I),I\'(II,I:\(3),l\(3)";SP"NP;" 
1170 IX(0)=I~(4):IY(UI=IY(4):1=0:J=0 
1180 FOR 1= 0 TO 4: I'RI!(T t1. "PA"UIl),J\'(I)";I'D;":NnT 
1190 PIlINT '1, "PU;" 
1200 TX =Lh/LX',RI-Ll) : TY = LH/LY'(R2-L21 
1210 IF ThS="S" THE~ 1340 
1220 I = I:J = 1: 12=4 
1230' ,.,. Plot Ticks "'1 
1240 FOR 1=1 TO 12 
1250 FOR J=1 TO KT-l 
1260 PX=(TX/~TIIJ: PY=(T)/~TIIJ 
12iO IF 1=1 THE~ PRIST II, "TLl.5,O;PA"IX(I)+PX,IY(I)" 
1280 IF 1=2 THE~ PRINT II, "TLO,I.2;PA"IX(2),IfIZI+PY" 
1290 IF 1=3 THEN PRIST '1, "TLO,).5;PA"lX(~)-PX,IY(3)" 
1300 IF 1=4 THEN PRINT ,I, "TLI.2,O;PA"IX(4),I)141-Pf" 
1310 NEXT J 
132U NEXT I 
13~0 PRINT 'I, "PU;" 
1340 RETURN 
1350 ' 
1360' ..... SL'BROUTISE FOR DATAFILE PLOT 
1370 CLS:R=3:C=3 
1380 FL"'G~=O 
1390 GOSLB 2~30: IF FLAG~:I THEN l:iO 
1400 RESTORE : CLS 
1410 FOR L=O TO 6: READ TE~f's(L) 
1420 LOCATE 1I+2'L,r:PIIIST TE~PS(L) 
1430 1\EXT L 
1440 DATA "I. Data Filename 
145U DATA "2. X-axis Tltle 
1460 DATA "3. Y-axis Title 
14iO !JATA "4. Fillure Title «= 45 letters) 
1480 VATA "5, I-Letter Srmbol to Hark Detapoints 
1490 DATA "6. Label TodaT's Date on Plot IY or N): " 
1500 DATA" IDefault Fixed-ScalinE on X, f axe81: " 

XT .. GOTO 
YT .. GOTO 
XT .. GOTO 
YT " GOTO 

FOR L=O TO 5: LOCATE R+2IL,C+40:LINE INPUT TITLESILI:NEXT 
L=7:LOCATE R+2IL,C: INPVT "7. FIXED SCALE X minimum ";XHIN 

LOCATE R+2IL,C+40: I NPt.:T " lL lIaximum ";X~AX 
L=8~LOCATE Rt2'L,C: ]t;Pl:T "8. Y minimum ";YHII' 

LOCATE R+2'L,C+40: INPUT" t maximum ";t~AX 

LOCATE 21,C: PIlINT "ESTER THE SUHBEII FOR CHA~GE. 
LOCATE 2I,C+30: INPUT "IF NOT, ENnll I hE\' TO COS1'lME ";CHS 

CHS=CHRI(4i) THEN hL=6: GOTO 16~0 
J=VALICHSI:IF J=O THEN 1570 

J = II THlt. 1550 
J = 7 TIIE~ If,3U 

LOfATE H<:'(J-II,C+40: Lll'E I~PUT TITLEIIJ-II:GOTO 1570 

1310 
1310 
1310 
1310 

1510 ' 
1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 IF 
1600 
1610 IF 
1620 IF 
1630 
1640 
1650 

GO~l'll ~19u ' To store label title (,Ie 
IF TITLESI51="Y" THE~ TITLlSI51=DATE$ ELSE T)TLES(~I=" " 
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1660 RETURN 
1670 ' 
1680' ..... Mark X, Y numeric ,'nlues on a);es 
1690 IF L=I THEN ~T=IO 
1700 IF L=2 AND LENIKTS)O THEN ~T=VAL(KTS) ELSE liT=10 
1710 X~INS=STRS(XMIN): XMAX.=STRSIXMAX) 
1720 FOR J= I TO KT-I : X~ID=XMIN+IX~AX-XMIN)lJ/liT:XAXISS(J I=STRSlX~UD) :NEXT 
1730 XAXISI(O)=XMINI: X~ISS(liT)=XMAX' 
1740 YMI~I=STRS(VMJN): YMA~S=STRSIYMAX) 
1750 FOR J= I TO liT-I: YMID=\,MIN+(YMAX-YHH)'J/liT:VAXISS(J)=STRSIYMID):NEXT 
1760 \AXISI(O)=VMINS: VA1ISSlliT)=YMAXI 
1770 FOR J=O TO liT : XAXlS I J) =LEN (XAXISS (J) ) :YAXIS I J) =LES (\" AXISG I J) ) : NEXT 
1780 ~0=.22 : "0=.3 
1790 H=I 
1800 FOR J=O TO liT STEP K 
1810 XH=XAXIS(J)/2 : PX=L\"'J'(RI-Ll)/(KTtLX) 
1820 PRINT '1, "IN;PU;CSO;SI"WO,HO";" 
1830 PRINT 'I, "PA"IXI I )+PI-40, HI I )-250";" 
1840 PRINT '1, "CP";-XH;"0;LB";XA1JSS(J);+CHRSI3) , .,ark X scnle 
1850 NEIT 
1860 FOR J=O TO KT STEP K 
1870 HY=YAXlS(J): PY=LH'J'IR2-L2)/IKT'LY) 
1880 IF HY)=6 THE~ ~O=.18:HO=.25 
1890 PRINT '1, "PA"IXII)-50,IY(I)+PY";SI'~O,HO";" 
1900 PRINT '1, "CP";-HY;"-0.25;LB";YAXISICJI;+CHRS(3) , \lark Y scnle 
1910 NEXT 
1920 ' 
1930' •••••• PLOT X,V, AND FIGURE TITLES 
1940 XL=LE~tTITLES(I)):YL=LENtTITLElt2)):TL=LENITITLES(3)) 
1950' Set character size 
1960 lo'O=.3'L'''/LX: HO=.36tLH/LY : ~·1=.2 : HI=.25 
1970 IF WO<.2 THEN ~O=~I 

1980 IF HO<.2 THEN HO=HI 
1990 PRI~T '1, "!S;PA"IXt4I, IYt4 )";SP"~P";' 
2000 PRINT '1, "OII,O;CSO;SI"'IO,HO";" 
2010 PRINT '1, "PA"(IXtll+ll.tZI)l2,l\'tl)-650";" 
2020 PRIKT '1, "CP";-XL/2;"U;LB"TITLESII);+rHHSIJ) 
2030 PRINT '1, "010,1;" 

I set X center 
, label X title 

2040 PRINT '1, "PA"H(J)-100,Il\"tll+l\'t41l/2";" , set Y center 
2050 PRIST '1, "CP";-YL/2;5.2";LB";TITLEStZI;+CHRS(J) 'label V title 
2060 IF TL)35 THE~ WO=WI : HO=HI 
2070 PRINT aI, "UII,O;CSO;SI"WO,HO";" 
20aO PRI~T 'I, "PA"(IX(3)+IX(4))/2,IVI3)+400";" 
2090 PRIKT 'I, "CP";-TL/2;"0;LB";lITLEI131;+CHRl(3) 
2100 IF DFILES=" " THEN DFILEI=TITLESIO)+".DAT" 

I oet title center 
, wri ie filZ. ti tle 

2110 PRINT '1, "PA"IX t 4) +250, H (3) + I 00"; SI 0.2, O. 2; LBUatllFile: "OFlLES+CHRI (31 
2120 PRINT 'I, "PA"IX(3)-1150,IYt3)+100";" 
2130 PRIKT '1, "LB"TITLES(51;+CHHI(3) 
2140 PR 1 NT • I, "PU; PA" H t 4 1 ,1\ ( 4 )" ; " 
2150 PRINT '1, vPU;PAO,7500;SPO;" 
2160' CLOSE.I Ireser¥edl 
2170 RETL'Rl\ 
2180 I 

2190 ' 
2::00 

•••••• Subroutine to store new label file 
FOR IO=C TO C+70:LOrAn ~I,IO:l'RI"T " ":l\EXT 10 

I label date 

I reset pen 

2210 LOCATE 21,C: INl'CT "TO STORE THE ll\FO ABOVE, Y or N ";NOS 
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2220 IF NOS <) "Y" THE~ 2310 
2230 IF "OS="\'" THEN LOCATE 21,C: INPL'T "ENTER TITLE FILENA11E TO STORE ":NEL', 
2~40 LOCATE 22,C:INPCT "WHICH DIS~ DRIVE lA, B, or C) ":DDS 
2250 DDS = DO'.":" : "EU'=NEU ..... TXT .. : NECTITLE!=DDS.NEUS 
2260 OPH: NECTITLES FOH OUTPUT AS ,2 
2270 WRITE '2, KL 
2280 FOH 1=0 TO KL-I: WHITE '2, TITLESII): NEXT I 
2290 WHITE '2, XHIN,X!1AX,YHI~,YHAX 
2300 CLOSE .2 
2310 RETURN 
2320 ' 
2330' ••••• Recall old title file "'"" 
2340 CLS 
2350 IF FTYPE=l THEN FT,="CIS" ELSE FTI="CDS" 
2360 OLDLABELS=DD •• FTS.TITFIL'.".TXT" 
2430 OPEN OLDLABELS FOR I~PUT AS '2 
2440 INPUT '2, KL 
2450 FOR 1=0 TO KL-I : INPUT '2, TITLE.II): NEXT 
2460 l~PUT '2, XHIN,X!1AX,YHIN,Y!1AX 
2470 CLOSE '2 
2480 CLS:R=3:C=3 
2490 RESTORE 
2500 FOR 1=0 TO KL: READ TEMPIII) 
2510 LOCATE R.2'I,C:PRINT TEMPSII) 
2520 NEXT I 
2530 FOR 1=0 TO KL: LOCATE R.2'1 ,C.40:PRINT TITLE$(I):NEXT 
2540 I=7:LOCATE R.2II,C: PRINT "7. FIXED SCALE X minimum ";X!1IN 
2550 LOCATE R.2'I,C.40: PRINT" X ma~imum ":XHAX 
2560 I=B:LOCATE R.2'I,C: PRINT "B. Y minimum ";YHI" 
2570 LOCATE R.2'I,C+40: PRINT" Y maximum ";YMAX 
2580 LOCATE 21,C: PHINT "IF CORRECT, E~TER I KEY TO CONTINL'E " 
2590 LOCATE 23,C: INPUT "IF NOT, E~T£R N KEY TO TRY AGAIN ";CHS 
2600 IF CHS=CHRS(47) THEN FLAG~=I: DOTO 2620 
2610 IF CHI=""" THEN CLS: GOTO 2390 
2620 RETURN 
2630 ' 
2640' •••• Datafile retrieval L Bearchin& min, max valueB •••• 
2650 CLS : NPLOT=O 
2660 LOCATE l,lO:INPUT "Enter' of film to plot";FILHS 
2670 LOCATE 2,10:PRINT "What type of material" 
26BO LOCATE 3,15:PRlNT"]' CulnSe(2)" 
2690 LOCATE 4,15:PRINT"2. CuGaSe(2)" 
2700 INPUT FTYPE 
2710 IF FTYPE=I THEN FT'=".CIS" ELSE FT'=".CGS" 
2720 LOCATE 6,10: PRINT"What type of plot do you wnnt" 
2730 LOCATE 8,15:PRINT "1. "T "s I""'elength" 
2740 LOCATE 9,IS:PRINT "2. "T "s enerllY" 
2750 LOCATE 10,IS:PRINT "3. "R "B wB\'elensth" 
2760 LOCATE lI,l5:PRIST "4. "R \'B enerllY" 
2770 LOCATE 12,15:PRINT "5. I-T-R ,'s wa,'eJenllth" 
2780 LOCATE 13,15:PRINT "6. 1-T-H V6 enerllr" 
2790 LOCATE 14,15:PR!"T "7. aJphaldenton) \'B wave!enllth" 
2800 LOCATE IS,15:PHIST "8. nlphnldenton) VB energy" 
28)0 LOCATE 16,15:PRI~T "9. aJphalmod) \'5 "av~lentth" 
2b20 LOCATE li,14:PH!~T "10. alphnCmod) VB ener£J" 
28JO LOCATE 18,14:PRINT "II. 1011 acdenton) VB wavp!entth" 
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2840 LOCATE 19,14 
2850 LOCATE 20,14 
2860 LOCATE 21,14 
2870 LOCATE 22,14 
2880 LOCATE 23,14 
2890 INP~T CHOICE 
2900 DDS="A:" 

PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

"12, 
"13. 
"14. 
"15. 
"16. 

loe a(denton) VB enerey" 
Joe a(mod) VB ~B¥elenith" 
Joe a(mod] VB en.rey" 
(a(hv])"Z VB eneriJ (denton)" 
Bqrt(a(hv]) VB eneriY (denton)" 

2910 IF CHOICE=I THEN CHOCS="TRI.'\'":TITnLS="TR.T" 
2920 IF CHOIC£=2 THEN CHOCS="TREN":TITFILS="TRES" 
2930 IF CHOIC~=3 THEN CHOCS="RFWV":TITFILS="RFWV" 
2940 IF CHoIet=4 THEN CHOCI="RFEN":TITFILS="RFEN" 
2950 IF CHOICE=5 THE~ CHUCS="ABWV":TITFILS="ABWV" 
2960 IF CHOICE=6 THEN CHOCSo"AEEN":TITFILS="ABEN" 
2970 IF CHOICE=7 THEN CHOCS="ALoW":TITFILSo"ALo." 
2980 IF CHOICE08 THEN CHOCS="ALDE":TITFILS="ALDE" 
2990 IF CHOICE=9 THEN CHOC.="ALMW":TITFILS="ALM." 
3000 IF CHOICE=IO THEN CHOCS="ALME":TITFIL,="ALME" 
3010 IF CHOICE=II THEN CHOCS="LADW":TITFILS="LADW" 
3020 IF CHOICE=12 THE~ CHOCS="LADE":TITFILS="LADE" 
3030 IF CHOICE=13 THEN CHOC.="LAMW":TITFIL.="LAMW" 
3040 IF CHOICE=14 THEN CHOCSo"LAME":TITFILS="LAME" 
3050 IF CHOICE=15 THEN CHOCS="DBGE":TITFILS'"DBGE" 
3060 IF CHOICE=16 THEN CHOC.="IBGE":TITFILS="IBGE" 
30iO OLDFILES=oDS+FILMS+CHUCS+FTI 
3080 OPEN OLDFILES FOR INPCT AS .2 
3090 INPUT ,~, oFILE.,Io 
3100 FOR 1=0 TO ID 
311 0 INPUT • 2, X (I I ,Y (I I 
3120 NEXT I 
3130 LINE INPCT '2, COMMENTS 
3140 CLOSE .2 
3150 XMINoX(O): XMAXol(O) YMIN=Y(O) YMAX=Y(O) 
3160 FOR 1=0 TO 10 
3170 IF X(I)<XMIN THEN 
3180 IF XII »XMAX THEN 
3190 IF Y( I) <YMIN THEN 
3200 IF Y(I»YMAX THEN 
3210 NEXT I 

XMIN=X(I) 
XMAXoX(I) 
YMn=Y(l) 
YMAX=\'( I) 

3220 CLS:LOCATE 
3230 LOCATE 
3240 LOCATE 
3250 LOCATE 

6,10: PRINT "DATAFILE "DFILES" IS 
8,10: PRINT "TOTAL NL'MBER Of DATA 
12,10: PRINT "X minimum "XMIN" 
14,10: PRINT "Y minimum: -rMIN" 

3260 RETURN 
3270 ' 
3280' ,., •• Stor~ data file on disk .a, •• 
3290 OPEN NECFILE. FOR OCTPCT AS '2 
3300 WRITE '2, DFILE',ID 
3310 FOR 1=0 TO ID 
33.0 WRITE '2, X(I),Y(I) 
3330 NEXT 
3340 .'RITE 12, COMMENTS 
3350 ("LOSE .2 
33£0 IIETl'RN 
3370 ' 
3380' ••••• PRINT DATA FILE I ••• 
3390 IF LCd OR Lf>=2 THEN GUTO 359U 

RETRIErEo" 
POINTS IS "ID 
X m6ximum -XMAX 
Y maximum : "YMAX 
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3400 IF LC=3 THE~ GOSUB 2640 ' recall old data file 
3410 LOCATE 22,IO:PRINT'Tl'R~ ON PRINTER TO OL'TPL'T DATAFILE .. 
3420 LOCATE 23,10:INPUT·NOW, ENTER / KEY TO START PRINTING ";PRS 
3430 IF PRI(>CHRSl47) THEN 3420 
3440 CLS:LOCATE IO,15:PRINT "DU!1PING DATAFILE O~ PRIl>TER 
3450 IF DFILES=" " THES DFILES= "Not specified· 
3460 LPRINT "Data File: "DFILES" Today's Date:"DATE5 
3470 LPRI~T " " 
3480 FOR H=I TO 50:LPRINT ... ·;:NEXT K 
3490 LPRINT .. ":LPRINT " No. " • XlI)"," Yl')" 
3500 LPRI~T " " 
3510 FOR 1=0 TO ID 
3520 LPRINT I+I,X(I),Y(I) 
3530 ~EXT 
3540 LPRINT " ": LPRINT "CO!1!'lENT: "CO!'l!'lENTI 
3550 FOR J=O TO 50:LPRI~T • ... ;:NEXT 
3560 LPRINT " ":LPRINT CHRIlI2) , printer paper form reed 
3570 CLS: RETL'RN 
3580 ' 
3590 ' 
3600 IF 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3£90 CLS 

••••• OPTIO" TO PLOT DATA FILE 
LC=2 THEN GOSUB 2£40 ' re~sll old dsta file 

LOCATE 20,10: PRINT"TURN ON PLOTTER 
LOCATE 22,10: INPL'T"ENTER / KEY TO 

ASD LOAD PAPER NO," 
CO~TINL'E ";PRS 

IF PRS()CHRSl471 THEN 3620 
GOSL'B 1360 
GOSUB 4060 
GOSL'B 820 
GOSL'B 3850 
GOSUB 1680 

• let old or new titles 
• select line trpe 
• plot bo:. 
, plot data points 
• mark X,Y scales & lsbel titles 

3700 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT ·PLOT MORE DATAFILES OS THE SA!'lE FIGL'RE FOR!'lAT" 
3710 LOCATE 12,10:INPL'T ·(Le., use same x,r Beales & titlesl, Y or l> ";rss 
3720 IF rN •• ",," OR r~S."n" THEN 38~U 
3730 IF rNI.·r" OR rhl="Y" THE~ XI.X!1IN : X2.X!'lAX : TI.TMIl> : YI.TMAX 
3740 GOSL'B 2640 
3750 LOCATE 2I,lO:INPL'T "ENTER / KE\ TO CONTINUE •..•••• ";CH' 
3760 IF CHS(>CHRS(471 THEN 3750 
3770 XMIN.XI: X~AX.X2 : TMI".TI : T!'lAX=T2 
3780 GOSL'B 4060 
3790 LOCATE 2I,15:1NPL'T "I-Letter SYMBOL for dstapoints ";TITLESl41 
3800 LOCATE 23,15:1"PL'T "Select Pen Number (1-61 ";SP 
3810 GOSL'B 3850: PRINT '1, "PAO,750U;SPO;": GOTO 3690 
3820 PRIST '1, ·PAO,7500;SPO;":CLOS[ .1 
3830 CLS:GOTO 180 ' return to ~ain menu 

.11 II PLOT DATA POISTS ROl'TI NE • II II 
SP<l OR NP>6 THES "1'=1 
SI.Tl TUI (4 I 
XSCALE.(IXl2)~lXlII)/(X!1\X-X~I~1 
TSULE. (IY 141-1\' (I I II l \'~',~-\,MI~ I 
PRIST .1, 'SI'"I\I''' ;Pl';P""J\( I I ,H( I )";" 
PHINT '1, "CPU,U:C5U;~IU,2,O.~;" 

3840 ' 
3850 ' 
38£0 IF 
3870 
~8HO 

38~0 
~~OO 
3910 
~~~O 

39:l0 
::~10 

39:0 

FOJ< 1.0 TO III 
If' XIII(\~IJ~ THI" 4U~O 
H Y( I I 'Y~I" 'fHH 40~0 
If :\ (II »'!'l\X Till::~ 4020 
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3960 IF Y(I»YMAX THE~ 4020 
39iO TX=IX(I)+(X(I)-XMI~I'~SCALE 
3980 TY=IY(I )+(Y(I)-YHI~IIYSCALE 
3990 IF NT=7 THEN 4000 ELSE 4010 
4000 PRINT tI, "LT;SM"SS";PA"TX,TY";PO;" : GOTO 4020 
4010 PRINT ,I, "LT"NT";SM"S,';PA"TX,TY-;PO;" , plot one point 
4020 NEXT 1 
4030 PRI~T '1, "PU;SH;" 
4040 RETL'RN 
4050 ' 
4060' "'1 Line Type sele~t1on "" 
4070 CLS 
408D LOCATE 2,15 :PRINT " Select Line Type yau like: " 
4090 LOCATE 4,15 :PRINT "I. Oot only at each data po.nt " 
4100 LOCATE 6,15 :PRI~T "2. 
4110 LOCATE 8,15 :PRINT "3. 
4120 LOCATE 10,15:PRINT "4. 
4130 LOCATE 12,15:PRINT "5. 
4140 LOCATE 14,15:PRI~T "6. --. --, --. --, --, --. 
4150 LOCATE 16,15:PRINT "7. ., -- .• -- •• -- •• -- .• --. 
4160 LOCATE 18,IS:PRINT "8. Solid line (default) 
4170 LOCATE 18,50:I~P~T - Your Choice (1-8) ";NT$ 
4180 NT=VAL(NT.): IF NT<I OR ~T)8 THES 4170 
4190 IF NT=O THEN NT=7:GOTO 4210 
4200 NT=NT-I 
4210 RETURN 
4220 ' 
4230 ' 
4240' "'111 Character plot routine IIIII 
4250 OPEN "COMI:9600,S,7,I,RS,CS65535,OS,CO" AS .1 
4260 CLS:LOCATE 1,10:PRINT "See PLOTTER HA~UAL pp.C-8 to C-12 for reference" 
4270 LOCATE 3,10 :PRINT" Choose the tyPe you "ant.: 
4280 LOCATE 5,10 :PRI~T "SET 0 A~SI ASCII 
4290 LOCATE 6,10 :PRI~T "SET I 98~5 CharBcter Set 
4300 LOCATE 7,10 :PRINT "SET 2 Frenct./German 
4310 LOCATE 8,10 :PRINT ·SET 3 SCBndina\"ian 
4320 LOCATE 9,10 :PRINT ·SET 4 Spanish/Latin Americftn 
4330 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT 'SET 6 JIS ASCII 
4340 LOCATE 1I,10:PRINT ·SET 7 RomBn Extensions 
4350 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT -SET 8 K8tBk8~8 
4360 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT ·SET 9 ISO (lnt'l kef. Version)" 
4370 LOCATE 14,10:PRINT "SET 30: ISO Swed.sh 
4380 LOCATE 15,10:PRI"T "SET 31: ISO Swedish For ~ames 
4390 LOCATE 16,10:PRINT 'SET 32: ISO Norway (Version I) 
4400 LOCATE 17,10:PRINT ·SET 33: ISO German 
4410 LOCATE 18,10:PRI~T ·SET 34: ISO French 
4420 LOCAn: 19,10:PRI"T "SET 3:': ISO l!nited Kinlldom 
4430 LOCATE iO,IO:PRINT "SET 36: ISO Italinn 
4440 LOCATE 2I,10:PRI"T "SET 37: ISO Spanish 
4450 LOCATE 22,10:PRINT "SET 3&: ISO Portu£ese 
4460 LOCATE 23,10:PRINT "SET 39: ISO ~or"ar (\er6.on 2, 
4470 LOCATE 2I,42:INP~T " Your Choice Center SET number) "ill 
4480 ' 
4490 CLS:LOCATE 8, IO:PRINT "You Ha\'e To !'Io'"'' "Iotter Ppn PnsillC·n !'Ian'~lllly .. 
4500 LOCATE ID,IO: PRINT "The Chnrnel"r S.=" can be chospn fro~ ~.I X U.I " 
4510 LOCATi 11,10: .PRI~T "to 2.0 X ~.5 cm for ~.dlh x Hei,ht ppr charecter" 

------------------
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LOCATE 12,10 
LOCATE 13,10 
LOCATE 15,10 
LOCATE 15,45 
LOCATE Ii ,10 
LOCATE 19,IU 
LOCATE 22,10 
OOSUB 4610 
OOTO 180 

4520 
4530 
4540 
4550 
4560 
45;0 
458U 
4590 
460U 
4610 
4620 
4630 
4640 
4650 
4660 ' 

PRINT "-- The larger th~ l~ss can be plott~d on paper 
PRI~T" INOTE: no mor~ thnn 60 characters per line) 

INPUT ""idth: ";"1 :LOCATE 15,27:INPUT "Heieht: ";H2 
INPUT "Pen ~umber: ";NP 

PRINT "NOW, Type the Characters-line ,OU want below: " 
LINE INPUT USERS 
INPUT "krite Vertical I, or Horizontally lenter \ or HI ";VH' 

, •••• Initiate Plott~r •••• 
PRINT tl, "IN;SP"NP";" 

IF VHf."V" OR VHI'''y'' THEN 4670 

• return to main menu 

PRINT 'I, "CPO,O;CS"IL";SI"WI,HZ,";LB"USERS+CH[SI3) :PRINT 
OOTO 4750 

4670 IF VHS="V· OR VHS="y" THEN OOSUB 4680 : OOTO 4750 
4680 L = LESI~SERSI 
4690 FOR 1=1 TO L:CS=MIOSllSERS,I,11 

'I, "CP;" 

4700 PRINT 'I, "CS"IL";SI""I,H2,";LB"CS+CHRSI3) : PRINT 'I, "CP;" 
4710 NEXT 
4720 XR=3'''1'440: YU=H2'2iL'.40-50 
4730 PRINT 'I, "PU;PR",XR,YU,";" 

, convert to plotter unit for pen reset 

4740 RETUR~ 

4750 CLS: LOCATE 8,10:INPUT "Hor~ Characters-line to write IY or NI ";CHI 
4760 IF CHI = " " THEN 4750 
4770 IF CHa="N" OR CHS="n" THEN 4790 
47BO IF CHs="Y" OR CHI="," THEN 4500 • more lines to ~rlte 
4790 PRINT 'I, "P~;SPO;PAO,7600;" 
4800 CLOSE .1 
4810 CLS: RETURN 
4820 ' 
4830' ••••• CataloK diskfil~s on screen •••• 
4840 CLS:LOCATE 2,10: PRINT 'IHn PIHNT SCREEN to print the file list)" 
4850 LOCATE 4,10:INPUT "CataloK flIes on disk drive (A, B, or C) ";OOS 
4860 LOCATE 6,1 
4870 IF DOI="A" OR OO.="a" THEN 
4880 IF DDI="B" OR DOI="b" THEN 
4890 IF DOI="C" OR OOS="c" THEN 
4900 LOCATE 24,IO:I~PUT "Hit 
4910 IF CHS()" .. THE~ CLS: OOTO 
4920 COLOR 7,0:CLS:KEY ON:ENO 

FILES 
FILES 
FILES 
ENTER 
180 

"A:I,''': OOTO 4900 
"B:I,''': OOTO 4900 
"C:'.I": OOTO 4900 
k~, to continue ";CHI 
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APPEHDIX Cl XRD PROGRAM - SPHALERITE CuGaSe2 

.. , ...................... , ....................... . 
ThlS proaram calculates XRD intenslties for Cubic 
Sphalerite CuUaSe(2) with allowahce for defects 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 DIM HKL(30,10) 
10 CLS:AI=5.614:IHAX=0 
20 PI=3.1415926,:X=I.54183&:X2=.770919:XSE=.25:ALPHA2=26.57'(PI/180) 
25 'BCV=O:BGA=O:BSE=O 'allows for cancellin~ temp factor 
30 BCU=I .356:BUA=1 .607:BSE=I.023 'isotropic Debre-~aller ter~s 
40 DELFCUI=0:DELFCU2=0:DELFGAI=0:DELFGA2=0:DELFSEI=0:DELFSE~:O 
42 CLS:PRINT 
43 PRINT "Thia pro~ram calculates th~ Btructure-temperature factors" 
44 PRINT "for aphalerlte CuGaSe2 BEuumlni all cia diBlortion i. alon," 
45 PRINT "the c-oxiB. Values are based on one CUbIC cell (ie. 8 atoms" 
46 PRINT "tot81) and include 2-theta, Flhkl)expl-m), and F"2Ihkl)expl-2m)." 
47 PRINT:PRIt;T 
60 INPUT "Do sou wish to use anomalous dispersion (yes or no)";At;SIS 
70 IF ANSIS:"no" THEN GOTO 110 
80 DELFCUI=-2.I:DELFCl2:.7 
90 DELFGAI=-1.5:DELFGA2:.85 
100 DELFSEI=-I!:DELFSE2=1.25 
110 PRINT 
120 INPUT "enter at.% Cu, at.% Ga";ATCU,ATGA 
125 DELAVGI=ATCU'DELFCUI+ATUAtDELFGAI 
130 DELAVG2=ATCU.DELFCU2+ATGA'DELFGA2 
135DELFCUI=DELAVGI:DELFGAl=UELAVGI 
140 DELFCU2:DELAVG2:DELFGA2=DELAIU2 
200 INPUT "how many hkl'. to proceus";NUMHHL 
210 FOR 1=1 TO NUMHHL 
220 HHLII,I)=J 
230 INPUT "enter h,k,I";HKL(J,2),HKL(I,3),HHL(I,4) 
240 NEXT I 
242 LPRINT CHRI(12):LPRINT CHRI(15) 
243 WIDTH "lptl:",255 
250 CLS 
260 LPRINT:LPRINT "Defect Simulation for CuGoSe2 XRU Structure/Temp Factor." 
270 LPRINT:LPRINT "a=";AI;" x(Be)=";XSE 
280 I.PRINT "\o!ovelenith=";X;" an~stroms" 
290 LPRINT "Includes isotropic Debre-woller terms" 
295 LPRINT "B(Cu)=";BCU;"BIGo)=";OGA;"BISel=";BSE 
300 IF ANSII:",es" THEN LPRINT "Includes ano~nlou8 dIspersion" 
340 LPHINT:LPRINT TAB(6)" HHL";TAB(20)" 2-theto";TAB(40)" d-space "; 

TAB(60)"multpls";TAB(80)"(FIHHLIEXPI-H))";TAB(100)"I/Io· 

350 LPRINT "------------------------------------------------------------

360 FOR HCOL~T=l TO NUHHKL 
370 H=HHLIHCOUNT,2) 
380 K=HHL(HCOUNT,3) 
390 L=HHLIHCOVNT,4) 
400 YI=SQRIIX·Z)/(4'AI"Z)'(H·2+K"Z+L"2)) 
410 SL=YI/X:SL~=Yl·2/X"2 
420 Y12:\'1"2 
430 Y2=SQRI1-YI2) 
440 T2:\' 1/1'2 
450 TIl2:2' I f. 7.29578 • AT); IT~) ) : IIhLIIICOl''T, 5) :TIIZ 
45J TII2J1:TH~' (1'1/l!!0) 
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454 THR=ITH</21'(PII1801 
460 D=XI (2'\'1) 
4S] HKL(HCOV~T,SI=D 
470 FC~=29.0371]-.i]3627'SL-375.]388'SL-2~]5S9.88'SL-3-3270.592'SL-4~ 

3906.S52'SL-5-2696.828'SL-S+999.059]'SL-'-153.S28]'SL-8 
480 FGA=3].0392-.7990408'SL-390.4'4'SL·2~]626.]77'SL-3-33'9.75]'SL-4~ 

4032.4S8'SL-5-2'82.342'SL-6~]030.593'SL-7-158.4824'SL·8 
490 FSE=34.0403]-.974]745'SL-4]2.0278'SL·2~]702.739'SL-3-352] .008'SL-4~ 

4185.18S'SL·5-~878.S4S'SL·6~IOS3.284'SL-7-163.0901'SL-8 
500 FAVC=ATCL'FC~+ATGA'FGA 
5] 0 FCl'=FA\'G: FGA=FAVG 
520 Cl'DEL]=O 
530 Cl'DEL2=(H/2~L/2)'2'PI 
540 CUDEL3=(H/2+K/2~L)'2'PI 
550 Cl'DEL4=(K/2+(3'L)/2j'2'PI 
560 GADEL]=(H/2~K/2)'2'PI 
570 GADEL2=(K/2~L/2)'2'PI 
580 GADEL3=(Ll'2'Pl 
590 GADEL4=(H/2+(3'L)/21'2.PI 
SOO SEDELI=((3'HI/4~XSl'K+L/4)'2'PI 
S]O SEDEL2=((H/4j~(1-XSEj'h~L/4j'2'PI 
620 SEDEL3=((.5-XSEl'H+h/4~(3'Ll/41'2'PI 
630 SEDEL4=((.5+XSEl'H+(3'K)/4~(3'LI/41'2'PI 
640 SEDEL5:(3'HI/4+( .5-XSEI'K~(5'LI/41'2'PI 
650 SEOELS=(H/4+( .5+XSEJlh+(S'LI/41'2'PI 
660 SEDEL7=(H'XSE+K/4~(7'Ll/4)'2'PI 
670 SEDEL8=«(1-XSE)'H+(3'KI/4+(7'L)/4)'2'PI 
680 CUCOS=COS(C~DEL]I+COS(Cl'DEL21~COSIClDEL3)+COS(Cl'DEL41 
690 C~SIS:SIN(CrDtLll~SIS(Cl'DEL21+SIN(CUOEL31+SINICUDEL41 
700 GACOS=COSICAOELI I+COS(CADEL2j~COS(CADEL31+COS(CAOEL41 
7]0 GASlh:SIN(CADELI I+Sl~ICAUEL2j+SlNICADEL31+S1KICADEL41 
720 SECOS=COSISEDELII~COSISEDEL21+COSISEDEL3j'COS(SEDEL41+COSISEDEL51+ 

COSISEDEL61~COSISEDEL71+COSIS~DELBI 
730 SESIK:SINISEDELlj+SI~ISED[L21~SlNISEDEL3j+SIN(SEDEL41+SJ~(SEDEL51' 

SIN(SEDlLSl~SlKISEDELil+SJhISEDEL8j 
740 STI:II (FC~~DELFCU]I'CrCOSI-IDELFCr2.cVSJNjl'EXp(-BCr'SL21 
750 ST2=(((FGA+DEL~GAI "GACOS'-(DELFUA2'GASl~II'EXP(-BCA'SL2' 
760 ST3=(((FSE+DELFSEIl'SECOSl-(DELFSE2'SESl~1 ,'lXP(-BSE'5L21 
770 ST4:((IFCl"DELFCl'll'CVSIhl+IDELFC~2'C~COSll'EXP(-BCV'SL21 
780 5T5=((IFGA~DELFCAI j'CASlSI+(OELFCA2'CACOSll'EXP(-BGA'SL21 
790 5T6=(( (FSE+DELFSEI I'SESlhj+(DELFSE~'SECOSll'EXP(-BSE'SL21 
800 5TFAC2=(STl+5T2~ST31'2 + 15T4+5T5+5T61-2 
805 STFAC=(5QRI5TfAC211/2 
80S HhL(HCOVNT,Bl=STFAC 
810 '* •• I.JI •• ,JJ •••• ,.'J •• ~. 
820 ' calculnt~ Ip factor 
830 ' •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
840 LP=(I+IC05(ALPHA211-2'ICOS(TH2Rll·21/(5I~(THRI)-2'(CO5ITHR)) 
850 ' •• , ••••••• ,t •••••• , •••• , 
8EO ' calculate multipllclty 
8;0 ' ••••••••••• 1 ••••••• " •• ' 

8~0 IF IH:Kl AND L<>K THE' ~=24 
88S IF (H:L) AND L<~K THE' ~=24 
890 IF (K.Ll A~D H<>K THE\ M:24 
895 IF (H:~l AND L.Q THE~ M=]2 
900 IF (H:L) A~D k:U THES H'I~ 
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905 IF (K=L) A~D H=O THE~ H=12 
910 IF (H(>KI AND L=O THEK M=24 
915 IF (H(>LI A~D K=O THEN M=24 
920 IF (E(>LI AND H=O THE~ M=24 
925 IF (H=K) A~D (K=L) THEN M=8 
930 IF (H=KI AND K=O A~D L(>O THES ~=6 
935 IF (H=L) AKD L=O AND K<>O THEN M=6 
940 IF (K=LI A~D L=O AKD H<>O THEK M=6 
941 IF H<>K A~D H<>L AND K<>L THEK M=48 
949 HKL{HCOVNT,71=M 
950 • •• 1 •••• ,' •••••••••••••• 

960 ' calculate Intensit~ 
9;0 ' ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
980 IKTEN=(STFAC2/21'LP'~ 
990 IF INTE~>IMAX THEN IMAX=I~TEN 
1000 HKL(HCOVNT.9)=INTE~ 
1010 NEXT HCOU~T 
1015 ' ••• 11 ••••••••• , ••••••• , ••• 

1016 • calculate norm intensit~ 
J017 ' •••••• , •••• , •••••••••••••• 
1020 FOR HCOUNT=I TO Nr~HKL 
1030 HKL{HCOVNT,101=(HKL{HCOV~T.9)/IMAX)tl00 
1040 NEXT HCOl'NT 
1050 '1 ••••• , ••••••••••••••••• ,. 

1060 ' output to printer 
10iO ' ••••••••••• 11, •••••••••••• 

1080 FOR 1=1 TO NVMHKL 
1090 LPRINT TAB(6IHKL(J.2);H~:L{I.3);H~;L(I,~);TAB'20)H~:L(I.5); 

TAB(40IHKL(I.6);TAB(60)HKL(I.7) ;TAB(80IHKL(I.81;TAB(IOUIHKL(I,10) 
1100 NEXT I 
1110 PRINT:PRINT 
1120 PRI~T "do ~ou wish to enter aKain (~ or nl" 
1130 INPL'T ANSI 
1140 IF ANSS="~" OR ANSI="Y" THEN GO TO 10 
1150 RUS "dchem.bas" 
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APPENDIX C2 XRD PROGRAM - CHALCOPYRITE CuGaSe2 

,$ ••• ".t."""",." ••• ,.", •• """,."" •• ,.,., •• , "~I 
" This p~ogrR~ calculates IRD intensitics for Tetraional 
•• Chalcopyrite CuGaS~(2) ~ith allo~ance for Dcfects 
•••• ,1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• '" 
5 DIM HKL(30,10) 
10 CLS:AI=5.614:CI=II.032:IMAX=0 
20 RATIO=CI/AI:PI=3.1415926,:X=I.541838:X2=.7i0919: 

ALPHA2=26.57'(PI/180) 
25 'BCU=O:BGA=O:BSE=O 'allows for cancellinK temp factor 
30 BCU=1.356:BGA=1 .607:BSE=I.023 'isotropic temp factors 
40 DELFCUI=0:DELFCU2=0:DELFGAI=0:DELFGA2=0:DELFSEI=0:DELFSE2=0 
42 CLS:PRINT 
43 PRINT "This proiram calculates the structure-temperature factors for" 
44 PRINT "chalcopyrite CuGaSe2. Values returned are based on the 

tetrallonal" 
45 PRINT "unit cell (le.16 atoms/u.c.) and include 2-thet .. , Flhkl )exp(-mJ ," 
46 PRINT "and F"2IhkIJexpl-2mJ .":PRINT 
50 INPUT "enter Se posltion";XSE 
60 INPUT "Do you Wish to use anomalous dispersion (yeo or no)";A~SI' 
70 IF ANSI'="no" THE~ GOTO liD 
80 DELFCUI=-2.I:DELFCc2=.7 
90 DELFGAI=-1.5:DELFGA2=.85 
100 DELFSEI=-I!:DELFSE2=1.25 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
252 
253 
260 

270 
280 
290 
295 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 

350 

INPUT "enter X CU vacanci~8";CU\'AC 
CUSCALI=I-CUVAC/IOO 
INPUT "enter X Ga nntisite";GAFIL 
CUSCAL2=ICUVAC/IOO)'IGAFIL/IOO) 
INPUT "enter X Se vacancles";SEVAC 
SESCALI=I-SEVAC/IOO 
DELFCUI=(CUSCALI'DELFCrl)t(CUSCAL2'DELFGAI) 
VELFCV2=(C~SCALl'DELFCC~)tICUSCAL2'VELFUA2) 
DELFSEI=SESCALI'DELFSEI:VELFSE2=SlSCALI,OELFSE2 
INPUT "how many hkl's to proccBc";NUMHhL 
FOR 1=1 TO NUMHKL 

HKL(I,I)=1 
INPUT "enter h,k,I";HKL(I,2),HKLII,3),HKL(I,4) 

.-EXT I 
CLS 
LPRINT CHRS(12):LPRINT CHRI(15) 
~IOTH "lptl:",255 
LPRINT:LPRINT "Defect Simulation for CuGaSe2 IRO Structure/Temp 

Factors" 
LPRINT:LPRINT "a=";Al;" c=";CI;" ~lse)=";XSE 
LPRINT "~avelen8th=";~;" .anastromg'· 
LPRINT "Includes isotropic Debye-Waller terms" 
LPRINT "D(Cu)=";BCU;"BIGa)=";BGA;"BISeJ.";BSE 
IF ANSI8."yes" THEN LPRI~T "Includea anomalous diuperaion" 
LPRINT:LPRINT ."XC'u vacancieo=" ;CUVAC 
LPRINT"%Ga antisite Bubstitutjon=";GAFlL 
LPRINT "%Se vacancies.";SEVAC 
LPRINT:LPRINT TAB(6)" HKL";TAB(21)· 2-theta";TAB(40)" d-space "; 

TAB(60)" multipla ";TAB(80)"Flhkl)exp(-~)·;TABIJOO)"I/lo" 

LPRINT .. ------------------------------------------------------------

360 FUR HCOC~T=I TO NUMHKL 
370 H=HKLIHC'OUNT,2) 
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380 H=HKL(HCOV~T,31 
390 L=HKL(HCOU~T,41 
400 YI=SQR(IX"ZI/14.AI"ZI.(H"Z.K"Z+IL/RATIO)"Z)1 
410 SL=YI/X:SL2=YI"Z/X"2 
420 Yl2=Y1"2 
430 Y2=SQRII-YIZI 
440 TZ=YI/Y2 
450 THZ=2.(57.2957SIATSIT211 
451 HKL(HCOCST,51=TH2 
453 TH2R=TH2.IPI/IBO):THR=(TH2/21"(Pl/180) 
460 D=X/l2.\"I' 
461 HKL(HCOV~T,61=D 
470 FCU=29.03711-.7136Z7.SL-375,13BBISL"2.1569,B8.SL"3-327O,592.SL"4. 

3906.652.SL"5-Z69G,828.SL"£.999,0591.SL"7-153,6281.SL"8 
480 FGA=3I,0392-.799040BISL-39U,474.SL"~+1626,177ISL"3-3379,751.SL"4. 

4032.46B'SL"5-27B2,342ISL"6.10~O,59o.SL"7-15B,4B24.SL"B 
490 FSE=34,04031-.974Ii45.SL-412,0278ISL"Z.1702,739ISL"3-J52I,OOSISL"4. 

4185.IB6aSL"S-2B78,64SISL"6.10SJ.Z84ISL"7-16J.0901ISL"B 
500 FCV=(C~SCALIIFCV).(CVSCAL2IFGA) 
510 FSE=SESCALIIFSE 
520 CL'DELI=O 
530 CUDEL2=IH/Z.L/4 ,I21PI 
540 CUDEL3=IH/2.K/Z.L/2)IZIPI 
550 CUDEL4=IK/2.(3ILI/41.ZIPI 
560 GADELl=(H/2+K/2)12'PI 
570 GADEL2=IK/2.L/4112IPI 
580 GADEL3=IL/ZI12IPl 
590 GADEL4=IH/2.(3ILI/4"2.PI 
600 SEDELI=(13IHI/4.XSE.K.L/BI.2.Pl 
610 SEOEL2=IIH/4H(1-XS[IIt.L/81'2'PI 
620 SEDELJ=(I,5-XSE)'H+K/~.(3'LI/SI'2'PI 
630 SEDEL4=11.5.XS[IIH+«JIKI/4+(3ILI/BI12'PI 
640 SEDEL5=113'HI/4.( .5-XS[I.K+(S.LI/81'~'PI 
650 SEDEL6=(H/4.( ,5+XSE).)o.+(5tL)/8)tZ./'l 
660 SEDEL7=(H.XSE+K/4+(7ILI/BI'~'I'J 
670 SEDEL8=III-XSEI'H+(31~1/4.(7.L)/8)'2'PI 
680 CUCOS=COS (CUOEL I I +COS (CL'DrL2 )+C05 (Cl D£L3 I +COS (CL'DEL4 I 
690 CUSIN=SIS(CUDELII+SIS(CVD[L21.SI~(CLDEL3)+SISICUOEL4) 
700 GACOS=COS(GADELI)+COS(GAOEL21+COS(GADEL31+COS(GADEL41 
710 GASIS=SISIGADELI I+SI~(GADEL21.Slh(GADEL3).SI~(G~D[L4) 
720 SECOS=COS(SEOELI I.COS(SEDEL21.COS(SEDELJ)+COS(SEOEL41.COS(SEDEL51+ 

COS(SEDELSI.COS(SEOEL71+C05(SEOEL8) 
730 SESIN=SIS(SEDELI I.SIS(SEOEL2)+SIS(SEDELJ).SI~(SEDEL4)+SIh(SEDELS)+ 

SIS(SEDEL6).SINISEDEL7).SI~(SE~EL81 
740 STI=(((FCU.DELFCUII'CVrOSI-(D~LFCL'~'CUSIS)I'EXp(-BrL'.SL2) 
750 STZ= ( ( «FGA+DELFGA I I'GACO£ ) - (DELFGA~ 'GASI ~ I I 'EXP (-BGA' SL2) 
760 BTJ= ( , «FSE. DELFSE I I 'SECOS) - (DELFSE~. SES IS) I" EXI' (-BSE' SL2 ) 
770 ST4=(((FCV+DELFCCII.CLSI~I.(DELFlL2'(LCOS) 1'1~p(-Br~ISL2) 
7BO ST5=1((FGA+DELFGAI IIGASlh)+(DELFG\2'GAI·US)I'~\P(-B~A'SL21 
790 STC=( ((FSE+JlELf"SlI )'SESI.q< (DELn;E~'SH'OSI )IlXP(-BSElSL21 
800 STFAC~=(STI.STZ+STJ)"2 < (ST~.ST5.ST6)"2 
B05 5TIAr=SQH(STrAC2) 
806 HI\L(HCOL'ST,71=STfAC' 
810 ' •• , •••••• 1, •••••••• , 
8Z0 'cslruInte lp fn~tc~ 
830 ' •••••••••••••• , ••••• 
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840 LP=II+ICOSIALPHA2,,"2tICOSIT"2R,,"2'/1 ISI~ITHHI'"2tlrOSITHRI' 1 
850 'tttttttttttttt.t.t •• 
860 'calculate multiplicity 
BiD ·,11, ••••••••••••••••• 
880 IF (H<I~) A~D (H<IO) A~D IK<)O) ASD (L<)OI THE~ M=16 
890 IF H=~ A~D H<IO THEN M:8 
900 IF «H=O) OR (K=OI) ASD H<>~ AND L<>O THE' M=8 
910 IF H<)~ AND H<)O AND ~<)O AND L=O THEN M:8 
920 IF H=n AND H<)O ASD L=O THEN M=4 
930 IF (IH=O) OR (~=O)) AND H<)K A~D L=O THE\ ~=4 
940 IF H=h AND H=O A~D L<)O THES M=2 
950 HKLIHCOrNT,8)=H 
960 ' ••••• , ••• , ••• t •• "" •• 
970 ' calculate intensity 
980 '" •• , •• a •••••••• , •••• , 
990 INTEN"(STFAC2'LP'~' 
1000 IF I~TEN)IMAX THEN I~A~=JSTlS 
1010 HKLIHCOVNT,9)=INTEN 
1020 NEXT HCOVNT 
1030 '1"""""""""'" 
1040 'calculate norm intp~sity 
1050 ' •• 1, •• 1 •••••••••••••••• 

1060 FOR HCOl'NT=1 TO NVHHf:L 
1070 HKL(HCOrST,10)=(HKL(HrOUNT,9)/IHAX)'100 
1080 NEXT HCOUNT 
1090 ' ••••• , •••• 1 •• ,1 •••••••••• 

1100 ' output to prlnter 
1110 ·, •••• 1 •• , •••••••••••• ,11. 

IJ20 FOR 1=1 TO NVHH~L 
1130 LPRINT TAB I 6 1 H~;L I I ,21 ; HH I I ,31 ; HH I I ,4) ; TAB (21 , H~:L I I ,5' ; 

TAB(40)HhLI 1,6) ;TABI CO IHnLI 1,81 ;TADI 80 IHliLI 1,7) ; TABI lOa )Hl:L( I ,10' 
1140 NEXT I 
1150 PRINT:PRINT 
1160 PRINT "Do you wiBh to enter oaain Iy or n)" 
1170 I NPl'T ANSI 
1180 IF ANSI="y" OR ANS5="Y· THEN GOTO 10 
1190 RVN "dchem.bas" 
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